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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Study of the upper El Rosario Formation (UERF) (62% conglomerate, 11% 

sandstone, and 27% mudstone) documents the stratigraphic evolution of Paleocene deep-

water channels and related deposits of a conglomerate-rich lithosome. The ~1.7 km
2
 (1.9 

km-long by 0.9 km-wide) study area represents a segment of a 7 km-long by 1+ km-wide 

upper slope channel fairway within an overall mudstone-rich slope succession. Collection 

of measured sedimentologic sections (746 m), interpretation of photo-panel coverage of 

outcrop cliff-faces (3.7 km), and geologic mapping facilitated the identification of 28 

hydrodynamic facies, 5 sedimentary bodies, and 3 sedimentation regions within the 

fairway. Facies, bodies, and sedimentation regions are organized and analyzed within a 

threefold stratigraphic hierarchy of one 3
rd

-, five 4
th

-, and eleven 5
th

-order cycles.  

 

 Conglomerate facies were dominantly deposited from hyperconcentrated, non-

turbulent, multipartite subaqueous flows characterized by a wide range of behaviors and 

sediment support mechanisms. They reside within an organized fourfold channel 

hierarchy that shows organized changes in diversity and abundance that correlates to the 

threefold stratigraphic hierarchy. Sedimentary bodies reflect variations in scale, stacking 

pattern and confinement, and include channelform, wedgeform, lobeform, mass transport 

deposit, and sedimentary drape. Sedimentation regions, defined as spatial domains 

characterized by specific proportions of facies and sedimentary bodies, record variable 

degrees of subaqueous flow confinement. These include: (1) channel axes, which 

correlate to the thickest, most channelized and conglomerate-rich intervals, (2) channel 

margins, which show the highest facies and sedimentary body diversity, and (3) channel-

flanks, which correlate to the highest proportion of unchannelized deposits and thin-

bedded sandstones and mudstones.  

 

 Results of this study indicate that: (1) minimal flow transformation influenced the 

dominance of ungraded conglomerate facies; (2) channel erosion was limited to the 

elementary and composite channel scales; (3) grain size is not a dominant control on 

channel dimension because overlap exists among conglomerate and sandstone channels at 

multiple scales; (4) a stratigraphic hierarchy is key when analyzing channels 

characterized by variable stacking pattern; (5) sedimentation regions exhibit 

compensational stacking upward through stratigraphy; and (6) there is an upward change 

from multistory to multilateral channel stacking that correlates to erosional- to 

depositional-confinement at multiple scales.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Purpose and Scope 

 

 

 This study focuses on Paleocene deep-water channelized conglomerate and 

channel related sandstone and mudstone of the El Rosario Formation (ERF) in the Mesa 

San Carlos (MSC) area of the Baja California peninsula. Deep-water is defined 

hydrodynamically as the water depth below storm wave base, where sedimentation 

dominantly occurs from gravity-driven fluid and sediment subaqueous flows.  

As the upper of two (~170 m-thick) conglomerate intervals, these strata occur in 

the middle part of a 755+ m-thick mudstone-dominated record (~160 m.y.) of 

depositional outbuilding of a continental margin in a forearc basin. Changes in the 

architecture of the Upper Cretaceous and Paleocene conglomerate successions are 

correlated to lower and upper slope depositional processes, respectively. This study 

documents the sedimentology and stratigraphic architecture of the upper conglomerate 

succession, an isolated lithosome, of the ERF and is informally termed here the upper El 

Rosario Formation (UERF).  

 The fundamental objectives of this work are to increase our understanding of 

deep-water depositional systems through a detailed and integrated study of an exceptional 

outcrop. The focus on coarse-grained channel sedimentary bodies deposited in high 

gradient settings along active continental margins, their evolution, and how they relate to 

overbank sedimentation reflects an interest in the role of grain size as a control on 

channel dimensions, stacking patterns, and facies associations. Description and 
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interpretation of these upper slope deposits is tested against existing theory and concepts 

of deep-water facies and stratigraphic models. 

 

Statement of Problem and Hypotheses 

 

 

Gradient and subaqueous flow confinement (relative to individual flow size) are 

considered fundamental controls on the distance a subaqueous flow can transport and 

deposit sediment of a certain size (Middleton, 1967; Piper, 1970; Mutti & Ricci Lucchi, 

1972; Komar, 1973; Fisher, 1983; Clark & Pickering, 1996b; Mayall & Stewart, 2000; 

Gardner et al., 2003; Shultz & Hubbard, 2005). These controls have direct influence on 

flow velocity, height, and structure, as well as sediment competence and capacity. The 

boulder- to pebble-size clasts and high channel gradient of this setting suggest deposition 

from very large and inefficient hyperconcentrated flows (Felix, 2002; Mutti & Ricci 

Lucchi, 1972). 

 This study focuses on a highly channelized and isolated conglomerate lithosome 

encased in slope mudstone. Hypotheses (italicized below) pertaining to five subject areas 

and how they relate to gradient and confinement are evaluated to explain the origin, 

stratigraphic architecture, and evolution of this deep-water depositional system.  

 

 1) Sedimentology: The distribution and proportion of hydrodynamic facies is 

related to transformations within subaqueous flows of variable volume, frequency, and 

sediment concentration, and characterized by multiple coeval behaviors and sediment 

support mechanisms. Twenty-eight facies are recognized and interpreted to record a 
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range of flow concentrations and behaviors from hyperconcentrated non-turbulent to low-

concentration turbulent.  

The conglomerate facies reside within an organized hierarchy of erosive 

channels, and were predominantly deposited from hyperconcentrated, non-turbulent flow 

regions within multipartite subaqueous flows. Non-turbulent flows are considered to have 

limited erosive capability (Mohrig et al., 1998; Major & Iverson, 1999). Understanding 

the relationship between non-erosive deposits filling erosional channel depressions 

requires separating the erosional processes generating confinement from the depositional 

processes recorded by the conglomerate fills. The challenge is recognizing whether 

dominantly turbulent or non-turbulent flows eroded the channel courses that the 

conglomerates later filled. 

 

2) Sedimentary Bodies: Channelforms and related sedimentary bodies (wedge-

forms, lobeforms, drapes and mass transport deposits) show organized changes in 

diversity and abundance that correlates to a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles. These 

bodies record variable degrees of subaqueous flow confinement and activity. Their 

arrangement helps define cyclical changes in system energy.   

Gravel-, sand- and mud-rich subaqueous flows generate similar sized 

channelform deposits; therefore, grain size cannot be the most important control on 

channel size. Channelform aspect ratios (width: thickness) from three different outcrop 

locations dominated by varying lithology (grain size) are compared and found to share 

considerable overlap in size. This is at odds with previous studies that suggest grain size 
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is a fundamental control on channel size (Reading & Richards, 1994 and references 

therein). 

 

3) Paleogeography: A slope channel fairway best represents the UERF lithosome 

because it records prolonged and repeated focus of subaqueous flows, and unlike 

submarine canyons and slope valleys, it lacks confining walls. Submarine channels on the 

slope are classified as channel fairways, slope valleys and submarine canyons. These 

different geomorphic settings are often linked to a specific position along the depositional 

profile (spatial), with stratigraphic evolution (temporal) serving as a subordinate 

consideration. As geomorphic domains, they correlate to decreasing down-profile erosion 

and gradient from the canyon, to the valley, and to the fairway. The gradation into slope 

mudstone, the diversity and stacking patterns of channels and related sedimentary bodies, 

and preservation of thick intervals of resedimented mudstone reflect deposition in a 

channel fairway.  

 

  4) Sedimentation Regions: Specific proportions of grain size, lithology, facies, 

sedimentary body type and diversity correlate to specific lateral and longitudinal 

sedimentation regions within the slope channel fairway. The temporal and spatial 

arrangement of channel-related regions such as channel axis, channel margin, and 

channel-flank has implications for the scale of confinement within the channel fairway. 

Differences between up- and down-profile regions are best explained by changes in local 

gradient. 
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5) Stratigraphy: Channelform architecture (stacking pattern) correlates to upward 

changes from erosional- to depositional (flanking overbank)-confinement at multiple 

scales. The genetic relation between channelforms and laterally-flanking deposits is used 

to interpret confinement type. Channel migration, recorded by channelform stacking 

pattern, is greatly influenced by the degree and type of confinement, and therefore also 

shows upward changes at multiple scales.  

 

Study Area 

 

 

The study area is located at Mesa San Carlos (latitude: 29°38‟58‟‟N, longitude: 

115°27‟38‟‟W) on the Pacific margin of the Baja California Peninsula, approximately 

375 km south of San Diego, USA and 80 km southeast from the town of El Rosario, 

Mexico (Fig. 1-01). The interval of study covers ~1.7 km
2
 (1.9 km-long by 0.9 km-wide) 

of rugged terrain formed by laterally continuous cliff-face exposures and plentiful 

modern alluvium forming pediments mantling the mudstone dominated succession. It 

represents a segment of a 1+ km-wide by 7+ km-long upper slope channel fairway.  

Four modern canyons dissect the study area below the mesa top (northeast side of 

MSC) providing 8 axial to marginal oblique-strike cliff-face views aligned along 

depositional dip (Fig. 1-02). Continuous cliff-face exposures show channelform bodies 

flanked laterally by thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone. This relationship allows the 

rare ability to traverse directly from channel margin to its flanking overbank deposits 

(Pickering, 1982; Elliott, 2000). Strata dip 5˚ to 7˚ to the east and strike north to 

northeast.  
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Outcrops of the ERF at MSC, from the beach to mesa top, expose a 775 m-thick 

deepwater slope succession of mixed lithology [mudstone (42%), sandstone (37%), and 

conglomerate (21%)] (Fig 1-03). In this area, the ERF is unconformably bracketed below 

by Late Campanian (83.5 Ma) shallow marine rocks of the Bocana Roja Formation, and 

above by Pliocene basalt (3.63 Ma).  

The 165 m-thick succession of strata documented in this study forms the upper of 

two conglomeratic intervals in the ERF, and represents the lower half of the UERF (Fig 

1-03). A paleo-gradient of 2.12°-3.33° was calculated from the correlation of tributary 

slope channels that merge down-profile to a single slope channel across a 585 m-long 

longitudinal profile segment. This measurement provides a minimum gradient at the 

onset of conglomerate sedimentation (uncorrected for compaction) (Fig. 1-04).  

Paleocurrent measurements (n=76) document northwest transport and were 

obtained from three-dimensional exposures of ripple cross-laminations (n=22), straight-

crested ripple cosets (n=2), clast imbrication (n=7), and channel trends (n=45). These 

measurements range from 210° to 350° with a vector mean of 296° (Fig. 1-05). 

 

Data and Methods 

 

 

Field Data 

 

 This study is part of a larger team effort by the SLOPES Consortium, a multi-

institute collaboration between the University of Aberdeen, Colorado School of Mines, 

University of California at Santa Barbara, and Montana State University. A companion 

Master‟s thesis by Jesús Ochoa (2008) focused on the thin-bedded strata below, within,  
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Statisticsall channels
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Figure 1-05. Rose diagrams of paleocurrent data from the UERF at MSC. A) Paleocurrent measurements
(n=45) from trends of channel axes and margins correlated across canyon. B) All paleocurrent measure-
ments including channels (n=45), 3-D exposures of ripple cross-laminations (n=22), straight-crested ripple
cosets (n=2), and clast imbrication (n=7). Channel measurement data, with a vector mean of 306° is used
throughout this study (e.g., cross-section construction).
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and above the conglomeratic deposits of the UERF. Where relevant, his data are 

integrated in this study. 

 Data collection, by large field parties (231 person-days of fieldwork), took place 

over six field sessions in 2006 and 2007. Centimeter-scale sedimentological information 

(lithology and facies) is documented in 15 sedimentological measured sections (746 

meters) and correlated to meter-scale sedimentary bodies mapped on 8 interpreted photo-

panels (3.7 km of continuous cliff-face coverage) (Fig. 1-06). The geology of the study 

interval was mapped (Fig. 1-07a) and integrated with the section and photo-panel data to 

establish a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles. 

 

Methods 

 

 

 Geologic Map: Geology was mapped at a scale of 1:2,000 and compiled in an 

ESRI GIS geodatabase. Orthophotos of the study area were draped on a 50 meter-

resolution digital elevation model (DEM). Sedimentological section locations, cycle 

boundaries, bedding attitudes, faults, sample locations, photo-panel pinning points 

(described below), modern slump locations, and paleocurrent indicators were collected as 

waypoints using a Garmin GPS (Global Positioning System) unit and stored within the 

geodatabase. 

 

 Sedimentological Measured Sections and Facies Analysis: Sections were 

measured to interpret hydrodynamic facies. Section locations were based primarily upon 

safety and have an inherent bias towards channel margins because amalgamated  
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photo-panels locations and length.
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conglomerate (channel axes) forms inaccessible cliff-face exposures. 

 The sections were constructed at a scale of 1:20 and were measured by using a 

Jacob staff to mark every 0.5 meters. GPS waypoints of vertical section locations every 

5.0 meters enabled sections to be tied to photo-panels and map, thus linking facies 

information to position within sedimentary bodies and stratigraphic cycles. 

Sedimentological sections capture the following attributes which are used to interpret 

hydrodynamic facies:  

1. bed thickness  

2. texture 

3. clast size 

4. matrix size 

5. clast shape 

6. clast roundness 

7. sorting 

8. grading 

9. bedding contacts (gradational, irregular, sharp) 

10. sedimentary structures (primary and secondary)  

11. clast composition and percentage  

12. paleoflow indicators (ripple cross-laminations, clast imbrication) 

13. position within sedimentary body  

 

Description and hydrodynamic interpretation of formative processes 

(turbulent/non-turbulent transport; flow size, structure, and state of transformation; and 
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sediment support mechanisms) at the time of deposition were assigned to each facies 

(Fig. 1-08) (Chapter 2). Statistical analysis of measured section data documented trends 

in grain/clast size and facies proportion. Facies proportions of stratigraphic sequences and 

sedimentary bodies were calculated by dividing the thickness of the facies by the total 

thickness of the binned interval (Fig. 1-09).  

 

 Bedding Diagram and Sedimentary Body Analysis: Photo-panel interpretation of 

cliff-face exposures emphasizes the classification and correlation of surfaces and rock 

bodies, defining sedimentary architecture within a framework of stratigraphic cycles (Fig 

1-10). Where located near measured sections, facies were correlated to photo-panels. 

Remote identification of facies on photo-panels incorporated photo-facies which are 

groups of hydrodynamic facies. These include: 

1. Pebble-boulder conglomerate 

2. Pebble-cobble conglomerate 

3. Pebble conglomerate 

4. Thick-bedded sandstone 

5. Thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone 

6. Mudstone 

7. Contorted mudstone 

8. Cover (dense vegetation, landslide, pediment, etc.) 
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Figure 1-09. Diagram showing methods used in facies analysis. A) scan of sedimentological section. B) Digitize section using Canvas software and interpret
facies color. C) Autodigitate color raster data using Modular Outcrop Softwar Tool (MOST). D) Organize facies and grain size data in Microsoft Excel and
bin output by stratigraphic cycle and sedimentary body (thickness of interval of interest divided by thickness of total interval).
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Figure 1-10. Diagram showing methodology of photo-panel and sedimentary body analysis. A) Construct photo-panel with minimum distortion from multi-
ple overlapping high-resolution photos. B) Drape measured section and section trace on photo-panel and highlight sandstone. Measured section information
(bedding contacts, lithology and facies, etc.) are transferred onto photo-panel for highest confidence interpretation. C) Classify erosional, depositional and
inclined surfaces. D) Populate photo-facies representing lithology and remove photo-panel. E) Define body types and stratigraphic cycles. F) Quantify body
types and cycles. Finished interpretation is then used a guide for adjacent cliff-faces.
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 When applicable, higher-confidence bodies were traced through outcrops and 

across canyons for length estimates (Fig 1-07b). Quantitative and qualitative evaluation 

of the following attributes helped to define five deep-water sedimentary bodies: 

1. stratal surfaces (erosional, depositional, inclined) 

2. cross-cutting relationships establish body hierarchy 

3. cross-sectional geometry (width and thickness)  

4. internal bedding architecture (bed thickness, inclined, low-angle, irregular) 

5. channel stacking patterns (horizontal and vertical offsets) 

6. facies association (thickness, proportion, and body position) 

7. dimensional hierarchy for similar body types  

 

Sedimentary body dimensions (aspect ratios) were derived from measured 

section-calibrated photo-panels tied to the geologic map. Channel maps showing channel 

regions (axis, margin, and channel-flank) were constructed for fourth-order stratigraphic 

cycles. Channelform dimensions were corrected to widths perpendicular to paleoflow 

from apparent widths measured directly from the cliff-faces.  

 

Stratigraphic Analysis: A hierarchical stratigraphic framework was generated to 

analyze trends in lithology, facies, sedimentary bodies, and sedimentation regions from 

the data previously described. The objective was to evaluate the temporal and spatial 

evolution of this deep-water slope fairway (Fig 1-11). These results were compared to 

existing depositional and stratigraphic models (Gardner & Borer, 2000; Gardner et al., 

2003, 2008) 
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Stratigraphic cycle boundaries were established by mapping regional- (100‟s m
2
) 

to local-scale (10‟s m
2
) mudstone drape and mass transport deposits across the study area. 

Mass transport deposits, although variable in lateral extent, thickness, and composition, 

separate thick successions of conglomerate, and are easily identified in outcrop. They 

permitted recognition of a three-fold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles within the UERF 

(Gardner & Borer, 2000; Gardner et al., 2008). The highest order stratigraphic cycles 

overlap in scale and are correlated to the spatial sedimentary architecture. 

Cross-sections were constructed by projecting measured sections into a single 

plane, thereby simplifying the spatial and temporal relationships of a laterally migrating 

channelized system. These cross-sections illustrate the evolution of sedimentation 

regions, such as channel axis to margin, and up- to down-profile, within the fairway. 

Distribution of attributes such as grain size, lithology, facies, and sedimentary bodies and 

their stacking patterns within these regions and among stratigraphic sequences were 

correlated and used to identify energy trends within the stratigraphic framework.  

 

Previous Work 

 

 

 Outcrops of the ERF and its temporal equivalents are discontinuously exposed 

along the Pacific coast of southern California and northern Baja California for a distance 

of almost 500 km (Gastil et al., 1975; May et al., 1984; Morris & Busby-Spera, 1990; 

Morris, 1996; Ochoa, 2008) (Fig. 1-12). These strata were deposited in deep-marine  

environments along the east side of the west facing Peninsular Range forearc basin 

(Gastil et al., 1978; Bottjer & Link, 1984; Morris, 1992).  
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Despite the tectonic dislocation and deformation that characterizes active plate 

margins, the Cretaceous, and to a lesser extent, the Paleogene paleogeography of 

California and the Baja California peninsula is surprisingly well understood (e.g., 

Santillán & Barrera, 1930; Beal, 1948; Gastil et al., 1974; Ingersoll, 1978; Nilsen & 

Abbott, 1981; Colburn et al., 1982; Clifton, 1984, 2007; Link et al., 1984; May et al., 

1984; Yeo, 1984; Buck & Bottjer, 1985; Nilsen, 1986; Morris, 1992; Abbott et al., 1993; 

Lowe, 2000; May & Warme, 2000; Hickson & Lowe, 2002; Kimbrough et al., 2001).  

Some of the highlights from these studies include recognition of: (1) eastward migration 

of the Peninsular Range arc system, (2) westward to northwestward paleoflow of arc-fed 

fluvial systems, as well as transverse submarine tributaries feeding a southward-to-

northward axial trunk system (3) a westward growing fan complex, (4) multiple 

submarine canyons and channel-levee complexes, (5) mixed plutonic-metamorphic and 

volcanic provenance, (6) rapid Late Cretaceous eustatic sea-level rise and worldwide 

transgression, and (7) outer fan, basin plain, slope, and shelf depositional environments.  

The stratigraphy, however, is not as well understood and is represented by only a 

few detailed studies (Morris & Busby-Spera, 1988; Morris & Busby-Spera, 1990; 

Helenes & Tellez-Duarte, 2002; Kane et al., 2007; Dykstra & Kneller, 2007). This study 

focuses on an undocumented and relatively undeformed portion of the forearc basin fill. 

There are many sedimentologic studies of conglomerate-dominated forearc basin 

deposits along the Pacific plate boundary (e.g., Fisher & Mattinson, 1968; Walker, 1975; 

Ingersoll, 1978; Howell & Link, 1979; Winn & Dott, 1979; Nilsen & Abbott, 1981; 

Morris & Busby-Spera, 1988; Morris et al., 1989; Morris & Busby-Spera, 1990; Lowe, 
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2000; Hickson & Lowe, 2002; Sohn et al., 2002; Beaubouef, 2004; Clifton, 2007; 

Dykstra & Kneller, 2007; Crane & Lowe, 2008; among others). These studies have 

recognized a wide variety of textures and fabrics for deep-marine conglomerates. Clasts 

are generally sub- to well-rounded, of variable composition, and can reach diameters up 

to 3 m. Interpretations of formative processes responsible for depositing these 

channelized and non-channelized conglomerates range from fully turbulent rapid flows to 

fully non-turbulent sluggish flows.  

 

Tectonic History and Paleocene Paleogeography 

 

 The ERF in the MSC area records depositional outbuilding of the continental 

margin of a long-lived forearc basin flanking the magmatic arc of the Peninsular Range 

(Gastil et al., 1974; Morris & Busby-Spera 1990; Kimbrough et al., 2001) (Fig. 1-13). 

The arc sourced pebble- to boulder-size igneous (intrusive and extrusive), metamorphic, 

and subordinate sedimentary clasts that were delivered to deep-water environments 

(Nilsen & Abbott, 1981; Colburn et al., 1982; Link et al., 1984; Gardner et al., 2007; 

Ochoa, 2008). The high conglomerate proportion reflects limited up-profile sediment 

storage and phases of active tectonic and volcanic activity in the arc. The high coastal 

hypsometry, narrow shelf, steep and inherited basin margin, and uplift in the source area 

promote coarse-grained deep-water deposition (Nilsen & Abbott, 1981; Ochoa, 2008).  

 The ERF at MSC is interpreted to preserve a record of ≤79.87 m.y. of oblique  

subduction of the Pacific plate. Tectonic changes in the angle of the subducting slab, 

defined by the depth of the Wadati-Benioff Zone (Coney & Reynolds, 1977), attendant  
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eastward arc migration, and forearc subsidence are correlated to the stratigraphic cyclicity 

of the ERF at MSC (Ochoa, 2008) (Fig. 1-03). 

The ERF outcrops at MSC expose a mud-rich, highly channelized upper slope 

fairway positioned < 20 km down-profile from the shelf (Morris, 1992). Finer-grained 

shelf deposits form a narrow belt flanking the coeval Peninsular Range and suggest there 

was a very narrow shelf incised by submarine canyons (Abbott, 1983; Gardner et al., 

2007). Paucity of conglomerate in shelfal strata exposures suggests that deep-water 

gravel bypassed the shelf through canyons that fed the upper slope channel fairway at 

MSC. Marine microfauna indicate deposition in 1500-3000 meters of water depth (Morris 

& Busby-Spera, 1990; Helenes & Tellez-Duarte, 2002; Ochoa, 2008).  

 

El Rosario Formation Stratigraphic Framework 

 

A sixfold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles is recognized from ERF strata in the 

MSC area (Fig. 1-03) (Ochoa, 2008; Gardner et al., 2007). Stratigraphic sequences, at all 

scales within this framework, are defined by cyclic changes in depositional system 

energy recorded by grain size, lithology, facies, sedimentary bodies, and sedimentation 

regions.  

These strata are mapped as the upper part of the ERF and correlate to the ERF at 

Canyon San Fernando to the north (Fig. 1-01A). However, Paleocene strata in other parts 

of Baja California are included in the Sepultura Formation (e.g., Santillán & Barrera, 

1930; Abbott et al., 1993). The Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary at MSC occurs within 

lithologically similar mudstones, 25 meters below the conglomerate lithosome of this 

study (Helenes & Tellez-Duarte, 2002; Gardner et al., 2007; Ochoa, 2008). The existing 
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ERF terminology is retained in this study for the following reasons: 1) the limited size of 

the study area; 2) the isolated conglomerate lithosome; 3) correlation to Paleocene age 

ERF deposits in Canyon San Fernando; and 4) inconsistent usage of the Sepultura 

Formation.  

 

Deepwater Depositional Models 

 

Stratigraphy in the UERF is divided into intervals bounded by the longest 

correlation length deposits, which in this case, are represented by mudrocks. 

Conglomerate intervals show repetitive and organized trends in sedimentological 

attributes (e.g., facies and sedimentary bodies) that are used to infer depositional system 

energy, as well as changes in subaqueous flow confinement and local to regional profile 

gradient.  

Two independent, but nested, deep-water models which incorporate topography 

and gradient, as well as allogenic (external to the basin) and autogenic (internal to the 

basin) controls, are compared to the stratigraphy of the UERF. These models correlate 

phases of sedimentation to different sedimentary responses generated by a hierarchy of 

stratigraphic cycles (Gardner et al., 2008). 

 

 BCFS Submarine Channel Model: This autogenic stratigraphic model describes 

evolution of submarine channels and channel-related deposits of the Permian Brushy 

Canyon Formation in west Texas (Gardner & Borer, 2000; Gardner et al., 2003). Four 

phases of submarine channel deposition (Build, Cut, Fill, and Spill) record migration of 

the channel-lobe transition zone across a channel site producing a common sheet-
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channel-sheet architecture (Fig. 1-14). The Build phase records unconfined flow and is 

generally associated with lobeforms. The Cut and Fill phases record confined flow, and 

the Spill phase records unconfined and/or weakly-confined flow. This model addresses 

depositional profile changes that correlate to gradient changes, and how these changes 

affect channel and channel-flank deposition (Gardner et al., 2008).  

 

 AIGR Basin-fill Model: This allogenic stratigraphic model describes four phases 

of deepwater sedimentation (Adjustment, Initiation, Growth, and Retreat) that reflect 

changes in depositional system energy, position of deepwater basin depocenter, and 

submarine channel type (Fig. 1-15). Depositional system energy is estimated 

sedimentologically from grain and/or clast size and primary sedimentary structures, and 

estimated stratigraphically from stacking patterns and preservational trends of 

architectural elements (Gardner et al., 2008). Allogenic controls include climate, eustasy, 

and/or tectonics. 

 The Adjustment phase records periods of basin reorganization (mass wasting) 

triggered by external changes in basin physiography (over-steepening of topography 

and/or local gradient) (Ross et al., 1994). This phase may be represented as a surface, a 

mass transport deposit, or a lithologic or architectural change. The Initiation phase 

records the onset of externally-derived basin deposition. For steep, fixed margins, this 

phase is associated with significant slope bypass with only minor slope deposition and  

healing of topography generated from Adjustment phase. The Growth phase records the 

main phase of basin deposition and slope bypass. It is characterized by the highest degree 

of channelization and largest grain size. The highest sediment influx may result in a  



Figure 1-14. Schematic diagram showing build, cut, fill, spill (BCFS) phases of deposition recorded by the
migration of the channel-lobe transition along a channel course. These phases relate variable degrees of
flow confinement to the probable facies resulting in deposition of channelform, wedgeform and inter-
channel lobeform sedimentary bodies. The diagram shows BCFS phases through the evolution of a channel
complex. Elementary channels correspond to the channel thalweg within an open channel course and form
discrete channels in diagram. Repetition and channel thalweg migration results in multiple elementary
channels stacking to form larger composite channel bodies. Multiple composite channels stack to form a
channel complex corresponding to a channel belt. Diagram modified from Gardner et al., 2003.
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- main phase of deep-marine deposition records offlap & incision
- high sediment flux from multiple and dispersed sources
high sedimentation rates and mobile channels produce uniform thickness in
highly channelized intervals
- maximum aerial & greatest basinward extent of sand in basin
- coarsest sediment, largest channels and highest channel density
- upward increasing channel size & change from multilateral to multistory
complexes reflects integration of mature channel courses
- depositional topography generates local lateral & longitudinal gradients

driving knick-point migration & channel entrenchment
- high volume & more frequent flows bypass slope to distributary channel &
lobe systems that build topography advancing fan growth

- fan decay recorded by sediment thicks that step shelfward with more
mudrocks & organic matter
- slope expansion generates offlap of depocenter
- large slope channels & ponded sandstone on constructional slope
- low sediment flux from shelf sediment sources
- more channel abandonment
- high diversity of facies and expanded grain size
- smoothed profile promotes more complete flow evolution
- channel fairways narrow and more elongate fan morphology
- depositional channels in the basin
- sandstones thin-bedded on slope & thick-bedded on basin floor

- adjustment manifested in change in sediment dispersal, lithology, depositional
system and/or a period of unconformity development
- slope adjustment & canyon formation sets up sediment dispersal
- gravity sliding and mass wasting produce sea floor topography
- topography determines initial gradient for deep-water episode
- basinal limit of MTDs may produce knick points
- sand less common in MTDs on slope
- subaqueous flow frequency highest during highstand progradation
- sediment bypass often associated w/ slope readjustment wedge

- isolated and small basin centered sediment thicks with minor slope deposits
- highest longitudinal slope gradient
- rough slope reduces flow run-out length & produces competence driven partition-
ing of sand and mud sediment
sandstone pinch-outs and ponding against paleotopography
- point-sourced and limited sediment supply
- poorly integrated channel systems contain fewer channels, smaller complexes and
distributary channel and lobe architecture
- restricted grain-size population promotes less efficient flows, commonly
dewatered, lower facies diversity and thinner bedded
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Figure 1-15. Adjustment-Initiation-Growth-Retreat phases of deep-water sedimentation in allogenic AIGR stratigraphic model (Gardner et al.,2008).
Paleogeographic maps, lithology and sediment volume distribution, and channel type show stratigraphic modulation through four temporal phases. The
adjustment (A) phase sets up boundary conditions like gradient, initial topography, and sediment transport pathways governing subsequent phases of sandy
basinal deposition. The initiation, growth, and retreat (IGR) phases describe increasing and decreasing sedimentary energy trends defined by grain size and
erosion. Channel type, lithology, and depocenter position in the basin are proxies for grain size and erosion and provide recognition criteria for IGR phases.
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progressive decrease in gradient due to basin deposition; however, increased 

sedimentation can also result in over-steepening of topography and subsequent 

deformation. The Retreat phase records a decrease in sediment flux to the basin and a 

landward shift in basin-floor depocenter towards the slope. 

 Upward changes in sedimentary body size, diversity, abundance, and arrangement 

between MTDs define third- and fourth-order sequences in the UERF fairway succession. 

These changes, along with grain size, are correlated to subaqueous flow volume and 

frequency. The AIGR stratigraphic model is used to describe these temporal and spatial 

changes, and to predict where related changes may occur along the longitudinal basin-

margin profile. 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 

 

 

Deep-water Hydrodynamic Processes  

 

 

Sediment is delivered to deep-water settings by multiple, dynamic, subaqueous 

processes. Important deep-water processes include: (1) sediment and fluid gravity flows 

(e.g., turbulent flows and non-turbulent flows), (2) en masse movement (e.g., slumps and 

slides), (3) fluid thermo-haline currents (e.g., bottom currents and nepheloid layers), and 

(4) suspension settling of pelagic and hemipelagic (turbiditic) material. An understanding 

of these processes is used to interpret conditions at the time of sediment deposition. 

Gravity and temperature are the two main drivers for these subaqueous processes because 

they directly influence density and viscosity.  

 Aside from flume studies, there exists limited firsthand documentation of the 

various subaqueous process types. Alternatively, there exists much more documentation 

on similar or transitional processes for the subaerial realm (e.g., landslides and debris 

flows). Although variations exist within flow types present in both the subaerial and 

subaqueous realms (e.g., debris flows), this study has aimed to compile relevant physical 

information of sediment transport and deposition from both to ensure an accurate and 

flexible process framework. Direct comparison of subaqueous with subaerial flows 

requires calibration to flow conditions that are considerably different (i.e., 800x average 

density contrast between seawater and air). In subaerial flows, unlike subaqueous flows, 

water adds additional mass (driving force), can aid in surface tension, and supplies 
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additional pore pressure (although not always uniformly distributed) (Major & Iverson, 

1999; Mulder & Alexander, 2001). 

 

Subaqueous Flows 

 

Subaqueous flows (SF) mix sediment and fluid into a single-phase system, move 

down-slope under the influence of gravity, and are maintained across a near horizontal 

surface by internal forces (Fig. 2-01) (Middleton and Hampton, 1976; Lowe, 1982; 

Kneller, 2003). Sediment and fluid gravity flows are two end-member types of 

subaqueous flows in which gravity acts initially on the sediment or the fluid, respectively, 

resulting in the entrainment of fluid or sediment, respectively (Fisher, 1983). SFs exhibit 

multipartite behavior, meaning they are capable of possessing multiple flow behavior 

types and/or sediment support mechanisms (Fisher, 1983; Allen, 1991; Mutti, 2001, 

2003; Gardner et al., 2003, 2008). 

For an expanded grain size population (i.e., mud, sand and/or gravel), many 

forces can coexist simultaneously within one multipartite SF event. Interactions among 

small particles (i.e., clay, fine silt) are controlled by electrochemical surface forces 

(cohesion) which are stronger than gravitational forces. Larger particles (sand, gravel) are 

“cohesionless,” thus surface forces are less than gravitational ones and frictional and 

inertial factors control particle interactions (Fisher, 1971). 

Grain size population, distribution (ratio of cohesive to non-cohesive), and 

concentration (water: solid) determine SF type, rheologic behavior, and dominant grain 

support mechanisms (e.g., Fisher & Mattinson, 1968; Fisher, 1971; Middleton & 

Hampton, 1976; Lowe, 1979, 1982; Nardin et al., 1979; Pierson & Costa, 1987;  



Figure 2-01. Schematic diagrams of some subaqueous flows (sediment influenced by gravity). A) Turbulent
flow (after Allen, 1985). B) high-concentration, surging turbulent flow showing lower non-turbulent layer
(inertia-flow) and upper turbulent layer. Note imbricated clasts along horizon between two layers (from
Postma et al., 1988). C) Debris flow transformation into turbulent flow (Sohn, 2000). Note two surge-like
flows within one subaqueous flow event. UERF subqueous flows would be represented mostly by type C,
but with occasional transformation to type B.

Kelvin-Helmholtz billows
A

B

C
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Shanmugam, 1996, 1997; Iverson, 1997; Mulder & Alexander, 2001). Flows with 

sediment concentrations above 10% are influenced by more than one sediment support 

mechanism (Middleton & Hampton, 1976; Lowe, 1979, 1982; Shanmugam & Moiola, 

1994; Iverson, 1997; Lowe & Guy, 2000). All together, these reflect the initiation style of 

the flow (failure- and river flood-generated) (Fig. 2-02). 

 Confinement, gradient and topography represent major interrelated controls on 

deposition and erosion of subaqueous flows (Komar, 1973; Pickering et al., 1989; 

Thornburg et al., 1990; Apps et al., 1994; Gardner & Borer, 2000). Confinement of a SF 

concentrates energy by retaining parallel streamlines, conserving momentum, and 

maintaining pore pressure. Alternatively, unconfined and/or partly confined SFs undergo 

divergence of flow streamlines, dissipation of momentum and loss of pore pressure. All 

of the above mentioned non-uniform variables, along with velocity, create structure 

within the flow and set up instabilities which may lead to evolution and transformation of 

the flow. 

 

Sediment Support Mechanisms 

 

 Segregation of a subaqueous flow is often characterized by the description of one 

behavior (i.e., non-turbulent or turbulent flow) and/or one or multiple associated sediment 

support mechanisms. Sediment particles are supported above the bed during transport by 

a continuum of these mechanisms which may operate simultaneously or combine to 

support a part of the flow (Fig. 2-03). They may also operate in temporal sequence, 

recording the longitudinal structure of the flow (Nardin et al., 1979; Kneller and Buckee, 

2000). Complete or partial loss of support results in collapse or freezing of the flow and  
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ρ=1

ρ=2
ρ=1

Fluid turbulence
- grains are suspended by random motion of fluid in turbulent eddies; particle
interaction is minimal; sorting according to hydraulic equivalence

Hindered settling:
- results from high concentration of grains, generally beginning at the base of the
bed; quasi-static grain-to-grain contacts associated with high concentration and
high apparent viscosity of traction carpet (Postma et al., 1988); downward move-
ment of grains causes an equal volume of interstitial fluid to be displaced upwards.
The counterflow can be strong enough to carry some grains upwards (Davies,
1968); This process can be extremely efficient at separating particles of different
settling velocities (Phillips & Smiths, 1971).

Dispersive pressure:
- mechanical grain-to-grain interactions; occurs under the influence of applied
shear; energy exchanged by inelastiv collisions helps maintain grains in suspension
(Bagnold, 1954); proportional to shear stress (Bagnold, 1954)

Matrix strength:
- caused by cohesion, usually provided by electrostatic charge of fine-grained
sediment (clay and silt-sized particles)

Explanation
sediment grain and
direction of movement

motion of fluid

Figure 2-03. Sediment-support mechanisms in multipartite subaqueous flows.

Pore fluid pressure:
- caused by the close packing of granular solids with fluid-filled pore
spaces (Iverson & LaHusen, 1989). Pore pressure reduces grain-to-
grain contact friction and bed friction. The tighter the packing of grains,
the higher the pore pressure acts to separate them.

Buoyant lift:
- sediment has lower density than bulk density of flow (ρs<ρf); Archimedes’
principle; due to interstitial mixture of water and finer grain fractions (Postma et
al., 1988);
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deposition (Allen, 1991). Upon deposition, the style of support may be reflected in the 

deposit. Primary sediment support mechanisms include: 

 1. turbulence 

 2. hindered settling (grain and/or clast concentration) 

 3. dispersive pressure (clast collision) 

 4. cohesive strength  

 5. buoyant matrix uplift 

 6. pore fluid pressure 

 

Turbulence: This popular mechanism describes suspension of sediment by the 

upward component of turbulent fluctuations (Hiscott & Middleton, 1980). This 

mechanism is capable of converting gravitational energy to particle lift. Sediment 

supported by purely turbulence can be expressed as <9% sediment concentration by 

volume of a flow (Bagnold, 1962).  

 

Hindered Settling: For high grain concentrations (>50% vol), static grain-to-grain 

contact provides structural support and inhibits other grains from settling out (Richardson 

& Zaki, 1954; Rodine & Johnson, 1976). The rate of transfer of grains to the (static) 

substrate is a function of grain concentration. Grain interactions and hindered settling 

dominate the lowest, high concentration part of the flow when there is a large downward 

flux of grains (Kneller & Branney, 1995). High clast concentrations increase pore 

pressure. The downward movement of grains causes an equal volume of interstitial fluid 
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to be displaced upwards. This counterflow can be strong enough to carry some grains 

upwards (Davies, 1968). 

 

Dispersive Pressure: The energy exchanged by inelastic collisions helps maintain 

grains in suspension (Bagnold, 1954). Dispersive pressure is proportional to shear stress, 

and applied shear stress must be large in order to maintain dispersive pressure (Bagnold, 

1954). Grain collisions during flow movement can result in a dilation of the flow, thus 

resulting in reduced dispersive pressure (Hiscott & Middleton, 1980; Legros, 2002). 

Dilation and reduction in dispersive pressure is at odds with the commonly held belief 

that dispersive pressure may account for the migration of larger particles towards the 

upper and outer margins of the flow (e.g., Johnson, 1970). Proportionality between 

dispersive pressure and frictional resistance to flow implies that flows with very high 

weight-percent coarse grains should be relatively immobile, which might explain why 

they come to rest on steep slopes (Bagnold, 1954; Curry, 1966; Hampton, 1979). As 

progressively more shear occurs in a moving flow, dispersive pressure will become 

increasingly dominant over static grain contact (Pierson, 1981).  

 

Cohesive Strength: Strength is a property of solids, and of plastic substances 

which do not flow until their yield strength is exceeded (Fisher, 1971). Cohesive flows 

have matrix strength resulting from cohesion between particles (usually fine-grained) 

(Johnson, 1970; Hampton, 1975, 1979; Middleton & Hampton, 1976; Rodine & Johnson, 

1976; Lowe, 1979). The cohesive strength resists penetration of water into the flow, 

maintaining coherence of the flow body (Mulder & Alexander, 2001). High cohesive and 
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matrix strength prevents turbulence (Enos, 1977). Vand (1948) showed that coarse grain 

concentration and apparent viscosity are positively related, and that viscous substances 

can exhibit cohesive behavior. 

 

Buoyant Matrix Uplift: Buoyancy of a SF increases as concentration of large 

clastic grains increase (density increase); therefore, competence increases with 

concentration of coarse grains supported by clay/water matrix (Hampton, 1979). The total 

pressure gradient producing buoyancy in hyperconcentrated non-turbulent and/or debris 

flows has two components: 1) the density of water, and 2) loading of water by clay and 

coarse grains. The weight of clay and coarse grains is transferred to the water with a 

consequent increase in pore pressure (Hampton, 1979). Buoyant matrix uplift works in 

conjunction with cohesive strength (Johnson, 1970; Hampton, 1975, 1979; Middleton & 

Hampton, 1976; Rodine & Johnson, 1976; Lowe, 1979). 

 

Pore Fluid Pressure: This results from the close packing of granular solids 

separated by fluid-filled interstitial pore spaces (Iverson & LaHusen, 1989). Pore fluid 

pressure reduces grain-contact friction and bed friction (Major & Iverson, 1999). Pore 

fluid can support a portion of a flow‟s weight; however, too many coarse grains can 

increase the internal friction to a point where it outweighs the advantage of increased 

excess pore pressure and the flow will be inhibited (Pierson, 1981). Thus for maximum 

flow mobility, there should be an ideal volume concentration of coarse solids in relation 

to pore-fluid composition (Pierson, 1981).  
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Suspension of Sediment 

 

 Suspension of a sediment particle within a turbulent subaqueous flow is governed 

by the relationship between shear velocity (U*) of the moving flow and settling velocity 

(w) of the sediment particle. The sediment particle is suspended as long as the shear 

velocity is greater than particle settling velocity (w/U* ≤ 1) (Middleton, 1976; Komar, 

1985). This relationship states that for a given point in a flow, suspension or deposition of 

sediment of a particular settling velocity is controlled largely by the flow velocity at that 

point (Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999). In hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flows, a 

reduction in velocity does not result in the settling out of solids from water (Fisher, 

1971). 

Competence or suspension competence (Fisher, 1971; Hampton, 1975; Pierson, 

1981; Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999) is a measure of the largest grain, or particle that can 

be completely supported by the flow and above the bed. It is described by the ratio of 

w/U*, and may be the resultant of multiple interdependent sediment support mechanisms 

(Hampton, 1979).  

 

Flow Structure 

 

 Due to ambient fluid entrainment, exchange of fluid within a flow, and sediment 

particle settling, most natural subaqueous flows have vertical variations in sediment 

concentration, flow velocity, particle size, flow density, and pressure at multiple scales 

(Fig. 2-04) (Hampton, 1979; Pierson, 1981; Garcia, 1994; Kneller & Buckee, 2000; 

Mulder & Alexander, 2001).  
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Figure 2-04. A) Velocity (u) and concentration (c) gradients within a SGF (modified after Garcia, 1994). B)
Schematic diagram of the head and body of a SGF, showing inner and outer regions divided by the velocity
maximum. A typical downstream velocity profile of this flow is shown at left. The inner region is generally
less than half the thickness of the outer region (Kneller & Buckee, 2000; Fisher & Mattison, 1968). C)
Schematic diagrams illustrating velocity and concentration profiles for different types of flows. Y-axis is
height and x-axis is normalized velocity and concentration (Kneller & Buckee, 2000).
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Sediment Concentration Profile: Fairly low values of U*/w predict high near-bed 

concentrations of suspended sediment, decaying rapidly upwards (Middleton & Southard, 

1984). This has four important consequences: 1) any flow with an expanded grain size 

population (i.e., mud, sand and/or gravel) must be vertically structured in terms of both 

density and grain-size; 2) the grain-size range in the lower portion of flow is broader than 

that higher in the flow; 3) a downward increase in sediment concentration results in a 

corresponding downward increase in “apparent viscosity” (ratio of total shear stress to 

shear rate; a function of grain concentration) and an increase in the yield strength of the 

flow; and 4) when the weight of the grains is borne by the fluid and fluid density is 

increased, the pressure gradient is steepened (Vand, 1948; Shaw et al., 1968; Fisher, 

1971; Hampton, 1979; Pierson, 1981; Middleton & Southard, 1984; Kneller & Buckee, 

2000). 

 

Velocity Profile: The overall velocity structure (both vertical and longitudinal) of 

subaqueous flows is directly affected by gradient (both regional and local), topography 

and confinement. In a two-dimensional profile, SFs have an inner and outer region 

divided by a velocity maximum (Fig. 2-04B). The inner, bed-bounded region has a 

positive velocity gradient and the outer, unbounded region has a negative velocity 

gradient (Kneller & Buckee, 2000). Frictional resistance occurring from bed roughness 

(e.g., bedforms, gravel, etc.) at the lower boundary tends to raise the height of the 

velocity maximum, whereas drag from ambient fluid at the upper boundary will tend to 

lower the velocity maximum (Kneller & Buckee, 2000).  
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Regions within a Subaqueous Flow 

 

 Subaqueous flows can be divided into lower, middle, and upper layers based on 

vertical and longitudinal variations among sediment concentration, flow velocity, and 

sediment support mechanisms (Gardner et al., 2003). The faster, lower layer generally 

contains a higher sediment concentration and as a result, the main sediment support 

mechanisms are hindered settling and dispersive pressure (Gardner et al., 2003). The 

middle, transitional layer records the exchange of material from the lower and upper 

layers and can record support from turbulence and grain-to-grain interactions (hindered 

settling). The generally slower, upper layer is more dilute and characterized by sediment 

support from turbulence. 

Fluid and sediment exchange within a SF occur not only at the upper (entrainment 

of ambient fluid) and lower surfaces (erosion and deposition), but also within the flow 

itself. The process of „elutriation‟ (Mutti et al., 1999) involves the upward motion and 

removal of finer particles and fluid from the lower and middle layers of a flow to the 

upper layer where turbulence is promoted. Confinement of a SF may prolong elutriation 

resulting in the complete removal of the fine-grained fraction from the lower layers and 

generation of clast-supported deposits (Gardner et al., 2003). 

The slope over which a flow travels has direct influence over the regions within a 

SF. A decrease in slope results in a decrease of shear stress, flow velocity and 

competence (Davies & Walker, 1974; Clifton, 1984). Sediment previously suspended 

above the bed will begin to fall toward the bed, thus increasing sediment concentration in 

the lower part of the flow. Increase in sediment concentration will tend to dampen 
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turbulence and increase hindered settling, and the larger grains/clasts will behave as 

particles in a viscous fluid in non-turbulent flow (Davies & Walker, 1974; Talling et al., 

2007). Unless entrainment of ambient water by the flow, or exchange of fluid within the 

flow can exert a large and continuing shear stress on this sediment-laden viscous fluid, 

clast movement will rapidly cease and deposition will take place (Davies & Walker, 

1974). 

 Large-scale organization within the regions of a current may be composed of 

smaller-scale, poorly- and well-organized regions (Kneller & Buckee, 2000). Both scales 

of regions may evolve through time, adding to the complexity of SFs. This is especially 

important in gravelly flows because vertical variation in the shear rate and in clast 

concentration within the flow may produce vertical variation in clast fabric, or in 

imbrication (Rees, 1968; Hiscott & Middleton, 1979; Nemec & Steel, 1984). 

 Most SFs consist of a head, body, and in some cases a tail (Kneller & Buckee, 

2000) (Fig. 2-01). The head is the main area of erosion within a turbulent flow (Allen, 

1971; Middleton, 1993), whereas hydroplaning, and lack of erosion, is common at the 

head in non-turbulent flow (Mohrig et al., 1998). Deposition can occur from the head, 

body and tail of a turbulent flow (Middleton, 1967). Deposition from an unconfined 

hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flow results from lateral spreading and enhanced 

cohesive or frictional freezing along the edges of the flow (Gardner et al., 2003). This 

secondary and lateral confinement keeps the support mechanisms functioning in the core 

by maintaining, or even increasing pore pressure (Major & Iverson, 1999). Loss of 
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centralized pore pressure results in a loss of sediment support and can lead to deposition 

of the body and subsequently the head (Major & Iverson, 1999). 

Middleton (1966a) showed that the velocity of the body is greater than that of the 

head on steeper slopes; however, the velocities become almost equal on lesser slopes. For 

steeper slopes, the head is fed from behind by the faster-moving body and mixing at the 

head creates a highly turbulent wake which has little forward velocity relative to the 

ground (Simpson, 1987). As the body of the flow accelerates forward into the head, a 

dilute tail is left at the distal end of the flow (Mulder & Alexander, 2001). 

 

Unsteadiness and Non-uniformity of Subaqueous Flow 

 

Subaqueous flows are highly dynamic and complex phenomena owing to 

feedback between sediment support mechanisms, the suspended sediment, and variable 

acceleration (Kneller & Buckee, 2000). The velocity of a SF varies with time (unsteady) 

and in the flow direction (non-uniform), so that a single SF may have components that 

are classified differently, and the proportions of those components vary with space and 

time (Mulder & Alexander, 2001; Gardner et al., 2003). 

An increase or decrease in flow velocity over time is referred to as waxing or 

waning flow, respectively. An increase or decrease in flow velocity down-current is 

referred to as accumulative or depletive flow, respectively (Fig. 2-05A). Deposition from 

a SF can occur under waning and/or waxing flow as well as accumulative and/or 

depletive flow (Kneller, 1995; Kneller & Branney, 1995) (Fig. 2-05C). This is important, 

because traditionally, deposition from SFs has been related primarily to flow unsteadiness 

(Lowe, 1982). 
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Figure 2-05. A. Velocity changes with distance and time to produce flow variations (Kneller, 1995). B. Topog-
raphy produces variations in unidirectional flow. C. Acceleration matrix of Kneller (1995). Illustrative bed
sequences for each field showing downstream and vertical changes in relative grain size of the idealized depos-
its as they relate to acceleration of the flow at the time of deposition. This scheme can be used to predict facies
landward and basinward of the site of deposition. Diagrams only relate to fully turbulent and non-cohesive
flows; arrows point downstream.
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 All natural SFs are unsteady over their entire life span (Mulder & Alexander, 

2001). Some flows, however, may exhibit quasi-steady flow in which the flow deviates 

only slightly from a long-term velocity in an Eulerian reference frame (Kneller & 

Branney, 1995). During quasi-steady flow, differing transport and depositional 

mechanisms may be simultaneously at work within a high-concentration SF at the same 

geographical location. For this reason, the character of the resulting deposit is governed 

by processes close to the lower part of flow and the upper, non-compacted part of the 

aggrading deposit (Carter, 1975; Stanley et al., 1978; Hein, 1982). Such a deposit would 

not necessarily reflect the organization or transport regime of the flow as a whole because 

of varying flow regions (Kneller & Branney, 1995). Under depletive quasi-steady flow, 

the thickness of a deposit is partly a function of the cumulative length of the flow body, 

which may be far greater than the length of the flow at any one time (i.e., the deposit may 

be thicker than the height of the flow that formed it). 

Unsteady sediment supply, or irregular seafloor topography can influence 

subaqueous flow by producing spatial variations (non-uniformity) within the flow (Fig. 2-

05B) (Kneller, 1995; Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999). These variations act in combination 

with the grain-size distribution to determine the suspended-load fallout rate and local 

deposition, and therefore the depositional facies (Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999). The 

variable acceleration (non-uniformity) of a SF caused by irregular topography can also 

lead to surge-like behavior. 

 All SFs involve the motion of a finite volume of sediment at any one point in 

time. Mobilization of the initial sediment volume as a single suspension may lead to 
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unsteady surge-like flow where the dynamics are dominated by transient effects 

associated with the variable acceleration of the flow front (Pritchard, 2009). 

Alternatively, gradual mobilization of the initial volume may be characterized by 

continual feeding of a flow whose head propagates far down-profile and allows the 

sustained or quasi-steady body behind it to follow its own internal dynamics (Pritchard, 

2009).  

Surge-like behavior is common in both subaqueous and subaerial flows, as well as 

in both turbulent and non-turbulent flows, and is generally associated with a high 

sediment concentration (Kneller & Branney, 1995; Kneller & Buckee, 2000). The 

instantaneous and/or gradual mobilization of an initial sediment volume greatly affects 

surge-like flow (Pritchard, 2009). Addition of new material to the flow through episodic 

slope or bank failure, or repetitive development and breaching of dams formed by 

interaction of clasts and channel constrictions can also help to instigate this phenomenon 

(Blackwelder, 1928; Fryxell & Horberg, 1943; Sharp & Nobles, 1953; Johnson, 1984; 

Iverson, 1997; Major, 1997).  

Surging of a SF may facilitate the formation of a well-defined lobate-shaped head, 

body and tail (Mulder et al., 2003). Surge heads generally carry the greatest concentration 

of large clasts and can therefore outrun the slower-moving body and tail (Iverson, 1997). 

This leads to stretching and attenuation of the flow directly behind the head (Mohrig et 

al., 1998). High rates of attenuation facilitate dilution and flow transformation (Sohn et 

al., 2002).  
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Flow Transformation  

 

Subaqueous flows are known to transform (Fisher, 1983). These transformations, 

which occur in both time and space, can generate multiple flow types from one parental 

flow type. The incremental addition and/or subtraction of sediment and/or water to and/or 

from a given flow modify its behavior and promote longitudinal changes in the velocity 

structure, composition, and sediment support mechanisms (Fisher, 1983). Entrainment of 

water into a flow reduces density and viscosity of the matrix phase (coarse-grained 

fraction) and concentration of the dispersed phase (fine-grained fraction) aiding in the 

transformation of the flow‟s internal regime (Hampton, 1972).  

Gravelly „dense‟ flows of Mutti et al. (2003) or cohesive flows of Enos (1977) 

eventually transform into turbulent flows during their down-slope motion (Hampton, 

1972) (Fig. 2-06A). Deposits of these „dense‟ flows include a variety of facies types 

whose characteristics are primarily controlled by the original textural composition of the 

parental flow, and by the amount and type of sediment incorporated through bed erosion 

during flow motion (Mutti et al., 2003).  

Many clast-rich non-turbulent flows evolve from matrix-rich non-turbulent flows 

down-profile due to a surface transformation (Fisher, 1983). A surface transformation is 

the separation of a SF into an upper turbulent part and a lower non-turbulent part due to 

the development of turbulence at the head and surface of a SF (Fig. 2-06B) (Morris et al.,  

1989). It is for these reasons that description and hydrodynamic interpretation of deep-

water facies can only yield information about the conditions at, or very near, the time of 

  



Figure 2-06. Gravelly high-concentration sediment gravity flow transformation models. A) Regional shelf to
basin model by Mutti et al., 2003 showing inertia-driven high-concentration gravelly flow moving under con-
ditions of excess pore-pressure to a quasi-steady turbulent flow. B) Localized slope model by Morris et al.,
1989 showing formation of turbulent flow from debris flow. Red squares represent interpreted transforma-
tions during deposition of the UERF.

surface transformation (Fisher, 1982) as the debris
flow travels down slope a turbulent cloud forms at
the head of the flow

A

B
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deposition and may not be related to the sediment transport history (Lowe, 1982;  

Shamugam, 1996, 2000).  

 

Hydrodynamic Facies of the UERF 

 

 

The UERF contains a grain size population ranging from clay to boulder. 

Deposits from subaqueous processes of the UERF can be organized into hydrodynamic 

facies based on gross lithology, sediment particle size and concentration, matrix content, 

and texture. Analysis of these facies relates the deposit type to its formative process (flow 

type), the inferred support mechanism(s), and the energy conditions at the time of 

deposition. For example, clast concentration, grading and stratification, matrix grain size, 

and textural inversion (Folk, 1951) can be used to determine whether the conglomeratic 

facies were deposited by hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flows or hyperconcentrated 

turbulent flows (Hampton, 1972; Walker, 1975; Normark, 1978; Lowe, 1982; Fisher, 

1983; Sohn et al., 2002). Distinction between flow types is relevant because these 

conglomerates are the main deposit type filling erosive channelform bodies arranged in 

an organized hierarchy. 

Experiments with gravelly flows (i.e., pebbles; Major, 1997, 1998; Major & 

Iverson, 1999) are rare; therefore, interpretations of fluid-sediment dynamics and the 

resulting textures and fabrics come mostly from documentation of subaerial flows and 

their deposits, and from flume experiments. These experiments mostly deal with sand and 

mud under steady-state conditions that involve neither gain nor loss of sediment. They 

are rarely representative of natural processes of transport and deposition because of their 
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inherently small scale, brief duration, and rapidly varying flow conditions (Arnott & 

Hand, 1989; Major, 1997). 

 Twenty-eight facies are recognized for the ERF at MSC (Fig. 2-07). These 

include six conglomerates, twelve sandstones, two siltstones, six mudstones, one 

carbonate marl, and one contorted mixed-lithology facies. From beach to mesa top the 

ERF (762 m-thick) consists of 42% mudstone, 37% sandstone and 21% conglomerate 

(based on one regional measured section). Facies proportions for the UERF (21% 

mudstone, 28% sandstone and 47% conglomerate) are based on a cumulative thickness of 

measured sedimentologic data totaling 750 meters, which includes 220 m of thin-bedded 

sandstone and mudstone strata measured by Ochoa (2008). Covered intervals account for 

4% of the cumulative measured thickness and are interpreted as mudstones. The facies 

proportions for the UERF are biased towards coarser-grained facies due to the emphasis 

on channelforms for this project. The conglomerates form an isolated lithosome 

surrounded by slope mudstones.   

 

Description and Interpretation 

 

 

Conglomerate Facies: These facies are characterized primarily by clast size and 

represent 47% of the UERF strata (Fig. 2-08). For the six conglomerate facies 

recognized, five are structureless, clast-supported, and contain poorly sorted, fine- to 

medium-grained sand matrix with sparse amounts of mud (< 3%) (Fig. 2-09). Mudstone 

matrix-supported  

 

  



1 Ungraded pebble-cobble-boulder conglomerate
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Convolute sandstone

Burrowed sandstone
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Mud-bearing laminated silty
sandstone

Laminated silty sandstone
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Wavy laminated sandstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone
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Clast-rich sandstone with
intraformational clasts
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Clast-rich sandstone with
extraformational clasts

Clay-rich mudstone

Laminated silt-bearing, clay-rich mudstone
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Soft-sediment deformed mudstone25
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Miscellaneous
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Figure 2-07. Facies recognized in the El Rosario Fm. Colored boxes correspond to sedimentological profile
colors. Facies ordered by interpreted sedimentation energy estimated from grain size and primary
sedimentary structures. Facies number indicates interpreted hydrodynamic energy, with the lower numbers
correlating to higher energy.
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Figure 2-08. Plots of dominant conglomerate bedding clast size (A) and total measured thickness (B) of
clast-supported conglomerate facies. Average dominant bedding clast size of conglomerate in the UERF is
56.3 mm (large pebble).
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Description: Clast supported, 0.2 to 1.7 m thick beds with contacts ranging
from irregular to gradational. Well- to poorly-sorted, rounded to subrounded
cobble-pebble-boulder framework (%: 42/18/8) consists mainly of
metamorphic and extrusive igneous clasts (%: 51/33) with 10-45% upper
fine to lower medium, very poorly- to poorly-sorted sandstone matrix. This
is the most common conglomerate facies and exhibits common sandstone
lenses. Local cobble imbrication is most prevalent in this facies; laterally
variable to uniform clast size; locally vague grading; commonly competent,
but locally recessive; granules scattered in matrix are locally present (5-
20%); locally-present carbonate marl clasts (0.05-1.5 m) and angular
bioclastic sandstone boulders (0.25-0.6 m-long); mud, mud chips (10-15%)
and shell hash in matrix are locally present; locally present m-thick beds of
well-sorted red-stained cobbles of possible volcanic origin.

Description: Clast supported, poorly organized 0.5-2.0 m thick beds
commonly exhibiting irregular contacts. Commonly overlain by pebble
conglomerate which may represent sedimentation unit. Well-sorted, rounded
to sub-rounded boulder-cobble framework (%: 40/35) consists of 50%
metamorphic clasts with 25% upper fine to lower medium, poorly-sorted
sandstone matrix. Most clasts are cobbles (6.4-25 cm), but pebbles and
boulders are scattered throughout beds; maximum clast sizes; imbrication is
uncommon. Maximum clast sizes are locally-present carbonate marl clasts
(0.1-1.5 m) and angular bioclastic sandstone boulders (0.35-1.0 m-long).
Vague normal grading; granules scattered in matrix are locally present (5-
10%); rusty brown to purple; commonly competent and ledge-former;
laterally variable to uniform clast size

Description: Clast supported, 0.2 to 1.0 m thick beds with contacts
ranging from erosional to gradational. Moderately- to poorly-sorted,
rounded to subrounded pebble-cobble-boulder framework (%: 48/21/3)
consists of mainly metamorphic and extrusive igneous clasts (%: 43/36)
with 14-45% upper fine to lower medium, very poorly- to poorly-sorted
sandstone matrix. Sandstone lenses are common; imbrication uncommon;
rusty brown; angular bioclastic boulders (40x10 cm) uncommon .

gg

2 Massive, ungraded pebble-
cobble conglomerate

1 Massive, ungraded pebble-
cobble-boulder conglomerate

3 Massive, inversely graded
pebble-cobble conglomerate

Figure 2-09. Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation

Interpretation: Deposited from hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flow with high clast concentration promoting
hindered settling and dispersive pressure responsible for suspension of coarse fraction. High sediment
concentration limits particle freedom. Hampton (1975) states that inverse grading in some conglomerates
suggests that during some stage of the flow the clasts were able to move relative to one another possibly due to
upward migration of the rigid plug boundary in the flow. Fisher and Mattinson (1968) suggest inverse grading
reflects “Bernoulli boundary layer effect.” Velocity differential of flow inner region (Fig. 2-4B) produces
pressure differential. Larger clasts migrate to velocity maximum where pressure is lowest.

Interpretation: Dominantly deposited by hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flow with clast support due to high
clast concentration, hindered settling, pore-fluid pressure and dispersive pressure. High sediment concentration
limits particle freedom. Gravel and sand were deposited en masse due to frictional freezing. Local presence of
vague grading may suggest flow transformation and deposition from high-concentration turbulent flow.

Interpretation: Deposited from hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flow with clast support due to high clast
concentration, hindered settling, pore fluid pressure, dispersive pressure, and possibly matrix shear strength.
High sediment concentration limits particle freedom. Gravel and sand were deposited en masse due to frictional
freezing. Local presence of vague grading and imbricated clasts may suggest flow transformation and
deposition from high-concentration turbulent flow.
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Interpretation: Deposition from hyperconcentrated to high-concentration turbulent flow with fluid turbulence
responsible for differential grain settling from suspension (Middleton & Hampton, 1976; Allen, 1970). High
sediment concentration limits particle freedom, but Hampton (1975) states that the presence of normal grading
in some conglomerates suggests that during some stage of the flow the clasts were able to move relative to one
another possibly due to upward migration of the rigid plug boundary in the flow. Normal grading is an
indication of mature flows where lateral and vertical clast size segregation existed due to current and implies a
type of flow in which clasts are able to move freely w/ respect to one another (Walker, 1975; Nemec et al.,
1980); there must exist a lateral segregation of clast sizes w/in the current, and Walker (1965) suggested that the
extent to which lateral size sorting develops depends on the amount of recycling of material from the body to
head of the current and out of the eddy behind the head back into the body of the current. Increasing water
content decreases viscosity which allows deposition through settling from suspension and possibly some traction
(Nemec & Steel, 1984).

Description: Clast-supported, 0.3 to 1.8 m thick beds with contacts
ranging from irregular to gradational. Moderately- to poorly-sorted,
rounded to subrounded pebble-cobble-boulder framework (%: 46/22/5)
consists mainly of metamorphic and extrusive igneous clasts (%: 43/35)
with 15-49% upper fine to lower medium, very poorly- to moderately-
sorted sandstone matrix; granules in matrix are locally present; commonly
competent bedding; angular bioclastic sandstone boulders and carbonate
mud clasts are locally present; imbrication is uncommon; laterally variable
clast size.

5 Massive, ungraded pebble
conglomerate

4 Massive, normally graded
pebble-cobble conglomerate

6 Mudstone with
extraformational clasts

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation

Description: 1.5 to 10.0 m thick beds bounded mostly by structureless
conglomerate units. Framework clasts, ranging from 5 to 15% of the bed,
are rounded to subrounded and granule to cobble-sized. These grains are
randomly oriented in a muddy matrix with rare sand. Forms recessive
slope units with abundant vegetation. Some exposures, due to poor
exposure may contain contorted bedding; blue-gray; rotated and contorted
blocks of mudstone, siltstone are locally common; undefined bedding.

Description: Clast supported, 0.1 to 2.2 m thick beds with contacts
ranging from irregular to gradational. Moderately- to poorly-sorted,
rounded to subrounded pebble-cobble framework (%: 48/20) consists of
mainly metamorphic and extrusive igneous clasts (%: 47/35) with 15-49%
upper fine to upper medium, very poorly- to moderately-sorted sandstone
matrix. Imbrication uncommon. Commonly caps peb-boulder beds and
may in the absence of sturctureless sandstone cap represent top of
sedimentation unit; laterally variable to uniform clast size; granules in
matrix locally common.

Interpretation: Hyperconcentrated to high-concentration turbulent flow
with clast support due to shear strength of matrix, high clast
concentration,and hindered settling..

Interpretation: Deposited by mass transport with clasts supported by mud
matrix.
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10 Low-angle stratified
sandstone

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation

Interpretation: Rapid deposition from high density turbidity currents
or hyperconcentrated flows. Lack of preservation of any primary struc-
tures due to dewatering.

Interpretation: Deposition by hyperconcentrated flows or high-density
turbidity currents.

Interpretation: Deposition by high-concentration turbulent flow.
Alignment of clasts alternating with sandstone may reflect fluctuating
shear velocity (see Fig. X. B: hydraulic equivalence) to cohesive debris
flow.

Description: 0.1 to 0.4 m thick beds which occur as discontinuous lenses in
and between both massive and stratified conglomerate units. Sharp to
irregular contacts with aligned granule/pebble/cobble stringers locally.

Interpretation: Lower flow regime traction deposition from high-
concentration turbulent flows.

9 Clast-rich sandstone with
intraformational clasts

8 Structureless sandstone

7 Clast-rich sandstone with
extraformational clasts

Description: 0.2 to 0.5 m thick beds with sharp contacts. Framework
clasts are rounded to subrounded, granule to cobble-sized, and are
floating in approximately 70% of the total beds and aligned in the
remaining beds. Matrix is composed of well to very poorly-sorted
upper fine to medium sand-sized grains. Clast alignment is common;
poorly sorted clasts locally; commonly structureless, but locally
dewatered, convolute, and/or planar and wavy laminated; granule and
pebble concentrations common at base; biotite flakes common;
grungy

Description: 0.15 to 1.0 m-thick beds with sharp to irregular contacts
and commonly bounded by soft-sediment deformed sandstone units.
Framework clasts are subangular, <1-3 cm mud clasts which compose
approximately 10% of the bed. Matrix is composed of very poorly- to
moderately-sorted upper fine to lower medium sand-sized grains. Rare
horizontal lamination present; intraformational clasts 0.5-20 cm and
commonly <15%; clasts form stringers locally; yellow, grungy, locally
dewatered.

Description: <5 cm to 2.0 m-thick beds with irregular to sharp contacts.
Matrix is composed of very poorly- to moderately-sorted upper fine to
lower medium sand-sized grains. Pebble and/or cobble stringers are
rare. Most massive units are discontinuous sandstone lenses bounded
above and below by conglomerate units. Commonly capping conglom-
erate beds. Commonly dewatered, mottled, buff; grading not uncom-
mon; commonly slope former, but can form more competent units
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Description: 0.02-0.2 m-thick beds with sharp to gradational contacts and bounding
units of silty mudstone, horizontal laminated and ripple cross-laminated sandstone units.
Very poorly- to well-sorted, lower fine to upper very fine grain size commonly inter-
bedded with mudstone units; subrounded to subangular; wavy in shape with amplitude
<0.15 m.

Interpretation: Upper flow regime traction deposition from high- and/or low-density
turbidity currents. This facies has been related to low-density flows or ones with low
aggradation rates, or high conc decelerating flows. Leclair et al. (2005) demonstrated
that long-duration currents with elevated aggradation rates (>4mm/s) can generate this
facies. Steady flows of med-high conc may be responsible for the accumulation of the
thickest (0.4 m) units. Can also be deposited by a loss of competence within the flow.

13 Wavy laminated sandstone

12 Ripple cross-laminated
sandstone

11 Horizontally laminated
sandstone

Description: 0.02-0.5 m-thick units with gradational to sharp contacts with mudstone
and other sandstone units. Moderately-sorted with lower fine to lower medium grain
size; common convolution. Lower very fine to lower fine, mainly subrounded grains,
poorly to moderately sorted. Tan to light gray. Most significant are the differences in
ripple types and angle of climb (supercritical to subcritical). Vertical repetition of
climbing ripples cosets indicate more uniform and steady flow, promoting more aggra-
dation of the bed.

14 Burrowed sandstone

15 Convolute sandstone

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation

Description: Dark maroon, dark gray, rusty tan to pale white, weathers red to pale yel-
low; mottled and buff appearance; biotite flakes common. Variable thickness (0.02-1.5 m-
thick) exhibiting gradational and sharp contacts with sandstone and conglomerate units.
Very poorly- to well-sorted, subangular to subrounded, lower fine to upper very fine grain
size with rare granule/pebble/cobble grains; commonly slope former, but locally compe-
tent.

Interpretation: Deposition by low-concentration turbulent flow. In-phase flows with
high deposition rates and limited bed movement because of steady low velocity and
limited bed migration (Allen et al., 1981). More aggradation than migration but with
lower flow concentration than in ripple formation. Mainly formed in systems in disequi-
librium, where pressure gradients in the viscous sublayer produce wavy shear layers
instead of planar shear layers as in equilibrium systems (Pantin et al., 1987). Wavy
shear layers are characteristic of areas where flow properties change in response to vari-
ations in bedform relief, producing shear differences. (Bouma, 1962).

Description: Very fine lower to upper, mainly subrounded and poorly sorted sand. Forms
very thin to thin beds (1cm to 10cm thick).
Gradational contacts are bounded mainly by wavy laminated or convoluted sandstone.

Interpretation: Biological reworking of sediments deposited from low-concentration
turbidity currents. Changes in the frequency, density and type are related to nutrient
supply, oxygenation, substrate conditions, and sediment supply (Wetzel et al., 1998,
Buatois, 2002)

Description: Lower fine to upper very fine, mainly subrounded and poorly sorted sand.
0.02-2 m-thick with loaded contacts and commonly bounded below by structureless or
wavy laminated sandstone. Features of these beds include: injections, contorted sedi-
mentary structures, chaotic bedding, and rare granule-to-pebble pockets.
Interpretation: Primary structures destroyed due to fluidization and liquefaction from
loading and changes in pore pressure. Form when cohesive forces and low permeability
of the accumulating sediment begin to inhibit the free upward flow of escaping pore flu-
ids (Lowe, 1982; Major et al., 1999). Fluidization occurs when the drag exerted by mov-
ing pore fluids exceeds the effective weight of the grains, the particles are lifted, the
grain framework is destroyed, and the sediment strength is reduced to nearly zero (Lowe,
1975). Liquefaction is marked by a sudden breakdown in the grain packing. The grains
become temporarily suspended in the pore fluid and settle rapidly through the fluid until
a grain-supported structure is re-established (Lowe, 1975).

Interpretation: Lower flow regime traction deposition from low-concentration turbulent
flow. The change from subcritical to supercritical climbing ripples within the same bed
indicates fluctuations in the energy of the velocity of one flow in one depositional event.
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20 Muddy siltstone

19 Siltstone

Description: Dark to light gray; weathers orange; interbedded w/ structureless sandstone;
highly fractured and laterally discontinuous. Occurs at tops of fining-upward successions
in some profiles (i.e., MAC 80m).

Interpretation: Silt fraction deposited from super-elevated flows and/or flows recording
flow stripping from tail of flow (Gardner and Borer, 2000; Borer, 2005; Kling, 2006;
Chaiwongsaen, 2007); also from low-density turbidity currents.

Description: Light gray in color, organic matter are common. 0.2 to 1.5 m-thick beds
with gradational to sharp contacts and bounded by silty mudstone to sandstone units.
Commonly inter-bedded with 2.0 to 5.0 cm-thick ripple cross-laminated sandstone units;
exhibits rare sandstone stringers and concretions.

Interpretation: Deposition by low-density turbidity currents. The high-frequency of this
facies in turbidites indicates deposition from the tail of a flow, confined to a channel, and
this could be the reason why this facies is not common elsewhere (Gardner and Borer,
2000; Borer, 2005; Chaiwongsaen, 2007). Silt fabric in this facies is mainly controlled by
flocculation processes that generate disorganized structures.

17 Laminated silty sandstone

18 Mud-bearing laminated silty sandstone
Description: Very friable, upper to lower very fine, moderately-sorted, subrounded to
subangular sand. Up to 0.3 m-thick, laterally continuous, tan in color. Contains 20-40%
mudstone matrix clasts (field estimate), light gray in color, mica rich, and laminated.
Facies commonly associated with laminated silty sandstone, showing gradational
contacts.

Interpretation: Deposition by low-density turbidity currents. Gradational contacts
between this facies and laminated silty sandstone indicates that flows continue losing
competence and fine-grained sized material starts deposition when flow capacity starts
to wane (Shanmugan and Moiola, 1995; Schieber, et al., 2007; Chaiwongsaen, 2007).

Description: Silt to upper very fine, subrounded, well-sorted, finely laminated; 0.1-0.4
m-thick beds which occur as discontinuous lenses in and between both massive and
stratified conglomerate units. laterally continuous beds up to 40 cm-thick, and averaging
0.16 m-thick, tan with organic matter increasing in abundance; concretions are common;
characteristic of beds underlying conglomeratic channelform deposits; Sharp to irregular
contacts w/ commonly aligned granule/pebble/cobble stringers.

Interpretation: Lower flow regime traction deposition from high- and /or low-density tur-
bidity currents. Lamination indicates flow collapse and tractive deposition from the tail
of the flow (Leeder, 1999; Shanmugam, 2000; Shanmugam and Moiola, 1995; Gardner
et al., 2003).

Description: Silt to upper very fine grain size, very friable, well sorted, subrounded,
weathers orange. Commonly at sandstone bed tops; highly friable making contact
definitions difficult to identify.

Interpretation: A common source-distant deposit of low-density turbidity flows, charac-
teristic of the smoothest profiles and longest run-out lengths, promoting complete flow
transformation and hydraulic fractionation (Haughton et al., 2003). The presence of this
facies at the base and tops of sedimentation units indicates longer flow durations and
changes in capacity within the flow (Gardner and Borer 2000; Borer, 2005; Kling, 2006;
Chaiwongsaen, 2007).

16 Silty sandstone

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation
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22 Silt-rich mudstone

Description: Tan to dark gray, very hard and consolidated; very finely laminated; some
concretion horizons; mudstone grades to siltstone within few centimeters. Silt-dominated
mudstone at bed base sometimes grading to clay-rich mudstone at bed tops.

Interpretation: Deposition by hemipelagic suspension sedimentation and/or low-density
turbidity currents (Middleton, 1993; Lowe, 1982). This facies still indicates the predomi-
nance of shear velocity within a turbulent flow. However, changes in the clay fabric from
silt-dominated to clay-rich mudstone indicate a rapid change in velocity within the turbu-
lent flow, since settling velocity starts to control deposition at unit tops.

Description: Light gray; thinly laminated (<1 cm-thick); knobbly, fissile, high content of
organic material; degree of bioturbation and diversity is variable (moderate to low), but
lower than in clay-rich mudstone.

Interpretation: Deposition from high- to low-density turbidity currents. Top of sedimen-
tation units in hyperpycnites and turbidites. Indicates predominance of shear over settling
velocity. FEM analysis (Ochoa, 2008) the clay fabric is completely disorganized with
flocs as a common feature.

21 Graded silt-dominated mudstone

23 Silty mudstone

Description: Usually centimeters to 1.5 m-thick, but up to 25 m-thick. Commonly
interbedded with 2.0 to 5.0 cm-thick ripple laminated sandstone units. Commonly mas-
sive and contains concretions, plant fragments, lithics and rare sandstone stringers.

Interpretation: Deposition by low-density turbidity currents (Middleton, 1993;
Lowe, 1982). This facies is the best example of the dominance of shear velocity within
a turbulent flow that is losing its competence and capacity. Clay fabric analysis (Ochoa,
2008) showed the best examples of flocculation processes and the highest frequency of
high-specific minerals.

Description: Light gray in color, fissile fracture, rich in organic matter. Thinly laminated;
plate-like structure; mixture of silt and clay grains with a dominance of the latter.

Interpretation: Deposition by low-density turbidity currents that nearly lost capacity and
competence (Hiscott et al., 1997).

24 Laminated silt-bearing, clay-rich mudstone

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation
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27 Carbonate marl

Interpretation: Pelagic and hemipelagic suspension fallout deposition. Increase in
organic matter (plant remains) indicate a decrease of clastic sediments into the system;
XRD analysis (Ochoa, 2008), indicates that suspension settling (U*/w <1) dominated
mud deposition; suspension fallout is mainly controlled by dispersion forces due to the
high polar activity of the clay minerals and low shear velocities that suppress transport
of suspended grains with a high-specific gravity (Middleton et. al., 1984).

Interpretation: Deposition due to pelagic and hemipelagic suspension that was later re-
transported by failure processes (Schieber et al., 2007, Allen, 1985). Loading (?)

26 Clay-rich mudstone

25 Soft-sediment deformed
mudstone

28 Contorted mixed lithology

Description: Varying thickness (1-9 m-thick) and lithology (mudstone, sandstone,
conglomerate). Bedding planes and laminae dip at variety of angles. Varying degree of
contortion (large-scale folding). Commonly contains large sandstone and carbonate
mudstone. Rindy and mottled appearance. Very discontinuous and contorted bedding is
common, although intact successions of sedimentary structures can be observed at non-
depositional angles.

Figure 2-9. (Continued) Summary diagram of facies in the Upper El Rosario Formation

Description: Varying color (yellow to orange); hard, very well consolidated, iron-rich,
organic matter infrequent; <50 cm-thick. This facies constitutes extensions of concretion
layers laterally continuous for up to 500 m but with very irregular tops and bases. Com-
monly appears as resedimented clasts w/in conglomerate (0.2-1.5 m).

Interpretation: Chemical precipitation of carbonates, recording shelf submersion and
low clastic imput (Allen, 1985; Gardner et al., 2007).

Interpretation: Deposition by mass transport. Liquefaction(?). Slump. Possibly channel-
fill

Description: Beds are 30cm to 1.8m thick with loaded to gradational contacts and com-
monly bounded by sandstone and siltstone units. Bedding is usually contorted, discontin-
uous, and dipping at a variety of angles with common mottling, sandstone injections,
pebbles and rotated sandstone blocks, light in color, very well consolidated and concoidal
fracture.

Description: Light greenish gray to dark gray; high content of organic matter, plant
remains very common at bed tops. Laterally continuous up to 40 m-long, averaging 25
cm-thick. Clay fabric and XRD analysis (Ochoa, 2008) shows organized fabrics, mainly
plate-like, and with higher values of ash material like kaolinite, montmorillonite, mus-
covite, and zeolite, and lower values of high-specific gravity minerals like zircon, horn-
blende, dolomite, k-feldspar, and biotite.
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conglomerate is the sixth facies. All conglomerate facies contain subrounded, 

extraformational, crystalline (igneous and metamorphic) clasts. The roundness and 

polymict composition indicate a complicated transport history prior to the initiation of the 

flows (Clifton, 1984). Clasts are predominantly equant and ellipsoidal forms with few (< 

5%) being elongate and flat. Designation of facies for bedding is based on dominant clast 

size, not largest clast size. Over-sized clasts (up to 1.5 m-long) are recognized in bedding 

and reflect maximum SF competence.   

Of the five clast-supported conglomerates, two are distinctive due to dominant 

clast size (Fig. 2-08). Ungraded, but moderately sorted, pebble conglomerate contains the 

smallest clasts (avg: 0.8 cm; max: 4.6 cm) and forms thin beds that are best developed 

toward the tops of channelform fills. These have the least amount of matrix (<30%), 

resulting in tighter grain packing. Ungraded pebble to boulder conglomerate contains the 

coarsest clasts (avg: 9.3 cm; max: 57.6 cm) within a succession and generally form near 

the base of channelform fills. The wide range of clast sizes and amount of matrix (≤ 35%) 

in this facies results in looser grain packing. These have irregular and loaded bed contacts 

and often form thick, but short correlation length deposits.  

Grading (inverse or normal) of framework clasts (coarse-fraction) (Middleton, 

1967) within the conglomerate facies can change rapidly laterally (within ~10 meters) 

which limits classification and makes interpretation of formative process difficult (Fig. 2-

10). The common inverse-to-normal grading described by Walker (1975) was not 

observed. Conglomerate facies proportions, arranged in descending energy order, 

include: 



Figure 2-10. Example of lateral variability in clast size and conglomerate facies.

Normally-graded pebble-cobble conglomerate

Ungraded pebble conglomerate
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1. Ungraded boulder to pebble conglomerate: 18.8%, 140.2 m 

2. Ungraded cobble to pebble conglomerate: 21.0%; 156.5 m 

3. Inversely graded cobble to pebble conglomerate: 1.3%; 9.9 m 

4. Normally graded cobble to pebble conglomerate: 1.9%; 14.1 m 

5. Ungraded pebble conglomerate: 2.8%; 21.0 m 

 

Intraformational mudstone clast conglomerate is present throughout the field area, 

but is not captured in sedimentologic profile data (Fig. 3-10). Mudstone clasts are 

typically angular to sub rounded and range from millimeters to decimeters in diameter. 

This facies is generally formed at the base of channelforms and is interpreted as a 

mudstone rip-up deposit and/or channel-bank collapse.   

Imbrication of clasts was not common and when observed in isolated pockets, 

clasts were not abundant enough for clast counting and statistical analysis. Most 

imbrication occurred along a-axes, with long (a) axes of cobbles dipping upcurrent. This 

type provides an absolute flow direction (May & Warme, 1991). B-axis imbrication, 

resulting from the rolling of cobbles during tractive sedimentation (Walker, 1985) was 

not observed. This type of imbrication orients long axes normal to flow and is easiest to 

recognize on the tops and bottoms of bedding.    

Outsized, angular to sub-angular boulders, up to 1.5 m-long of bioclastic 

sandstone occur locally within the clast-supported conglomerate beds (Figs. 2-11 & 2-

12). These boulders represent the largest, most angular, and softest clasts (aside from rare 

carbonate mudstone) within the surrounding framework of rounded crystalline clasts.  



Figure 2-11. Textural inversion within conglomerate. Angular bioclastic sandstone boul-
der surrounded by rounded crystalline clast framework.
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Figure 2-12. Textural inversion within conglomerate. A) Imbricated angular bioclastic
sandstone boulder surrounded by rounded crystalline clast framework. Interpreted flow
direction to the right. Note abundance of gastropod shells. B) close-up of different
bioclastic boulder (unrelated to A) showing faunal impressions.

B

A
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Their presence represents an inversion of textural stage (immature with mature 

clasts) and is termed „textural inversion‟ (Folk, 1951). Pettijohn (1975) states that during 

gravel transport, the composition is modified down-profile current by selective abrasion 

that tends to remove the least resistant clasts. These bioclastic boulders are interpreted as 

shelf-derived hard-grounds. Although not common, the local occurrence of these least 

resistant clasts serves as direct evidence for lack of abrasion suggesting minimal particle 

interactions within the SFs, and indirect evidence suggesting that this tectonic setting had 

a very narrow and steep shelf incised by submarine canyons. Isolated gastropod shells are 

locally found in the conglomerate matrix unassociated with these bioclastic boulders and 

may suggest some disarticulation of the bioclastic boulders during transport. 

 

Sandstone Facies: These facies are characterized by primary and secondary 

sedimentary structures and represent 27.6% of the UERF strata (Fig. 2-09). Ten of the 

twelve sandstones reflect primary depositional fabrics. Two reflect post-depositional 

modification (burrowing and convolute sandstone). Grain sizes vary from lower very fine 

to lower coarse sand. The grain size distribution is negatively skewed as lower very fine 

to lower fine account for almost 99% of the sandstones in the UERF (Ochoa, 2008). The 

grain size of conglomerate matrix is a conspicuous one phi larger than that of the 

lithosome-flanking thin-bedded sandstones. The majority of the sandstone facies reflect a 

close association between bed thickness and facies type (Ochoa, 2008). Thick-bedded 

structureless and convolute sandstone facies are most common in channel fills. 

Structureless sandstone beds and/or lenses average 8.15 cm-thick, with a maximum of 85 

cm and a minimum of 2 cm (Ochoa, 2008). Thin-bedded sandstones show a range of 
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tractive structures reflecting the sensitivity to velocity fluctuations (unsteadiness and non-

uniformity) recorded by the longitudinal structure of the flow (Kuenen & Migliorini, 

1950; Bouma, 1962; Allen, 1991; Middleton, 1993; Kneller, 1995; Kneller & McCaffrey, 

1999; Haughton et al., 2003). The thin-bedded sandstones show a wide range in thickness 

and lengths, from thick lamina to very thick beds, and ranging from centimeters to less 

than 200 meters in length (Ochoa, 2008). Large dewatering structures (Lowe, 1976) are 

conspicuously absent in the sandstone facies. The principal thin-bedded sandstone facies, 

arranged in descending energy order, include: 

1. Structureless sandstone: 7.9%; 58.8 m 

2. Horizontally-laminated sandstone: 7.0%; 52.1 m 

3. Ripple cross-laminated sandstone: 2.4%; 18.0 m  

4. Wavy-laminated sandstone: 4.8%; 36.1 m 

 

Siltstone and Mudstone Facies: These represent 21.2% of the UERF strata (Fig. 2-

09). Mudstone descriptions follow classification of Macquaker & Adams (2003). Due to 

a difference in project scale, these facies were not described in as much detail as the 

companion thesis by Ochoa (2008). Although two siltstones and six mudstones are 

recognized in the ERF, only siltstone (facies 19), muddy siltstone (facies 20), and silty 

mudstones (facies 23) were collected in sedimentological profiles for this study.  

All siltstone and mudstone facies generally form recessive, weathered and 

vegetated slopes. Based on detailed XRD and FEM analysis by Ochoa (2008), most of 

the mudstones in the UERF are interpreted to be of turbiditic origin. Significant 

thicknesses of mudstone consist of laminated mudstone with pin-stripe siltstone to 
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streaky sandstone interlaminations (Ochoa, 2008). Lenticular-bedded, sparsely-burrowed 

mudstones are inter-bedded with isolated lower very fine, form-set ripple cross-laminated 

sandstones (Ochoa, 2008). Plant and leaf fragments present on bedding planes, are also 

concentrated near the top of the fining-up bedsets. These record fine-tail normal grading 

at the top of a sedimentation event. Plant detritus increases in abundance in thin-bedded 

sandstones encased by slope mudstone. Graded mudstone and siltstone commonly 

mantles ripple form-sets, forms shale shoot-offs lining foresets or the waning caps of thin 

sandstone beds (Ochoa, 2008). Calcareous, clay-rich mudstone with streaky 

interlaminations of concentrated shell fragments and undifferentiated foraminiferid-like 

microfossils are often associated with black shale and micritic (calcareous) marl best 

developed at the top of the second-order stratigraphic cycles (Ochoa, 2008). These 

intervals are often associated with thin claystones interpreted to represent altered volcanic 

ash.  

 

Classification of Hydrodynamic Facies 

 

The hydrodynamic facies of the UERF are classified by inferred hydrodynamic 

energy at time of deposition, and are grouped into sedimentation units recording the 

longitudinal structure of a single flow event. This classification of facies is important for 

recognizing trends and patterns in depositional system energy within sedimentary bodies 

and stratigraphic sequences. Figure 1-08 shows the placement of UERF facies within the 

regions of a hypothetical multipartite SF where certain grain size populations and support 

mechanisms exist.  
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Hydrodynamic Energy: The basis for interpreting and ranking hydrodynamic 

energy comes primarily from grain/clast sizes, matrix compositions (sand or mud), 

textures and fabrics (i.e., grading and stratification), and primary and secondary 

sedimentary structures (Fig. 2-07). Ungraded pebble to boulder conglomerate (facies 1) 

represents the highest energy deposit and carbonate marl (facies 27) represents the lowest 

energy deposit of the UERF. Carbonate marl (facies 27) represents the lowest energy or 

the UERF. Contorted mixed lithology (facies 28) represents resedimented deposits by 

mass transport processes and is not assigned a correlative energy to the other 27 facies. 

Figure 2-13 shows a theoretical transformation of a gravel-rich multipartite SF of 

the UERF. The facies tract records steady deposition of a waning flow from an initial 

hyperconcentrated (>40% vol.) non-turbulent flow (highest energy), to high-

concentration (20-40% vol.) flow, to a low-concentration (<20% vol.) turbulent flow 

(lowest energy) (Mutti et al., 1999; Lowe & Guy, 2000; Marr et al., 2001; Mulder & 

Alexander, 2001).  

 

Sedimentation Units: In this study, sedimentation units, or genetically-related 

groups of facies, are defined primarily by using changes in clast/grain size, but also 

incorporate bedding surface contacts, sedimentary structures, and gross lithology. 

Sedimentation units within conglomerate successions are generally difficult to assign due 

to: 1) lateral textural changes such as matrix percentage and grading, 2) uniformity of 

clast composition among vertically adjacent bedding, and 3) the rarity of sharp and planar 

bedding contacts.  



Figure 2-13. Facies tract produced by a gravel-rich multipartite subaqueous flow showing organization and transformations along the run-out length of a sin-
gle flow. The high concentration, low mud content and low volume flows of the UERF system produced poorly and very poorly efficient flows. Ungraded
pebble-boulder conglomerate (facies 1) overlain by ungraded pebble-cobble (facies 2) and ungraded pebble conglomerate (facies 5) is common and may sug-
gest rapid collapse from surge-like flow. The lack of gradational deposits between facies 5 and 7 suggest rapid deposition of gravel and sand and bypassing of
residual sand down-profile. Sediment concentration and grain size decreases progressively with distance.
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Bedding contacts within the conglomerate are dominantly irregular and obscure 

and cannot be traced laterally with confidence. When irregular contacts can be traced, 

they commonly exhibit truncation, and because of this, many individual beds may 

represent individual sedimentation units. Where bed contacts are sharp, they too are 

usually irregular, resulting from minor loading.  

Beds of ungraded pebble-boulder conglomerate (facies 1) overlain by either 

ungraded pebble-cobble conglomerate (facies 2) or ungraded pebble conglomerate (facies 

5) occasionally occur in an alternating fashion (Fig. 2-14). These multiple bed 

successions could reflect single sedimentation units from surge-like flow (Nemec & 

Steel, 1984). This would involve rapid deposition of the coarser-grained material from 

the lower layer of the head and/or body, followed by rapid deposition of finer-grained 

material from the upper and distal portions of the body and/or tail. Lowe (2000) 

described surge-like deposits from high-density turbulent flow of the Upper Cretaceous 

Pigeon Point Formation along the central California coast. Within these deposits, thin 

pebble conglomerate and conglomeratic sandstone mark the erosional bases of many 

discrete surge-layers of sedimentation units (<6 m-thick) within a roughly 370 m-thick 

succession of thick-bedded, coarse-grained sandstones. All surge layers show tractive 

structures. Some surge layers are composed of well-graded fine-pebble conglomerate 

(tractive coarse sediment S1 of Lowe, 1982) overlain by coarse-grained sandstone 

showing water-escape structures (collapse-related S3 of Lowe, 1982). Some include bases 

with abundant traction structures overlain by normally-graded coarse- to medium-grained 

sandstone with water-escape structures.  



Figure 2-14. Sample sedimentologic profiles showing 3.5-9.0 m-thick successions of alternating conglom-
erate and sandstone beds (0.1-1.0 m-thick) possibly representing surge-like deposits. A) Alternating ungrad-
ed pebble-boulder conglomerate and ungraded pebble conglomerate. B) Possible two sedimentation units.
Alternating pebble-boulder with pebble-cobble and alternating ungraded pebble-cobble with structureless
sandstone. C) Upward fining and bed thinning of alternating pebble-boulder and pebble-cobble and
sturctureless sandstone. D) Alternating pebble-boulder and pebble conglomerate.

A B

C

D
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The best differentiation of sedimentation units within the conglomerates is the 

occurrence of lenses of structureless and/or horizontally-laminated sandstone capping 

some conglomerate beds. These conglomerate-sandstone couplets are interpreted to 

reflect collapse of the hyperconcentrated non-turbulent head and/or body followed by 

rapid deposition of the lower concentration tail from a single flow event, respectively. 

They represent fining-upward sedimentation units generated from vastly different grain 

sizes (Fig. 2-15).  

Sedimentation units within sandstone successions are easier to assign because 

they are a more sensitive recorder of turbulence and/or SF velocity change. Sandstones 

often show organized sedimentary structures correlated to waxing and waning energy 

changes within a single sedimentation event (e.g., complete, bottom-absent, and top-

absent Bouma sequences; Bouma, 1962). 

 

Analysis and Implications 

 

 

This section addresses: 1) implications for hydrodynamic facies; 2) hydraulic 

equivalence; and 3) whether or not non-turbulent flow deposits and erosional 

channelforms are generated by mutually exclusive processes. 

Conglomerates of the UERF are restricted to channelform bodies with erosional 

basal contacts. Ungraded pebble-cobble and ungraded pebble-boulder conglomerate are 

the most common facies. The lack of stratification, constant upward percentage of poorly 

sorted matrix throughout bedding, floating outsized clasts, and paucity of grading within  

 

 



Figure 2-15. Conglomerate-sandstone couplets. In disorganized conglomerate-dominated
cliff-faces, sandstone allows differentiation of sedimentation units (highlighted with
arrows).

0.5 m

0.1 m
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these facies suggests deposition primarily from hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flows. 

The high concentration of clasts suggests dominant support mechanisms for the 

depositing flow were hindered settling and high pore-fluid pressure. Surge-like flow is 

interpreted to have been present in the depositing flows, but not as a dominant flow style. 

The rare presence of inverse-grading suggests support from dispersive pressure. The rare 

presence of normal-grading and clast imbrication suggests deposition from high 

concentration turbulent flows located in the distal body and tail regions of the 

hyperconcentrated flows. Their sparse occurrence may also be indicative of a highly 

bypassed region of the flow beyond the study area.  

Sandstones occur as 1) thick-bedded channelform deposits within the 

conglomerate succession, 2) thick or thin beds capping conglomerate sedimentation units, 

and 3) thin-bedded successions associated with mudstones that laterally flank the 

conglomerate channelforms at multiple scales. Structureless sandstone and horizontally-

laminated sandstone represent the two most common facies throughout the entire UERF. 

Thick (> 0.5 m) successions of structureless sandstone are commonly associated with 

channelform bodies and suggest deposition from high concentration turbulent flows 

and/or hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flows. Sandstones with abundant sedimentary 

structures suggest deposition from low to moderate concentration turbulent flows.  

Mudstones are the most variable lithology within the UERF. Thin-bedded 

mudstone associated with sandstone suggests a hemipelagic origin and deposition from 

low concentration turbulent flows. Thick contorted intervals of mudstone underlie thick 

channelized conglomerate successions and suggest en masse deposition by slumping 
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and/or sliding. Laterally continuous thin successions (cm-thick) drape preexisting 

topography and suggest deposition from suspension fallout of pelagic and hemipelagic 

material. Finally, angular mudstone clasts (few mm-several cm) within ungraded 

sandstones suggest turbulent erosion of mudstone drapes followed by rapid deposition. 

 

Hydraulic Equivalence 

 

The concept of hydraulic equivalence follows that in a population of grains 

deposited from suspension under essentially uniform conditions, all the grains should 

have essentially the same range of settling velocities (Blatt et al., 1972; Davies & Walker, 

1974). Gravel and sand have drastically different settling velocities, thus are not 

hydraulic equivalents. Turbulent SFs with velocity sufficient to transport gravel as 

bedload may transport available sand in suspension (Fig. 2-16). Upon a reduction in flow 

velocity, deposition of gravel will be followed by the settling of sand into the empty pore 

spaces between gravel clasts. This mechanical infiltration of sand results in a higher 

proportion and grading of sand matrix toward the top of a conglomerate bed.   

The lack of evidence for sand matrix infiltration between the UERF conglomerate 

framework clasts suggests gravel and sand deposition en masse (Hampton, 1972; Walker, 

1975), with no hydraulic sorting as expected with bedload transport. This mode of en 

masse transport may occur in the head and body of a flow, while the wake and tail 

regions may support sand through turbulence. Thin-bedded sandstones flanking the 

conglomerate channelforms record parts of a flow that spilled out beyond confinement. 

These sandstones show a ~1 phi decrease in grain size from the sand matrix of the 

conglomerates. Flow attenuation may facilitate elutriation and the transfer of fluid and  
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finer-grained material to the wake and tail region where spilling out of confinement is 

probable.  

 

Erosive Capacity of Hyperconcentrated Non-turbulent Flows 

 

Hyperconcentrated non-turbulent flows move predominantly in a laminar manner 

(Johnson, 1970). This causes them to be non-erosive even though they are capable of 

transporting clasts weighing several tons (Curry, 1966; Johnson, 1970; Rodine & 

Johnson, 1976; Iverson, 1997; Mohrig et al., 1998; Gee et al., 1999; Ilstad et al., 2004). 

The conspicuous origin of erosion at the base of the UERF conglomerates can be related 

to: 1) formative processes capable of operating within a non-turbulent flow (generation of 

high pore-fluid pressure, hydroplaning, bedload transport, displacement, or some 

combination of these); 2) timing of erosion and deposition (i.e., one flow cuts and one 

flow fills, or surging within the same SF event); and 3) multiple flow behaviors within a 

single flow (non-turbulent and/or turbulent flow).  

Three models are proposed to explain how the UERF conglomerates may fill 

channelform containers (Fig. 2-17). These are relevant for determining: 1) what 

subaqueous process(es) are responsible for deep-water sedimentary architecture, and 2) 

whether a single sedimentary body type (e.g., channelform) is generated by one or 

multiple flows.  

 

Turbulent tails: As stated earlier, SFs can be divided into different regions that 

may be characterized by various flow behaviors and/or support mechanisms. The head 

and body of a SF may be characterized by non-turbulent flow, while the tail may be  



Turbulent Tail Displacive Erosion Opportunist

Figure 2-17. Schematic diagram (not to scale) showing three models explaining the origin of non-erosive deposits sitting within erosive-based channelforms.
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characterized by turbulent flow. During transport, a flow may undergo attenuation which 

facilitates elutriation and enlargement of the turbulent tail. It is the under capacity tail that 

maintains erosive capability and is able to cut channelform depressions for subsequent 

non-turbulent flows to back-fill. Surge-like behavior within a single flow may consist of 

alternating regions of non-turbulent and turbulent flow as well. The assumption is that the 

SFs depositing the channelized deposits had large tails capable of maintaining turbulence 

beyond the passing of the body.  

 

Displacive Erosion: High concentrations of pebble- to boulder-size gravel within 

the heads of non-turbulent flows are capable of momentum-driven mass displacement 

(non-turbulent erosion) of pre-existing topography (Clifton, 2007). The hyper-

concentrated non-turbulent flow head may act as a bulldozer-like plow, displacing 

preceding channelform-fill and driving lateral offset of successive deposits. The 

assumptions are: 1) non-turbulent flows can erode; 2) non-turbulent flows may travel 

rapidly due to higher density than the ambient sea water, coarse-sized load, hydroplaning 

due to reduced reduction of basal friction (Mohrig et al., 1998), and transport along steep 

gradients; and 3) the process creating the channelform, fills the channelform.  

This model provides a consistent explanation for the association of facies types, 

facies distributions, and body architecture within this upper slope setting. Observations 

such as laterally discontinuous bedding, tabular-shape of channelform bodies, and 

predominance of side-truncation of channelforms over top-truncation are interpreted as 

evidence for this model. These observations are presented in further detail in Chapter 3. 
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Opportunists: Other processes capable of erosion and generating channelform 

depressions are known to exist throughout the ERF. These processes (hyperpycnal flows 

and slumps) could be the erosional agents cutting a channelform that is subsequently 

back-filled and plugged by gravel-rich non-turbulent flows. The high density and low to 

moderate variability in shape and aspect ratio of channelforms in the UERF tends to 

negate mass-failure through slumping as the dominant erosional process. Hyperpycnal 

flows are flood-generated under-capacity flows with the ability to entrain sediment 

through turbulent erosion. While these flows are able to erode and entrain mudstone, they 

are not expected to have a high enough competence required to entrain preexisting 

conglomerate bedding.  

The record of hyperpycnal flow deposits both below and above the study interval, 

suggests their presence within. Ochoa (2008) documented sandstone channelforms in the 

underlying strata that are comparable in size to the UERF channelforms and interpreted 

them as deposits of hyperpycnal flow. Their record in the conglomeratic interval may be 

present as non-material surfaces, with the material rock record being overprinted by the 

hyperconcentrated and failure-generated gravel-rich flow record. Nonetheless, incision 

into the conglomerate-bounding mudstone intervals could have been initiated by 

hyperpycnal flows.   
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SEDIMENTARY BODIES 

 

 

Definition and Terminology 

 

 

 Sedimentary bodies are three-dimensional mesoscale shapes defined by their 

morphology, fill, and bounding surfaces. In one-dimensional vertical profiles they are 

composed of facies associations which are time-averaged records of multiple sedimentary 

processes. Recognition criteria for sedimentary bodies used in this study include shape, 

lithology, cross-cutting relationships, facies associations, and across-outcrop correlation.  

 Sedimentary bodies, also known as architectural elements (Allen, 1983), were 

defined by Miall in 1985 as lithosomes characterized by their surface-bounded geometry, 

facies composition, and scale, and record a particular process or suite of processes 

occurring within a depositional system. They represent the smallest-scale genetic stratal 

unit within a hierarchy of similar sedimentary bodies (Gardner & Sonnenfeld, 1996). 

They are also a record of multiple sedimentation events that reflect the effects of 

confinement and gradient on the longitudinal and lateral structure of a depositing flow 

(Gardner et al., 2003). 

 According to Mutti and Normark (1987), sedimentary bodies are the fundamental 

building blocks of deep-water successions. Deep-water sedimentary bodies record the 

state of subaqueous flow confinement created by the alternating phases of deposition and 

erosion. The basic deep-water sedimentary bodies are: (1) channelforms; (2) wedge-

forms; (3) lobeforms; (4) drapes; and (5) chaotic or irregular mass transport deposits (Fig. 

3-01) (Barnes & Normark, 1985; Pickering et al., 1995; Clark & Pickering, 1997;  
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Gardner & Borer, 2000; Deptuk et al., 2003; Gardner et al., 2003; Hadler-Jacobsen et al., 

2007). The suffix “–form” is used here for sedimentary bodies that lack a hierarchical 

context, but exhibit the designated body shape. 

 Variation in these basic body types reflects the incomplete preservation of the 

original depositional geometry, stacking patterns, and different sized depositional 

systems (Gardner et al., 2008). Likewise, facies associations that define sedimentary 

bodies vary with spatial position within the sedimentary body (axial vs. marginal). The 

resulting sedimentary architecture reflects both deposition and preservation. Stacking of 

sedimentary bodies through movement of depositional sites can generate similar-shaped 

bodies of different sizes and can be described by a hierarchy.  

 Analysis of the temporal and spatial organization of sedimentary bodies 

documents trends in attributes such as size, connectivity, diversity, and arrangement (Fig. 

3-01). It establishes correlation between facies and body type (facies distributions), 

generates additional attributes for stratigraphic analysis (architecture of stratigraphic 

sequences), enables definition of sedimentation regions (e.g., fairway and inter-fairway) 

(Fig. 3-02) and geomorphic reconstruction (Gardner et al., 2003). For these reasons, 

sedimentary body architecture is intermediate in scale, being bracketed by sedimentology 

and stratigraphy. 

 

Confinement and Gradient 

 

There is a correlation between confinement of subaqueous flows and the gradient 

across which they travel.  Sedimentary bodies generally follow trends controlled by local 

and/or regional dynamic gradient along a depositional profile (Hadler-Jacobsen et al.,  



Figure 3-02. Diagram showing lateral and longitudinal sedimentation regions used to delineate depositional
system energy and facies trends related to the degree of confinement. The regions are used to analyze data
and model facies transitions. As the primary path for sediment delivery to deep-water, channels are the low-
est common denominator system descriptor. They define high energy zones that dissipate radially down-
profile to control facies transitions (channel-lobe transition) (after Gardner et al., 2007).
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2007). Higher gradient slope profiles generally show more confinement than distributary 

channels on the lower gradient basin floor. For this reason, sedimentary bodies may be 

used as proxies for the degree of confinement and its correlation to gradient. In this view, 

channelforms, lobeforms, and wedgeforms record confined, unconfined, and partially 

confined flows, respectively.  

  Three types of gradient influence the degree of local confinement: 1) basin 

margin longitudinal gradient, 2) local longitudinal gradient, and 3) local lateral gradient 

(Fig. 3-02). Local gradient changes can be related to seafloor topographic changes 

produced by gravity-driven margin adjustment and deformation (Hadler-Jacobsen et al., 

2007). Local gradient can be reduced by continued sedimentation from subaqueous flows 

(Wilde et al., 1978), but can also be increased by topography built up by long-lived 

channel systems and associated wedgeform deposition.  

 

 Channelform Confinement: Overbank sedimentation from a channelized and 

confined subaqueous flow builds topography that effectively contributes to channel 

confinement (Gardner et al., 2003). Depositional-confinement describes channelforms 

that are flanked by and interdigitated with genetically related strata (e.g., wedgeforms 

composed of thin-bedded sandstones). Depositional-confinement facilitates more lateral 

channel migration because confining wedgeform (levee or overbank) deposits migrate 

laterally with switching channels (Gardner et al., 2007). Erosional-confinement describes 

channelforms that are abruptly laterally bound by genetically unrelated strata (much older 

successions of thin-bedded sandstones, older channel deposits, and/or slope mudstones) 
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reflecting confinement created by channel incision. A temporal or spatial change in 

confinement style is described as mixed-confinement. 

 

Upper El Rosario Sedimentary Bodies 

 

 

This section describes the principal sedimentary body types that form the 

architecture of a conglomeratic channel fairway in the UERF. Proportions of body types 

in the study area are based on 750 meters of measured section, and include 52.5% 

channelforms, 31.3% wedgeforms, 1.4% lobeforms, 7.9% mass transport deposits 

(MTD), 2.8% drapes, and 4.1% cover (Fig. 3-01). Description of deposit types in slope 

strata bracketing the conglomerate fairway are described in the companion thesis of 

Ochoa (2008). 

 

Channelforms  

 

 

Description: Approximately 120 channelforms are recognized in the UERF. 

Channelform sizes range from 5-35 m-thick; 10-750+ m-wide; and 0.5-2+ km-long. Their 

shapes range from narrow and thick with strongly concave-upward erosional basal 

surfaces to broad and thin with slightly inclined erosional basal surfaces. Channel-form 

bodies stack to form laterally offset, inclined conglomerate and sandstone barforms, or 

erosional remnants of preceding channelforms. Mudstone-filled channelforms are 

conspicuously absent within the study area.  

Axial positions of related channelforms correspond to the thickest accumulations 

of conglomerate-rich strata, and show lateral and vertical offsets. Axial positions also 
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show more amalgamation of bedding through erosional truncation, whereas marginal 

positions show less amalgamation and more inclined bedding. Higher and lower degrees 

of amalgamation generally correspond to lower and higher facies diversity, respectively. 

Channel margins are mostly determined from abrupt lateral facies changes. Depths of 

erosion range from 0.5-20 m-deep, although commonly < 5 m-deep. Variations among 

channelforms reflect lithology, stacking pattern, stratigraphic position, and preservation.  

 Conglomerate-filled channelforms represent the dominant sedimentary body 

sampled with measured profiles (47%). They display a predominance of disorganized 

beds (0.1-2.0 m-thick) of clast-supported, pebble- and cobble-dominated conglomerate 

(facies 1 and 2). Clasts range in size from 2 cm (lower granule) to 1.5 m (boulder) with 

coarser-grained clasts (~10 cm-wide cobbles to boulders) commonly located in axial 

positions. Sandstone matrix (≤ 35%) ranges in size from upper fine- to medium-grained, 

is generally poorly sorted and angular to sub-angular, and commonly contains flecks of 

biotite.  

 Ungraded pebble-cobble (44%) and pebble-boulder (40%) conglomerate 

constitutes the facies proportions within these bodies. The other conglomerate facies in 

decreasing frequency are ungraded pebble (6%), normally-graded pebble-cobble (4%), 

and inversely-graded pebble-cobble (3%). Organized conglomerate, such as inversely- 

and normally-graded, are less common and are often present as thin beds (centimeters-

decimeters thick). Recognized facies associations, from base to top, include: 1) ungraded 

pebble-boulder conglomerate (facies 1) capped by ungraded pebble conglomerate (facies 

5); 2) ungraded pebble-boulder conglomerate (facies 1) capped by ungraded pebble-
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cobble conglomerate (facies 2); and 3) all crystalline clast conglomerate facies capped by 

either structureless sandstone or sandstone with extraformational lithic clasts (Fig. 2-14). 

This presence of sandstone is commonly draped along inclined barform surfaces and 

represents ~3.5% of the facies total for these bodies. Loaded contacts between 

conglomerate beds are common in all channelform strata.  

Sandstone-filled (thick- and thin-bedded) channelforms (n=5) are locally 

recognized throughout the study area, but are often poorly preserved due to erosional 

truncation from surrounding conglomerate channelforms. When present, thick-bedded 

sandstones commonly cap thick successions of conglomerate (Fig. 3-03, 3-04). Due to 

their lack of distinguishing channelform shape, they are assigned primarily from thick 

vertical sandstone successions. Common facies, in decreasing frequency include: 

structureless sandstone (35%), horizontally-laminated sandstone (19%), sandstone with 

intraformational mudstone clasts (12%), ripple cross-laminated sandstone (10%), and 

sandstone with extraformational lithic clasts (8%).  The sandstone with mudstone clasts is 

unique to sandstone channelforms and not recognized in conglomerate channelforms. 

These channelforms are generally associated with marginal positions of conglomerate-

filled channelforms, representing the last fill of a set of offset channelforms.  

 Many channelforms are associated with laterally-flanking wedgeforms, composed 

of thin-bedded sandstones, siltstones and mudstones, but some are laterally bound by 

either slope mudstones or older channelform deposits. Thick and tabular successions of 

conglomerate channelforms are commonly underlain by thick MTDs, especially in axial 

positions. 
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Figure 3-03. View of thick-bedded sandstone elementary channelfill architecture at South Spring Canyon.
Red arrow correlates to Figure 3-04 which shows behind outcrop expression of this sandstone channel.
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Figure 3-04. View of thick-bedded sandstone elementary channelfill erosionally truncating thin-bedded
sandstone and mudstone strata from South Spring Canyon. Red arrow correlates with Figure 3-03.
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 Interpretation: Channelforms are the preserved remnants of ancient channels. 

Submarine channels are elongate, negative relief features produced and/or maintained by 

subaqueous flow; as such, they represent major, relatively long-term pathways for 

sediment transport (Mutti & Normark, 1987, 1991). Features scoured and filled by one or 

only a few flow events do not constitute channels because they do not represent long-

term conduits and are referred to as scours (Mutti & Normark, 1991). 

 As the main conduits for sediment transport, channels serve as the principal deep-

water sedimentary body type (Barnes & Normark, 1985; Clark & Pickering, 1996a,b; 

Gardner & Sonnenfeld, 1996; Gardner & Borer, 2000; references therein). As confined 

features, channels focus energy, conserve flow momentum, and act as concentrated 

energy corridors from which flow strength and sediment are dispersed (Gardner et al., 

2003). They are the sites where the coarsest sediment occurs within deep-water systems 

(Mutti & Normark, 1987, 1991; Gardner et al., 2007).  

 Channel fills can fine and coarsen upward and represent only a small proportion 

of the sediment transmitted through the channel. The sediments that characterized the 

physical processes of flow transformation in an open channel during its origin and 

subsequent evolution are either spilled out of the channel as overbank wedgeform 

deposits, or bypass down-dip to lower gradient settings. For these reasons, along with 

channel migration and post-depositional modification, deducing subaqueous flow 

processes responsible for a channelform origin can be rather difficult. Reliance on 

hydrodynamic and sedimentological information (Chapter 2) is necessary to establish 
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trends in channel fill in order to determine which subaqueous flow behaviors promote 

deposition, and which determine erosion (Gardner, 2008). 

 The dominance of ungraded conglomerate and the paucity of graded 

conglomerate suggest that turbulence provided minor influence on the deposition of 

gravel within these channel-fills. The minor degree of erosion is also interpreted to reflect 

non-turbulent behavior of the gravelly flows. Many of the channelform bodies in the 

UERF record momentum-driven mass displacement of preceding deposits by subsequent 

hyperconcentrated flow. Laterally offset channels with low-inclined bedding surfaces are 

the most common conglomerate channel type and is suggestive of displacive erosion. 

Accretion surfaces commonly draped by sandstone indicate complete flow collapse and 

represent the tail of the flow that could not infiltrate. Offsets of axial positions reflect 

depositional topography built by previous channelforms driving subsequent channelform 

deposition. 

The infrequent presence and thinness of bedding of organized conglomerate 

(normally- and inversely-graded pebble to cobble conglomerate) throughout the study 

area may represent: 1) low frequency deposition from a region within the subaqueous 

flow that commonly bypassed the study area, or 2) accretionary barforms built by 

bedload sedimentation from high-concentration turbulent flow. The presence of these 

facies in particular channelform types is discussed below in the section on channelform 

stacking pattern. 

Sandstone-filled channelforms of the UERF are interpreted as under-filled 

channels recording abandonment of the channel thalweg of a genetically-related set of 
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conglomerate-filled channelforms. These final channel-fills represent more than one 

lithology filling the channel. The presence of the mudstone clasts within basal portions of 

thick successions of structureless sandstone throughout the study area indicates the 

presence of mudstone drape deposits recording abandonment and also indicates turbulent 

erosion. These also suggest that abandonment phases, following active gravel-rich flow 

phases, are characterized by fluctuating flow volumes in an overall waning energy phase.  

All channel confinement styles (erosional, depositional, and mixed) are present in 

the study area. However, depositional-confinement represents the most common type and 

is observed for the middle and upper portions of channelforms. Less common erosional-

confinement generally occurs at the bases of channelforms.  

 

Wedgeforms  

 

 

Description: Wedgeforms are positive-relief features adjacent to channelforms. 

Bedding thins away from channelforms. Wedgeforms of the UERF are subdivided into 

“overbank” and “levee” types based on body thickness, bed thickness, grain size, facies, 

and stratigraphic position. Overbank wedgeforms occur between and vertically separate 

conglomeratic channels and are commonly interdigitated with levee wedgeforms that 

laterally flank the channels. The transition between wedgeform types suggests the 

absence of a master confining surface for composite channels, channel complexes, and 

the channel fairway. Confinement, in this system, appears to be at the scale of elementary 

channels. 
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 Overbank wedgeforms (≤ 30 m-thick; < 300 m-wide) are composed of thin- to 

medium-bedded sandstone and mudstone (Fig. 3-05). Common facies in decreasing 

frequency include horizontally-laminated sandstone (20%), structureless sandstone 

(19%), silty mudstone (19%), muddy siltstone (16%), and ripple cross-laminated 

sandstone (8%). Grain sizes range from granule to upper very fine sand. Sandstones are 

subangular to subrounded and poorly sorted. Sedimentation units include bottom absent, 

complete, and top-absent Bouma sequences. Sedimentation units with higher proportions 

of structureless sandstones are generally found in close proximity to channels. 

Sedimentation units with variable suite of tractive structures and higher proportions of 

bottom absent Bouma sequences are generally found farther from channels (Ochoa, 

2008). 

 Levee wedgeforms (≤ 50 m-thick and < 230 m-wide) are asymmetrical bodies 

consisting of fine-grained, thin- to medium-bedded, and current-laminated deposits flank 

channels and thin laterally away from the channel margin to form a tapered or wedge-

shaped sedimentary body (Mutti & Normark, 1987, 1991; Clark & Pickering, 1996; 

Ochoa, 2008). This body type shows less facies variation than overbank deposits (Fig. 3-

06). Traction facies dominate over structureless sandstone. Common facies, in 

descending frequency include silty mudstone (34%), wavy laminated sandstone (19%), 

horizontally-laminated sandstone (16%), structureless sandstone (14%), and ripple cross-

laminated sandstone (4%). Sandstone grain sizes range from upper fine to upper very 

fine, and are sub-rounded and moderately-sorted. The most common sedimentation unit 

in this sedimentary body type is the bottom absent Bouma sequence.  



Figure 3-05. Close-up photo of overbank wedgeform composed of thin-bedded sandstones, siltstones, and
mudstones. See Figure 3-22 for location along Middle Axis Canyon, south wall.
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The gross lithology of overbank (61% sandstone; 39% mudstone) and levee (63% 

sandstone; 37% mudstone) deposits is nearly identical (Fig. 3-01); however, three 

important features distinguish between these two wedgeform deposits: 1) overbank 

wedgeforms show a ~1 phi increase in grain size (more similar to conglomerate matrix 

grain size); 2) levee wedgeforms show a 5% increase in tractive sandstone deposition; 

and 3) overbank wedgeforms show a 5% increase in structureless sandstone deposition.  

 

Interpretation: Wedgeforms are composite bodies that record channel 

development and overbank deposition from multiple through-channel related processes, 

reflecting their origin as partially-confined flows (Clark & Pickering, 1996a; Gardner et 

al., 2003). Wedgeform facies in the UERF primarily record tractive transport from low- 

to high-concentration turbulent flows existing in the wakes and distal tails of the 

dominantly hyperconcentrated gravelly flows. This genetic relationship between flow 

types may not always be the case if one flow type dominates over the other. Lateral 

spreading of sediment from channel confinement increases the concentration of the 

coarser fraction within the channel and occurs through the following processes:  

 1. Flow stripping occurs when subaqueous flows undergo momentum transfer at 

channel bends, and the upper, fine-grained part of the flow is stripped off (Piper & 

Normark, 1983; Normark & Piper, 1984). As the high-concentration portion of a 

confined flow encounters less confinement, the upper parts can detach and exit the 

confinement (Mohrig & Buttles, 2007). The upper detached part of the flow will often 

accelerate. As a result, scour fields and sediment waves are common features along the 

outside bends of modern submarine channels (e.g., Monterey Fan) (Normark et al., 1980; 
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McHugh & Ryan, 2000). Sandier sediments generally record spilling of high-

concentration flow portions, whereas muddier sediments record spilling of the low-

concentration portions (Piper & Normark, 1983). 

 2. Super-elevation of a subaqueous flow is governed by the densiometric Froude 

number. This relationship states that for an increase in gradient across which a 

subaqueous flow travels, the height of the subaqueous flow must increase (Middleton, 

1993). An increase in flow height (increase in surface area perpendicular to flow) 

increases the friction exerted on the flow by the ambient fluid (usually stationary) which 

reduces flow momentum, thus leading to deposition. Flow deceleration may generate 

tractive structures. Sediment entrained into heights well above the higher concentration 

channelized portion of the flow must be of a small caliber (more resistant to gravity); 

therefore, sediment deposited outside the channel tends to be finer. This process is likely 

to occur anywhere where gradient is high, especially along the upper slope (Middleton, 

1993).  

 3. Overspilling is governed by the ratio of flow thickness to channelized 

confinement height. It is commonly associated with migration of the channel-lobe 

transition zone (discussed below). This process can occur when large subaqueous flows 

are transported through a small channel course or when small subaqueous flows are 

transported through a previously partially-filled channel course (Hiscott et al., 1997; 

Gardner & Borer, 2000; Lieu, 2007; Mohrig & Buttles, 2007). This process of 

unconfined flow is capable of depositing poorly-organized and coarser grain-size material 
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beyond the bank of a subaqueous channel as “spill-phase” sheets (Mohrig & Buttles, 

2007). 

The variable grain sizes and facies within overbank wedgeforms of the UERF 

suggest deposition from variable processes such as flow-stripping, over-spilling and 

super-elevation of fines during erosion and bypass of the coarser fraction (Gardner et al., 

2003). The high proportions of structureless sandstone within channel-proximal 

sedimentation units reflect deposition from flow overspilling. The variable suite of 

tractive sedimentary structures and high proportions of bottom-absent Bouma sequences 

within channel-distal sedimentation units reflect deposition from flow stripping and/or 

super-elevation (Ochoa, 2008). Since horizontally- and ripple cross-laminated sandstone 

facies dominate over the fine-grained facies within these sedimentation units, flow 

stripping is most likely to be the dominant process in this sedimentary body type (Ochoa, 

2008). The similar grain size to conglomerate matrix suggests limited grain size sorting 

within the channelized gravelly flows. 

Levee wedgeforms provide depositional-confinement for conglomerate and 

sandstone channels. The common occurrence of bottom-absent Bouma sequences records 

deposition from low-concentration turbulent flow. The dominance of traction facies 

indicates deposition from super-elevation and/or flow stripping processes. The abundance 

of tractive facies accompanied by a finer grain size suggests that super-elevation 

dominated over flow stripping in the generation of these levee wedgeforms. 
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Lobeforms 

 

 

 Description: Lobeforms are recognized as flat-based, low-relief depositional 

bodies with convex-up tops that show only minor, low relief erosion (Gardner et al., 

2000). They exist in the UERF as sandstone and conglomerate bodies. Sandstone 

lobeforms are recognized as thick successions of structureless, wavy-laminated, ripple 

cross-laminated, and bioturbated sandstone within the thin-bedded sandstone and 

mudstone strata bounding the study area and within the deposits flanking the channelized 

interval (see Ochoa, 2008). The grain size for sandstone lobeforms ranges from lower 

fine to lower very fine with moderate to poor sorting. The convex-up top depositional 

surface is not always recognizable because they can occur as a series of aligned and 

elongated sandstone bedsets with prominent lateral amalgamation (≤ 3 m-thick; 200 m-

wide) (Ochoa, 2008). 

Conglomerate lobeforms represent rare bodies in the UERF. These are isolated 2-

4 m-thick and 40-75 m-wide bodies composed of ungraded pebble-boulder, pebble-

cobble, and pebble conglomerate (facies 1, 2, and 5). Only two of these bodies have been 

identified with moderate confidence at best. One example at South Spring Canyon is 

exposed within a sandstone channel-fill and has low-angle inclined bedding (Fig. 3-07). 

This body shows no upward variation in clast size. The other example from Middle Axis 

Canyon is located in within axial channelized deposits and shows a fining-upward clast 

size.  

 



1.65m1.65m

1.65m1.65m

interfingering

Figure 3-07. Lobeform with low-angle inclined bedding within sandstone channelfill at South Spring
Canyon. This example shows a slight erosive base. Interfingering of sandstone above with the conglomerate
lobeform suggests that this a depositional feature and not an apparent lobeform resulting from erosional
truncation.
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Interpretation: Lobeforms are lobate bodies recording unconfined flow. They are 

generally located at channel mouths, representing the channel-lobe transition zone 

(CLTZ) (Mutti & Normark, 1987; Stow et al., 1996), but can also be deposited from 

lateral sheet-like flow as a result of overspilling from a channel. The CLTZ describes any 

position along the depositional profile where a subaqueous flow exits confinement, 

parallel streamlines diverge, and energy is dissipated promoting frontal (lobate-shaped) 

or lateral (tongue-shaped) sedimentary bodies (Mutti & Normark, 1987). If the CLTZ is 

associated with a change in gradient (e.g., from high to low) a hydraulic jump may occur 

(Mutti & Normark, 1987). This phenomenon results in an increase in flow height and 

dilution of flow (Mutti & Normark, 1987). Dilution from increased turbulence leads to a 

reduction in competence and rapid deposition of the coarser sediment fraction. This may 

result in spaced stratification and/or traction carpet deposition (Sohn, 1997; Gardner et 

al., 2003).  

Deposition of these bodies produces local topographic highs that are generally 

flanked by topographic lows or inter-lobeform areas where successive channel mouth 

deposits are directed. In low gradient basinal settings, distributary channels and lobes 

exhibit compensational stacking (Mutti, 1992) forming sheet-like geometries. Migration 

of the CLTZ up and down the profile permits the advance of submarine fans across flat 

basin floor through alternating channel and lobe deposition in distributive systems (Mutti 

& Normark, 1987; Normark & Piper, 1991; Gardner et al., 2003).  

When present in the channelized succession of the study area, lobeforms may 

represent true depositional lobeforms (Mutti & Normark, 1987) or laterally accreting 
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gravelly “barforms” in otherwise sandy channelfill, or they may represent apparent 

lobeforms and remnant features formed by the truncation of channelform deposits. The 

low percentage of conglomerate lobeforms could imply: 1) small subaqueous flows do 

not feel edge effects of channelized containers, and 2) subaqueous flows that deposited 

lobeforms were of smaller volume than the subaqueous flows that helped construct levee 

wedgeforms. The first implication argues against the notion that small-scale channel 

incision confines flows within the fairway. Sandstone lobeforms are interpreted as the 

products of hyperpycnal flow from low to medium magnitude floods, or as the distal 

deposits of hyperpycnal flows from medium to high magnitude floods (Ochoa, 2008). 

 

Sedimentary Drapes 

 

 

Description: Drapes are uniform, laterally extensive, fine-grained deposits that 

drape topography and may reach thicknesses of up to 20 m-thick (Ochoa, 2008). They are 

primarily composed of organic- and clay-rich mudstone, silty mudstone, muddy siltstone 

and carbonate marl facies. These bodies are best exposed as thick successions of slope 

mudstone below the conglomerate-rich study interval (Fig. 3-08). They are not common 

in the channelized coarse-grained succession, but when present they drape bedding within 

thick-bedded sandstone channelfills (Fig. 3-09). The basal portions of the thick-bedded 

sandstones generally contain angular mudstone clasts up to 20 cm. Drapes are best 

preserved within adjacent thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone of composite 

wedgeforms. Here, these laterally continuous bodies help to define stratigraphic cycle 

boundaries. Intraformational mudstone clasts within thick successions of structureless  



Figure 3-08. Organic-rich mudstone drapes (highlighted by red boxes) bounding the study interval. Middle
Axis Canyon, south wall. Hyperpycnite lobeform bodies are present between drape bodies. Figure 3-22
shows these deposits truncated by conglomerate channels.
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Figure 3-09. Drape within thick-bedded sandstone channelfill. Middle Axis Canyon, south wall. Thick-
bedded sandstone contains angular mudstone clasts towards base.
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sandstone are common throughout the study area, in both channelized and non 

channelized regions (Fig. 3-10). In hand sample, these clasts appear similar in 

composition to mudstone drapes. 

Drapes commonly contain isolated, thin sandstone (lower very fine and moderate 

to well sorted) beds that thicken in topographic lows. Ichnofacies in this sedimentary 

body type (Zoophycos, Chondrites, and Phycosiphon) are abundant but with low diversity 

(Ochoa, 2008). Burrows are primarily filled with mudstone, but sandstone-filling is also 

present, especially near the tops and bases of isolated sandstone beds (Ochoa, 2008). 

 

Interpretation: Drapes are suspension deposits and are interpreted here as the 

lowest energy sedimentary bodies in the UERF because of their fine grain size, moderate 

to high record of biologic activity, preservation of volcanic ash layers, and absence of 

obvious tractive structures. These low energy body types record disruptions or 

abandonment phases in channelized subaqueous flow deposition and/or sediment 

starvation.  

Sediment consists of a mix of hemipelagic and pelagic material (Ochoa, 2008).  

Based on disorganized textures and heavy mineral content recognized through FEM and 

XRD analysis by Ochoa (2008), most of the drapes within the study area are of 

hemipelagic origin, associated with suspension settling from the cloud of subaqueous 

flows (Ochoa, 2008). The isolated sandstone beds, as products of low-concentration 

turbulent flows, represent the changing sediment flux within an overall low energy 

setting.  

 



Figure 3-10. Photo-panel of Middle Axis Canyon, south wall showing relationship between facies and sedi-
mentary bodies. Sedimentary bodies include upper conglomerate channelfill, lower mass transport deposit,
and thick-bedded sandstone channelfill with drape. Bottom of photo (inset photo) shows intraformational
mudstone clast conglomerate just above conglomerate tongue.
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The low proportion of drapes in the UERF could reflect a high frequency of flows 

and/or the erosional capability of higher competence and higher energy flows. The 

presence of angular mudstone clasts (2-40 mm-wide) within thick successions of 

sandstone throughout the study area suggests that drapes did exist, but that their 

preservation potential was very low. Their presence in the non-channelized regions is 

reflective of abundant scours. 

 

Mass Transport Deposits (MTD) 

 

 

Description: In the study area, MTDs commonly underlie thick conglomerate 

successions. Basal contacts of these bodies show local minor erosion and upper contacts 

are commonly truncated by conglomeratic channelforms. They range in areal extent from 

small (10‟s m
2
) to large (100‟s m

2
) and range in thickness from 1.0-18.5 m-thick across 

the study area. Common facies include muddy siltstone, silty mudstone, pebbly mudstone 

(extraformational clast conglomerate), and thin-bedded ripple cross-laminated sandstones 

(Fig. 3-11). These facies are generally very discontinuous. Floating blocks of 

structureless and horizontally-laminated sandstone and carbonate marl occur locally. A 

range of deformation styles and intensities such as chaotic isoclinal folding, small-scale 

faulting and en masse tilting of strata exist within MTDs. These bodies are mostly tabular 

in geometry. MTDs in channelforms are not common. Figure 3-10 shows one example 

where an MTD is in close proximity to thick-bedded sandstone, but this relationship is 

uncertain.   

 

 



Figure 3-11. Mass transport deposit. This example shows the upper portion of a 9.8 m-thick deposit. Intense folding of mud-rich strata with floating pebbles
and cobbles and some sandstone inter-beds records and upward increase in deformation and possibly the stacking of more than one failure event. Sharp
contacts separate this unit both above and below from conglomerate. The lower contact serves as a 4th-order stratigraphic sequence boundary. Comparable
mud content to the drape body in Figure 3-08 suggests resedimentation of drape possibly triggered by subaqueous flow(s) carrying minor gravel. Middle Axis
Canyon, south wall.
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Interpretation: These mudstone-rich bodies represent resedimentation of older 

deposits, primarily mudstone drapes, and to a lesser extent overbank and/or levee 

deposits. They record adjustment of gradient related to failure within the slope channel 

fairway system and phases of reactivation following phases of inactive submarine 

channelized sedimentation at multiple scales. Gravity-driven mass wasting processes 

include slumps and slides and subsequent transport along discrete basal shear planes 

represented by the clay-rich mudstone facies (Ochoa, 2008). Slides involve displacement 

(shear) along defined basal shear planes. Slumps are slides that show rotational 

movement on the shear planes (Piper et al., 1997). Wedgeform deposits are commonly 

modified by slumping and sliding (Mutti and Normark, 1987; Clark & Pickering, 1996a). 

The uncommon occurrence of slumps and/or slides within channelform containers from 

abandoned channel walls representing channel bank collapse suggests that subaqueous 

flows were frequent when active and that the channelforms were not left open for long 

periods of time. 

 

Analysis 

 

 

Vertical (temporal) changes in sediment body proportions throughout a 

stratigraphic succession can reflect shifts related to: 1) depositional outbuilding of 

continental margins and the attendant longitudinal migration of the depositional profile; 

2) subaqueous flow pathways and delivery mechanisms; and 3) the physiography of the 

longitudinal profile (seascape gradient and topographic focus) (Hadler-Jacobsen et al., 

2007).  
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This section analyzes and provides implications for three important attributes of 

submarine channelform and related sedimentary bodies for the UERF: (1) body 

hierarchy, (2) body stacking patterns, and (3) spatial and temporal evolution through the 

linkage of body types. These attributes describe and explain the architecture of the 

conglomerate-rich succession (Chapter 4). 

 

Sedimentary Body Hierarchy 

 

 Sedimentary bodies of similar scale and shape cluster and stack to produce the 

same shape feature at multiple scales. This hierarchical distribution of shapes occurs in 

all depositional environments. Sedimentary bodies represent the fundamental 

depositional system descriptors; therefore, accurate prediction of spatial and/or temporal 

trends demands a complete description of the system. A sediment body hierarchy 

decreases uncertainty because scale-specific shapes are related to process, thus providing 

context for the placement of that body in the hierarchy. 

Jackson (1975) observed that depositional features scale to different 

hydrodynamic and geomorphic processes. He also observed the superposition of different 

scale features (e.g. bedforms, such as dunes, scale to flow depth and barforms, such as 

point bars, scale to bank-full discharge of a fluvial system). This principle of process-

based scaling is illustrated within the sedimentary bodies of the UERF. For example, 

larger channelform bodies are composed of smaller channelform bodies.  

 The four-fold channel hierarchy used in this study follows the scheme of Gardner 

et al. (2003) and describes how smaller channelforms migrate and stack to form larger 

channelform bodies. In ascending order, the channelform bodies include: (1) elementary 
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channel, (2) composite channel, (3) channel complex, and (4) channel fairway (Fig. 3-

12). Submarine channel sedimentation is determined by the migration of the elementary 

channel, or channel thalweg, the deepest part of an open channel course (Fig. 3-02). 

Channel thalweg preservation, lateral offset, and position within an open channel course 

produce a composite channel, which stack to form channel complexes (Gardner et. al., 

2003).  

 

 Elementary Channel: This scale feature records episodic deposition in the channel 

thalweg. These range in size from 2-15 m-thick (8 m-thick average) and 10-50 m-wide 

(30 m-wide average) with average aspect ratios (width: thickness) of 5-10 and commonly 

exhibit irregular and scoop-shaped erosional bases. Along depositional strike, these 

channels are constrained by the margins of a genetically-related set, or a composite 

channel. Assignment of elementary channels was often of moderate to low confidence 

due partly to poor preservation. The thickest parts of elementary channels were 

approximated and analyzed for stacking pattern. 

 Scours, unlike elementary channels, do not contain evidence of episodic thalweg 

fills, and they are commonly at or below channel resolution. Scour bases are defined here 

by concave-up erosional surfaces and their tops by flat depositional surfaces. Difficulty in 

assigning elementary channels may also be due to a common occurrence of scour and fill 

stratification within channelfills. Scours may be important features helping to construct  

elementary channels by accounting for multiple cut-and-fill events within channels. 

Depths of erosion for scours are generally < 1 m-deep. 
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Figure 3-12. Four-fold hierarchy of channelform elements describes how smaller channels cluster to form larger composite bodies that migrate laterally and
stack vertically to form channelbelts, which cluster in discrete regions on the slope to form channel fairways. Hierarchy is shown in order of increasing size:
(1) elementary channels represent thalweg fill; (2) composite channels consist of 2+ elementary channels and record the filling of open channel course
through thalweg migration; (3) channel complexes correspond to geomorphic channelbelt and consist of 2+ composite channels; and (4) channel fairway
contains more than one channel complex and generally located down profile of basin margin canyons (after Gardner et al., 2003).
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 Composite Channel: These generally tabular bodies (n=30 out of approximately 

120) are 4-20 m-thick (10 m average); 50-320 m-wide (125 m average); and 1+ km-long. 

They are compound features that record episodic migration of the channel thalweg. These 

preserved primary channel courses are generated by repeated thalweg incision, 

deposition, lateral offset, and reincision. They are composed of a preserved (usually 

remnant) channel thalweg and 2-7 “scroll bars” which represent erosional remnants of 

previous channel thalweg deposits. Although recording fundamentally different 

depositional and erosional processes, these erosional remnants resemble scroll bars in a 

fluvial point bar. Inclination of these remnant features is commonly oriented at a high 

angle to sediment transport direction. Some of these features resemble the deep-water 

lateral accretion packages (LAPs) of Abreu et al. (2003). 

Multiple elementary channels, of varying size, stack laterally and/or vertically to 

form composite channels. The variable size of the channel thalweg fills may reflect 

variability in flow volume, and/or flow power, variations in preservation, and possibly 

deposition from an expanded grain size (mud to boulder) system (Gardner, 2008).  

 

 Channel Complex: These bodies (n=6) are 15-60 m-thick (25 m average); 500+ 

m-wide (>300 m average); and 2+ km-long. They are composed of multiple (≤ 4) 

composite channels. Complexes correspond to a geomorphic channelbelt, recording 

longer-duration channel switching within a region. At this scale, depositional topography 

controls lateral offset of composite channels within the channelbelts of the UERF slope 

fairway. Confined to the fairway axis, these complexes interfinger and are inter-bedded 
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with mudstones and thin-bedded sandstones (levee and overbank wedgeforms). Channel 

complex sedimentation builds topography driving lateral offset of depositional thicks 

within the fairway. They do not inherit preexisting topography (i.e., submarine canyon). 

 

Channel Fairway: This scale feature (n=1) is 170 m-thick; 750+ m-wide; and 5+ 

km-long and represents the highest level of the hierarchy. The fairway is defined by a 

high density of channels and a high channel-to-interchannel facies and sedimentary body 

ratio. The study area represents a segment of one upper slope channel fairway. Multiple 

channel complexes reoccupy the fairway region. Axial fairway positions record more 

channel incision and amalgamation of channelforms and lower sandstone preservation. 

Marginal fairway positions record lower degrees of channel incision and amalgamation 

of channelforms and higher sandstone preservation. 

 UERF channelforms were compared to Permian-aged submarine channelforms of 

similar scale, but different lithology, of the sand-rich Brushy Canyon Formation (BCF), 

Permian Basin, USA and the mud-rich Skoorsteenburg Formation (SkF), Tanqua Karoo 

Basin, South Africa (composite channels only) (Fig 3-13). Comparisons between these 

three formations, although not statistically significant, serve as generalizations for 

dimensions of channels dominated by various lithology and/or grain size. The fewer body 

measurements in the UERF reflect the smaller system, the smaller study area, and the 

difficulty in assigning channelform boundaries because of preservation and/or 

amalgamation. 
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Figure 3-13. Aspect ratio (width:thickness) plot for hierarchy of channels from the conglomerate-rich upper El Rosario Fm (UERF), sand-rich Brushy Can-
yon Fm (BCF) (majority of the measurements) and mud-rich Skoorsteenburg Fm (SkF). Overlap between channel dimensions of various lithology suggests
that grain size doesn’t have a strong control over channel size. The low number of elementary channels for the UERF reflects their low confidence of assign-
ment and the high number of elementary channels for the BCF may reflect a common overestimation of elementary channel size. The generally larger ele-
mentary channel sizes in some complexes reflect the limited data extent (for example: covered, or truncated by faults) that forces the lumping of measure-
ments of two or more elementary channels.
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 The UERF conglomerate fairway shares similar thickness to BCF sandstone 

fairways, but is narrower. UERF conglomerate channel complexes have similar 

thicknesses to the BCF sandstone complexes, but are also narrower resulting in lower  

aspect ratios (2.5-20). Conglomerate and mudstone composite channels share similar 

width ranges, but mudstone channels have slightly higher averages. Mudstone and 

sandstone composite channels share similar ranges of thickness with sandstone channels 

having a slightly higher average. Conglomerate composite channels have a narrower 

thickness range, but similar averages to sandstone channels. Conglomerate elementary 

channels are smaller and have lower aspect ratios than sandstone channels.  

UERF conglomerate channels, of all scales, have a slightly narrower range in size 

as compared to BCF sandstone and SkF mudstone channels. However, the overlap that 

exists between conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone channel dimensions at multiple 

scales suggests competence (grain size) does not have a dominant control on channel 

size. 

 Like channels, overbank and levee wedgeforms also show a scalar hierarchy in 

the UERF strata; elementary wedgeforms stack to form composite wedgeforms. 

Elementary and composite wedgeforms record overbank deposition from single and 

multiple elementary channels, respectively. Overbank wedgeforms show the best 

hierarchy due to the fact that they are bound by and are in closest proximity to 

conglomerate channels. This hierarchy of channelforms and wedgeforms is used to 

characterize the evolution of this upper slope setting. 
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Elementary Overbank: These deposits (1.0-6.0 m-thick) record overbank 

sedimentation from one elementary channel. They are commonly characterized by 

upward thinning and fining sandstone successions of horizontally laminated, ripple cross-

laminated sandstone and silty mudstone; however, upward coarsening successions are 

recognized. Bioturbated and convolute sandstones often cap the facies associations 

(Ochoa, 2008). These deposits are occasionally separated by conglomerate- or 

structureless sandstone-filled scours or laterally continuous lobeform deposits (Ochoa, 

2008).  

 

 Composite Overbank: These composite bodies (5.0-48.0 m-thick; < 200.0 m-

wide) record overbank sedimentation from multiple elementary channels stacking to form 

composite channels. They are characterized by overall thinning and fining upward 

successions. The top of these composite bodies is marked by the increase of silty 

mudstone and sometimes by convolute deformation. Scours and lobeforms occurring 

between elementary overbank deposits contribute to the building of these composite 

bodies (Ochoa, 2008).  

 

Elementary Levee: Ochoa documents these bodies to be characterized by upward 

thickening and coarsening facies associations of sandstone bedsets with silty mudstone 

inter-beds. They are ≤ 10 m-thick and usually capped by wavy or ripple laminated 

sandstones that have thin layers of clay-rich mudstone. These finer-grained caps are used 

to correlate elementary levees. These caps have the most diverse ichnofacies suite 

(Nereites, Skolithos, Zoophycos, and Cruziana) (Ochoa, 2008) which suggests long 
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periods of low depositional system energy. Continuous lobeforms and/or multilateral 

scours commonly overlie these low energy deposits, separating individual elementary 

levees (Ochoa, 2008). 

 

Composite Levee: Ochoa (2008) documented these inter-bedded sandstone and 

mudstone bodies (≤ 48 m-thick; < 230 m-wide) to record an overall thinning and fining 

upward succession. An increase of silty mudstone towards the tops of these composite 

bodies is common. These represent the largest wedgeform body and help to confine 

conglomerate channel complexes. 

 

Stacking Patterns of Upper El Rosario Formation Composite Channels 

 

Composite channels are generated by the stacking of two or more channel thalweg 

fills that may be described by their arrangement (multistory or multilateral) (Fig. 3-

14A&B) and order (aggradational or degradational) (Fig. 3-14C). Multistory and 

multilateral refer to elementary channel stacking in a purely vertical and horizontal sense, 

respectively. Vertical stacking of channels is rare unless confined, but even in such cases, 

lateral migration exists due to depositional topography directing subsequent flows.  

Aggradational and degradational channel arrangements reflect variations in body 

preservation and refer to subsequent channel growth above and below a preexisting 

channel, respectively. Aggradation describes a channel stacking pattern with stratigraphic 

rise of successive channel bases. Aggradational stacking suggests decreased flow 

frequency rather than significant bypass (Gardner et al., 2008). Degradation describes 

stratigraphic fall of successive channel bases associated with erosional denudation of the  
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seafloor. Degradational stacking reflects confinement. A composite channel composed of 

three or more elementary channels may display a mixed arrangement. 

Stacking pattern has a strong control on the interconnectivity of individual 

channels and the aspect ratio of two or more amalgamated channels (Clark & Pickering,  

1996a) (Fig. 3-14D). Lower and higher composite channel aspect ratios correspond to 

multistory and multilateral stacking patterns, respectively. 

Quantitative measures of channel size are dependent on both a hierarchy and the 

ability to resolve the smallest-scale architectural elements. Hence, lateral and vertical 

offset of small bodies may form a larger composite body that may be resolved as a single 

form (Fig 3-14). Stacking pattern for UERF conglomerate-filled composite channels was 

assigned based on the number of elementary channel fills, the degree of lateral offset 

among the thickest portions of elementary channelfills, nature of composite bounding 

surface, and degree of facies variation (Fig. 3-15). UERF composite channel stacking 

patterns include multistory, multistory/multilateral, multilateral/multistory, and 

multilateral. Forty-two conglomerate composite channels were recognized in measured 

section data. Proportion values listed below are relative to all other sedimentary body 

types captured in measured sections.  

 

Multistory Composite Channel: (n=5; 7.13%) These bodies are 5-20 m-thick and 

48-120 m-wide. Elementary channels (n = 2-3+) are characterized by vertical stacking 

with minor lateral offset (5-15 m). They generally have strongly concave-up erosional 

bases laterally-bound by slope mudstones (both in situ and resedimented). These 

conglomerate bodies contain the largest clast sizes, commonly including pebble-boulder  
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and pebble-cobble conglomerate, with pebble-boulder concentrated in axial positions. 

They show little lateral and vertical facies variation. Sandstone preservation along 

bedding (conglomerate-sandstone couplets) is generally low, but sandstone can be 

preserved as thicker remnant thalweg fills (Fig. 3-16). These channels generally contain  

low-angle inclined bedding. Beds range from 0.1-2.0 m in thickness, but are commonly 

~1.0 m-thick. These deep and narrow bodies have the lowest aspect ratio among the 

channels types (~5).  

Multistory bodies of the UERF are either entirely bound by slope mudstone, 

reflecting erosional-confinement, or they are bound by an upward change from mudstone 

or conglomerate to thin-beds reflecting an upward change from erosional- to 

depositional-confinement.  

These bodies are interpreted here to represent the highest energy composite 

channel type due to prolonged focus, recurring incision and amalgamation by erosional 

truncation, coarsest clast sizes, highest proportion of ungraded pebble-boulder 

conglomerate, and lowest sandstone preservation. The generally low sandstone 

preservation may reflect a higher degree of erosional truncation and/or sand bypass to 

down-profile positions.  

 

 Multistory/multilateral Composite Channel: (n=23; 24.08%) These bodies are 9-

19 m-thick and 90-110 m-wide. Elementary channels (n = 2-6) are characterized by more 

vertical than lateral offset with lateral offsets ranging between 5-30 m (Fig. 3-17). They 

generally have low-angle convex-up erosional bases. These bodies have wide facies 

variation, commonly including all extraformational clast conglomerate facies, with  



Figure 3-16. Multistory composite channel. High frequency of internal erosional surfaces and high angle
basal erosional surface are two criteria for this body type. Blue boxes mark thickest part of elementary
channels. This rare example shows a high proportion of sandstone within one of the elementary channel
fills. Thick-bedded sandstone to the left illustrates erosional-confinement. South Spring Canyon.
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coarser-grained facies concentrated in axial positions. Sandstone preservation is low to 

moderate (0-35%). These channels generally contain moderate to low-angle inclined 

bedding that ranges from 0.1-1.75 m in thickness, but commonly < 1.0 m-thick. Channel  

stacking generates the second lowest aspect ratios among the conglomerate channels 

(~10-12).  

These bodies are commonly bound by both unrelated conglomerate channelfills or 

slope mudstone and related thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone. This is interpreted to 

reflect mixed-confinement. The width limit of 120 m for these bodies may reflect a 

similar control of erosional confinement to multistory bodies by inhibiting lateral 

migration within the fairway. 

 

 Multilateral/multistory Composite Channel: (n=11; 13.87%) These bodies are 5-

20 m-thick and 50-200 m-wide. Elementary channelforms (n = 3-4+) are characterized by 

more lateral than vertical offset with lateral offsets ranging between 20-70 m (Fig 3-18). 

Basal erosional surfaces are low-angle convex-up, irregular, undulatory, and/or flat. 

These bodies contain all extraformational clast conglomerate facies with ungraded 

pebble-cobble (facies 2) being most common and pebble-boulder being second most 

common. Coarser-grained varieties are concentrated in axial positions. Sandstone 

preservation is low to moderate (0-25%). These channelforms generally contain moderate 

to low angle inclined bedding that range from 0.1-1.4 in thickness, but commonly < 1.0 

m-thick. This channel stacking pattern generates the highest aspect ratios among the 

channelforms (> 10-20).  
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 These bodies are also commonly bound by both unrelated conglomerate 

channelfills or slope mudstone and related thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone, 

reflecting mixed-confinement. 

 

 Multilateral Composite Channel: (n=3+; 1.92%) These bodies are 4-10 m-thick 

and 90-320 m-wide. Elementary channels (n = 4-5) are characterized by lateral offset 

ranging between 10-50 m. Basal erosional surfaces are irregular, undulatory and/or 

scalloped. From photo-panel analysis, these bodies have the highest facies variation; 

however, these channels are underrepresented by measured section data which falsely 

reveals that they have equal percentages of pebble-boulder (facies 1) and pebble-cobble 

(facies 2), as well as the lowest sandstone percentages (Fig. 3-19). Locally, the last fill of 

these composite channels is sandstone. Sandstone preservation is moderate to high (20-

40%). Very low-angle to moderately inclined beds range from 0.1-0.8 m in thickness. 

This channel stacking pattern generates the second highest aspect ratios among the 

channels (~15).  

Lateral stacking results in minor reincision and higher preservation of facies, 

especially sandstone. The variation in facies also suggests lower degrees of bypass to 

down-profile positions. For these reasons, these bodies are interpreted to record lower 

energy conditions.  

Multilateral and multilateral/multistory channels are best exposed when eroded 

into slope mudstone or thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone. Erosion into these softer 

substrates helps differentiate pauses in sedimentation and degree of lateral offset of  
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elementary channelfills. Erosion into preexisting conglomerate channelforms often 

lowers the confidence of channelform assignment. Basal substrate as possible control of 

elementary channel stacking was not established. 

 Figure 3-20 shows a plot of aspect ratios for 30 conglomerate composite channels 

measured in the UERF. Due to the difficulty in assigning elementary channels, only 30 

composite channels (out of approximately 120) were identified and analyzed throughout 

the study area. This sample set spans all cycles of stratigraphy and accounts for marginal 

and axial regions of the fairway. Two important points are highlighted: 1) multilateral 

composite channels do not exceed thickness of 10 m; and 2) multistory and 

multistory/multilateral composite channels do not exceed widths of 120 m. The 

consistently uniform thickness of 10 m for multilateral composite channels may represent 

an avulsion threshold (thickness limit) which implies channel courses are free to migrate 

within the fairway. This thickness limit may also reflect a consistent height of overbank 

deposits providing depositional-confinement. The width limit of 120 m for multistory and 

multistory/ multilateral composite channels reflects complete to partial erosional 

confinement by inhibiting lateral migration within the fairway. 

 

Case Studies of Sedimentary Body Relationships 

 

The following case studies use photo-panel interpretation to illustrate the best 

examples of sedimentary body relationships (Fig. 3-01) within the UERF channel 

fairway. These are laid out in a progressive down-profile fashion. From up-profile to 

down-profile the outcrops from South Spring Canyon to Cactus Garden Canyon cover the  
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western to eastern marginal expressions of the channel fairway, respectively (Fig. 1-07). 

Middle Axis Canyon and North Trail Canyon show more axial views of the fairway.  

 

 South Spring Canyon (SSC): SSC represents the most source-proximal outcrops 

of the study area. The southernmost outcrops at SSC show how axial and marginal 

regions within the fairway can be distinguished based on conglomerate thickness and 

sandstone proportion. Axial regions generally have thicker conglomerate intervals and 

lower proportions of sandstone, whereas marginal regions at this exposure are 

represented by a high proportion of sandstone-filled channelforms (Fig. 3-21). Also 

evident at this location, is an isolated multistory composite channel bounded both below 

and above by mudstone drape deposits (Fig. 3-21, panel C). The upper drape body is 

truncated by an expanding channel complex composed of multistory and multilateral 

composite channels.  

 

  Middle Axis Canyon (MAC): The south wall of MAC records the best exposure 

of UERF channel fairway architecture within the study area (Fig. 3-22). Recognized 

trends and patterns include: 1) vertical stacking of channel complexes within 

conglomerate successions bounded by MTDs; 2) multistory bodies generally aligned 

within axial positions channel complexes; 3) high and low conglomerate to sandstone 

proportion in axial and marginal regions, respectively; 4) thick drape successions 

composed of slope mudstone below the channelized conglomerate succession; 5) higher 

degree of amalgamation through erosional truncation in axial regions, as compared to 

marginal regions; and 6) tabular nature of composite channels. 
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Figure 3-22. Spatial changes in axial to marginal architecture across the upper slope fairway. Middle Axis Canyon, south wall. A) Photo-panel with measured section. B) Bedding diagram highlighting erosional, depositional, and inclined surfaces.This cliff-face
shows the most temporally and spatially complete record of the fairway. High and low conglomerate to sandstone proportion in axial and marginal regions, respectively. Upward change from erosional to depositional confinement. Upward change from multistory
to multilateral channel stacking. Chaotic/irregular deposit-bounded channel complexes. High proportion of mudstone drape deposits below channelized conglomerate succession. Interfingering of levee wedgeform deposits (absence of master surface). Higher
degree of amalgamation in axial region. Compensational stacking of channel complexes. Tabular nature of channelforms.
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Figure 3-22 (continued). Middle Axis Canyon, south wall, continued. C) Photo-facies D) Sedimentary bodies
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A common recurring pattern in the study area is thick-bedded sandstone 

interpreted as sandstone-filled channelform bodies overlying conglomeratic channelforms 

which truncate chaotic/irregular bodies (Fig. 3-23). The example at this location shows 

high-angle tilting of a resedimented succession of thin-bedded sandstones and mudstones 

which resemble wedgeform deposits related to a channelform to the south. The 

recurrence of MTD bodies suggests alternating periods of system quiescence and 

mudstone deposition followed by adjustment and resedimentation of the mudstone 

followed by periods of frequent gravelly subaqueous flows. 

The north wall of MAC (Fig. 3-24) shows tabular composite channels with high 

degrees of erosional truncation and low proportions of sandstone, suggesting an axial 

position within the fairway. Towards the west, marginal exposures show conglomerate 

intervals inter-bedded with thin sandstones that are truncated axially. This exposure also 

shows that not all MTD‟s mark the bases of thick conglomerate intervals and serve as 

stratigraphic cycle boundaries. The lowermost MTD, although 250+ m-wide, is not 

identified across the canyon on MAC south wall (Fig. 3-22). Here, this equivalent strata 

is exposed as an overbank levee wedgeform (Fig. 3-05). The upper MTD can be traced 

across both walls and its larger area serves as a stratigraphic cycle boundary.     

 

North Trail Canyon (NTC): The south wall of NTC shows vertical stacking of 

composite channelforms inter-fingering with sandstone overbank wedgeform deposits 

(Fig. 3-25). Cross-cutting erosional surfaces, inclined „accretion-like‟ surfaces with 

opposed orientations, and changes in fill lithology define composite channels that stack to  

 



Figure 3-23. Example of system evolution. Middle Axis Canyon, south wall. Chaotic/irregular body (sandstone and mudstone thinbeds; possible
slumped overbank wedgeform) overlain by multilateral conglomerate channelform body overlain by thick-bedded sandstone channelform. This photo-
panel forms inset for Fig 3-22, MAC south wall
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form channel complexes. Chaotic/irregular bodies commonly separate the channelform 

bodies. Where marginal exposures of the fairway are represented, conglomerates often 

thin and interfinger with thin-bedded sandstones toward the margin. 

Amalgamation of slope gullies erosionally-confined by slope mudstone and 

capped by pebbly mudstone is best observed at the southernmost outcrop of NTC south 

wall (Fig. 3-26). The stacking and amalgamation of these three conglomerate channel 

bodies has the appearance of one channel body (Fig. 3-14).  

The north wall of NTC shows conglomerate channels flanked and vertically 

separated by thin-bedded sandstones along the eastern margin of the UERF fairway (Fig. 

3-27). The lower conglomerate interval shows the upward expansion and contraction of 

multilateral/multistory composite channelforms (Fig. 3-28). The upper conglomerate 

interval along the north wall of NTC shows two vertically stacked channel complexes 

separated by overbank wedgeforms (Fig. 3-29). 

 

Cactus Garden Canyon (CGC): CGC represents the most source-distal outcrops of 

the study area. The south wall of CGC (Fig. 3-30-32) reflects nearly the same 

relationships of the eastern fairway margin as the north wall of NTC (Fig. 3-27). 

Conglomerate channels show an upward expansion and thickening and a lateral thinning 

and merging with thin-bedded sandstones to the east. 

Levee architecture is best exposed at CGC due to the WNW trend of the UERF 

fairway, the structural 5˚-7˚ dip to the east, and the high density measured section data. 

Thin-bedded sandstones form levees that confine 40+ meters of 5+ composite channels 

separated by overbank deposits. This location documents: 1) how levees provide  
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Figure 3-27. View looking WNW at near-axial to marginal exposure of eastern fairway margin for sequences 5.2 and 5.3. Upward expansion of channelized
conglomerate. North Trail Canyon, north wall showing locations of detailed bedding diagrams for lower and upper conglomerate intervals. Both conglomer-
ate intervals thin to the east. Compare with down-profile and up-profile exposure at Cactus Garden Canyon, south wall (Figure 3-30) and North Trail Can-
yon, south wall (Figure 3-25), respectively.
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Figure 3-28. View looking northwest at upward-expanding conglomerate composite channels and flanking
thin-bedded sandstones and measured section through the sequence 5.2 interval along the north wall of
North Trail Canyon (NTC). Lowermost composite channel is erosionally-truncating a MTD.
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Figure 3-29. View looking north at two conglomerate channel complexes and interfingering and flanking overbank and levee deposits of sequence 5.3 interval along the north wall of North Trail Canyon. Compare to Cactus Garden Canyon (Figure 3-32).
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Figure 3-32

Figure 3-30. View looking southeast at strata of sequences 5.2 and 5.3 with measured sections. Note from right to left across photo the decrease in thickness and
change in lithology and architecture of sequence 5.3 conglomerate channelbelt. South wall of Cactus Garden Canyon. Location photo for detailed interpretations
of sequences 5.2 (Fig. 3-31) and 5.3 (Fig. 3-32).
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Figure 3-31. View looking southeast at upper part of sequence 5.2 conglomerate composite channels with
section. Cactus Garden Canyon, south wall. Compare to north wall of NTC (Fig. 3-28).
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depositional confinement and correlate to and shift with lateral channel migration; and 2) 

how overbank deposits thicken and merge with levee deposits laterally.  

 The ~450 m-long cross-section in Figure 3-33 documents lateral and vertical 

variations in lithology, facies and bed thickness for proximal, medial, and distal levee 

wedgeforms. One proximal overbank wedgeform is also displayed and compared to the 

levee attributes. Seven measured sections, which span a 300 m-long strike transect, were 

projected into a plane oriented perpendicular to average paleocurrent direction of 

composite channels and channel complexes (306˚).  

Proximal levee deposits (12-91 m-thick) record complete Bouma sequences and 

are commonly composed of poorly-sorted structureless sandstones, horizontally-

laminated sandstone, and silty mudstone. Medial levee deposits (1-50 cm-thick; 13 cm-

thick avg.) record an increase in thin beds of moderately-sorted tractive sandstones and 

mudstone, as compared to proximal levee deposits. Distal levee deposits (0.5-12 cm-

thick) consist of silty mudstone with scarce tractive sandstones forming isolated beds and 

laminae. Bioturbation is most common in these distal deposits (Ochoa, 2008).  

One composite overbank wedgeform with beds ranging from 4 to 60 cm-thick 

separates two conglomerate channel complexes (Fig. 3-34). This wedgeform body is 

composed of structureless sandstone, horizontally-laminated sandstone, ripple cross-

laminated sandstone, and clay-rich mudstone. Three elementary wedgeforms build this 

composite wedgeform. The lower elementary wedgeform records bottom-absent Bouma 

sequences along with some coarsening-upward successions of horizontally-laminated to  
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Figure 3-34. View looking north at marginal channel fairway strata. This approximately 30 m-thick succession of sequence 5.3 alternating thin-bedded sand-
stone with conglomerate represents the most source-distal outcrops of study area. Cactus Garden Canyon, north wall; Compare with north end of CGC south
wall (Fig. 3-32).
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ripple cross-laminated sandstones. The upper two elementary wedgeforms are composed 

primarily of top-absent Bouma sequences.  

Sedimentary body analysis captured through these case studies forms the 

foundation for stratigraphic analysis of the UERF channel fairway. Documentation of 

temporal and spatial trends and proportions of these basic sedimentary bodies serves as a 

primary tool for reconstructing the evolution of this upper slope system. Concentrations 

of specific sedimentary bodies help define sedimentation regions and reconstruction of 

paleogeography (Chapter 4). 
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STRATIGRAPHY 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 This chapter describes the stratigraphic framework for the upper El Rosario 

Formation at Mesa San Carlos. Framed by a regional sixfold hierarchy of stratigraphic 

cycles (first- to sixth-order sequences), this conglomerate lithosome encased in mudrocks 

represents one third-order sequence, consisting of five fourth-order and eleven fifth-order 

sequences. The temporal durations for this sequence hierarchy are correlated to tectonic 

phase and are comparable to cycle orders in Mitchum and Van Wagoner (1991). It is 

important to note this refinement changes the framework presented in a companion study 

by Ochoa (2008), which establishes the regional chronostratigraphy for the Mesa San 

Carlos area. Biostratigraphic collections from mudstones bracketing the UERF 

conglomerate lithosome span the Paleocene (9.7 m.y. ± 0.5 m.y.; Gradstein, 2008), which 

makes this a long duration, third-order sequence in the Mitchum and Van Wagoner 

(1991) scheme (1-10 m.y.).  

This stratigraphic framework documents the evolution of an upper slope channel 

fairway across an approximately 1.7 km
2
 segment of the 7+ km-long outcrop exposed 

below Mesa San Carlos (Fig. 4-01). Stratigraphic changes in lithology, facies, 

sedimentary body size and type define sedimentation regions that can be used to evaluate 

the spatial and temporal controls on submarine channel architecture and slope 

sedimentation.  
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El Rosario Formation Stratigraphy 

 

 

 The 755 m-thick (~80 m.y.) Upper Cretaceous to Eocene (?) El Rosario 

Formation is exposed across 50+ km
2
 at Mesa San Carlos (Ochoa, 2008). This 

unconformity-bounded interval spans the late Campanian (Upper Cretaceous) to the 

Pliocene (83.5-3.63 Ma) (Fig. 1-03). Locally exposed in isolated fault blocks, an angular 

unconformity at the base separates the El Rosario Formation from the older Bocana Roja 

and El Gallo formations, from south to north, across the Mesa San Carlos area (Morris & 

Busby, 1996; Ochoa, 2008). The erosional unconformity at the top separates the El 

Rosario Formation from an unidentified conglomerate channel lag (<1 m-thick) 

underlying the Pliocene basalt (3.63 m.y.) capping Mesa San Carlos. Conglomerate 

successions of Cretaceous and Paleogene are used to informally divide the El Rosario 

Formation into lower and upper members. The UERF member contains a smaller average 

clast size and lack of extrusive igneous (volcaniclastic) clasts documents the uplift and 

unroofing of the Peninsular Range, and the eastward migration of the arc and expansion 

of the forearc basin (Morris & Busby-Spera, 1988, 1990; Gardner et al; 2007, 2008).

 Biostratigraphic collections place the apparently conformable Cretaceous-

Paleogene boundary in mudstone 25 meters below the conglomerate base. The first 

fourth-order sequence in the conglomerate lithosome contains the Paleocene mollusk 

Venericardia sp. and the gastropod Turritella sp. (Ochoa, 2008). Paleocene age 

collections from mudstones 40 meters above the upper conglomerate in Cactus Garden 

Canyon (upper part of composite regional section in Figure 1-03) yield the youngest 
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diagnostic biostratigraphic age. Collections from the overlying mudstone (614m of 

regional section) of long ranging dinoflagellates, arenaceous agglutinated and calcareous 

benthonic foraminifera that extend to the Eocene provide a maximum Eocene age 

assignment to these mudstones (Ochoa, 2008). Overlying Campanian to Paleocene 

collections (637 and 687m of regional section) require late Paleocene or younger 

reworking and resedimentation, which is consistent with an Eocene or younger age 

assignment. This mudstone interval between the upper conglomerate and mesa capping 

Pliocene basalt is undersampled for biostratigraphic analysis. 

Stratigraphic Analysis 

 

 

 A hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles is recognized in the UERF strata at MSC. 

Organization of cycles into a hierarchy provides a method for analysis of stratigraphic 

forcing at multiple scales. Thickness, grain size, lithology, facies, and sedimentary bodies 

and their stacking pattern are used to correlate trends in depositional system energy to 

sedimentary architecture. Reconstruction of paleogeography is aided by a stratigraphic 

framework that identifies the most appropriate order for geomorphic reconstruction, 

irrespective of the inferred duration.  

 

Stratigraphic Cycle Definition 

 

 This study assumes changes in deep-water system energy reflect changes in 

subaqueous flow frequency and volume. In order to increase depositional system energy, 

flow frequency must increase if individual flow volumes remain constant. The frequency 

and magnitude of failure- and flood-generated subaqueous flow processes is influenced 
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by many factors, and is neither constant nor continuous. Spatial variations in lithology 

and thickness record the modulation of local conditions that define the changing 

geomorphic expression of that place through time (Gardner et al., 2008). 

 Phases with more frequent and higher volume subaqueous flows (waxing energy) 

transfer higher volumes of coarser (sand- and gravel-size) material to deep-water 

depositional sites. This is generally associated with more channel activity. Alternatively, 

phases with less frequent and lower volume flows (waning energy) transfer less sediment 

to the basin. Flow frequency and volume need not be in phase, which generates variations 

that complicate the stratigraphic signal.  

 System energy is measured here by grain size, lithology, facies, sedimentary body 

type, and surfaces recording deposition or erosion. Correlation of energy turnarounds 

(from low to high) across the study area represents a minimum energy correlation, and 

provides a scale-independent strategy for defining a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles of 

genetically related strata and/or their correlative surfaces.  

 These turnarounds are most commonly identified in the study area as: 1) the basal 

surfaces of resedimented mass transport deposits separating them from underlying 

undisturbed deposits; 2) erosionally truncated surfaces separating finer-grained strata by 

overlying coarser-grained channelized strata; 3) the upper surfaces of in situ mudstone 

drape deposits which may or may not be erosionally truncated by an overlying deposit; 

and 4) the upper surfaces of intensely burrowed sandstone. 

Pelagic and hemipelagic mudstone deposits form extensive drapes and the longest 

correlation length deposits. They vary in length, thickness, and composition, and permit 
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recognition of temporal and spatial hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles (Sageman et al., 

1999; Gardner & Borer, 2000; Hadler-Jacobsen et al., 2007). The best example of this 

deposit type is located at the base of the entire channelized conglomerate succession 

along the south wall at Middle Axis Canyon (Fig. 3-22). The low preservation potential 

of in situ mudstone drape deposits within this channelized succession requires alternate 

methods of correlation. Fortunately, thick intervals of resedimented mudstone drapes 

and/or resedimented wedgeform deposits are common in the study area and record an 

organized and repetitive pattern facilitating recognition of the stratigraphic framework. 

These distinct deposits are interpreted to record accumulation of mudstone and/or fine-

grained sandstone (lower energy) and their subsequent remobilization and reactivation 

(higher energy) of system energy.   

Broad erosional truncation surfaces often help define higher order cycles within 

conglomerate-rich successions. In axial positions of channelized successions, cycle 

definition is often difficult and of low confidence due to conglomerate amalgamation. For 

this reason, higher confidence surfaces and/or strata at the margin are correlated into axial 

positions.  

 

Attributes Used for Stratigraphic Analysis 

 

 Stratigraphic analysis relates physical attributes of the strata to temporal and 

spatial trends in energy along and across the depositional profile. Attributes used in 

stratigraphic analysis include thickness, grain size, lithology, facies, and sedimentary 

bodies that define sedimentation regions revealing the geomorphic evolution of the slope 
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fairway. Cycle attributes are described from photo-panel interpretation and calculated 

based on 755 m of cumulative measured section data. 

Thickness trends from measured sections tied to photo-panels document profile 

and axial vs. marginal changes in sedimentation. This analysis establishes correlations 

between thickness and lithology, facies and/or sedimentary bodies. 

Grain size and lithology trends include the distribution and proportion of clay- to 

boulder-sized material, and conglomerate, sandstone, and mudstone, respectively. Special 

emphasis is placed on the coarse gravel and conglomerate fraction for this study. For 

example, an upward succession of pebble conglomerate truncated by cobble 

conglomerate records an upward increase in depositional system energy, and pebble 

conglomerate overlain by structureless sandstone corresponds to an upward energy 

decrease. 

Facies trends relate grain size, lithology, sedimentary structures, and textures 

(e.g., grain size and grading) to subaqueous flow conditions at the time of deposition 

(Chapter 2). Facies associations are correlated to confined, partially confined, and 

unconfined subaqueous flow conditions responsible for the generation of sedimentary 

bodies (Chapter 3).  

Sedimentary body type, distribution, proportion, and stacking pattern relate 

deposition and preservation to both define spatial sedimentation regions and their 

modulation through time. For example, multistory composite channels are generally filled 

with coarser sediment, lower facies diversity, and lower sandstone preservation which is 

interpreted to record repeated channel incision, and relatively higher energy conditions. 
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By contrast, multilateral composite channels show higher facies variability (reflecting 

increased preservation) and stack laterally reflecting less incision and relatively lower 

energy conditions. 

 

Stratigraphic Hierarchy 

 

 The sixfold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles (first- through sixth-order) 

recognized for the El Rosario Formation at Mesa San Carlos (Fig. 1-03) is based on 

tectonic phases of forearc basin evolution. Lower-order cycles (first- through third-order) 

are defined by biostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic ages and regional unconformities 

(Morris & Busby Spera, 1990; Helenes & Tellez-Duarte, 2002; Ochoa, 2008). Higher-

order cycles (fourth- through sixth-order order) are constrained by the lower-order cycles. 

Consequently, the age of short-term cycles is estimated by dividing the number of short-

term cycles by the duration of the longer-term chronostratigraphic cycle they comprise 

(Gardner et al., 2008). This practice is acceptable because the shorter duration cycles 

rarely are constrained by absolute dates. These shorter duration cycles (e.g., fourth-order 

sequences in this study), however, are actually defined by physical stratigraphic criteria. 

Furthermore, a small spatial area, such as in this study, precludes corroboration of the 

longer-term sequences (first- and second-order) by physical stratigraphic criteria like bed 

termination geometry, cross cutting, and continuity relationships used to define the higher 

order cycles. This approach produces a stratigraphic hierarchy where all the cycles within 

the hierarchy are defined by different criteria. 
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 First-order Sequence: The exposed ERF at MSC is part of one first-order 

subduction cycle interpreted to record the change from steep- (lower ERF) to flat slab 

(upper ERF) subduction. The transform phase which terminates subduction, records the 

transfer of continental and oceanic crust between plate boundaries, along-strike 

movement of the resulting accretionary terrains, rifting, and volcanism. The ERF 

including underlying Cretaceous strata may correlate to a complete subduction cycle.  

 

Second-order Sequences: The steep and flat slab subduction phases mentioned 

above are correlated to the lower and upper ERF as two second-order sequences (300 m-

thick; 30 m.y.), respectively. This study focuses on the upper sequence which records a 

smaller average clast size and lack of volcaniclastic material. With the exception of the 

condensed mudstone interval at the base of the upper ERF, both of these sequences fine 

upward from conglomerate to mudstone.  

 

Third-order Sequences: The ERF is divided into seven third-order sequences 

(<170 m-thick; 8 m.y.). All sequences change upward from a mudstone-rich condensed 

section, to conglomerate-, sandstone-, and mudstone-dominated successions (Ochoa, 

2008). The UERF consists of four third-order sequences. The upper conglomerate 

lithosome, representing the second third-order sequence in the UERF is the subject of this 

study.  

 

Fourth-order Sequences: Twenty fourth-order sequences are recognized within the 

ERF (≤53 m-thick, 0.2 m.y.) (Ochoa, 2008). Eleven are recognized in the UERF, but this 
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study recognizes five fourth-order sequences (5.1-5.5) comprising the third-order 

conglomerate sequence of the UERF. Sequence boundaries were assigned at the base and 

top mudstones bracketing the fifth-order conglomereate sequences. Because mudstone-

rich MTDs underlie every conglomerate sequence, the lower sequence boundary is placed 

at their base, reflecting the adjustment and resedimentation of older mudrocks recording 

abandonment and condensation. This boundary coincides with the top of undeformed 

mudstone and siltstone drapes across the study area. These sequences represent mappable 

units that are easily correlated across the study area.  

 

Fifth-order Sequences: Forty three fifth-order sequences (≤30 m-thick, 0.09 m.y.) 

comprise the ERF at MSC (Ochoa, 2008). Eleven of these (5.1.1-5.5.2) are recognized in 

the UERF study interval and commonly correlate to MTDs at the bases of fourth-order 

sequences and fining-upward channel complexes consisting of two to four composite 

channels.  

 

Sixth-order Sequences: Sixty one sixth-order cycles were recognized within the 

fourth-order cycles 3.1 to 3.4 and 6.1 to 7.2 by Ochoa (2008). These correspond to thin-

bedded sandstone deposits and were not identified for conglomerate deposits in this 

study. These cycles represent the smallest mappable unit in outcrop and average up to 15 

meters in thickness. The dominant lithology is mudstone (44.24%), followed by 

sandstone (26.54%) and siltstone (16.35%) (Ochoa, 2008). Vertical trends in grain size, 

bed thickness, sedimentary body and lithology resemble those of the larger fifth- and 
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sixth-order cycles. Cycle strata fine and thin upward and consist of composite 

sedimentary bodies that vary in thickness laterally (Ochoa, 2008).  

 

Sequence Description 

 

 

The study area represents the second oldest third-order sequence in the upper part 

of the ERF. This 165 m-thick conglomerate-rich interval is bounded below by in situ 

mudstone and siltstone drapes and above by thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone (Fig. 1-

03). Within the interval, MTD-bounded conglomerate successions define fourth-order 

sequences. These can be subdivided into fifth-order sequences which often correspond to 

individual channel complexes and MTDs (Fig. 4-01).  

Grain size, lithology and facies, and sedimentary body proportions from measured 

section data are highlighted in Figures 4-02, 4-03, and 4-04, respectively, and should be 

used as reference throughout this section. Interpreted photo-panels from Chapter 3 

document stratigraphic changes in the sedimentary architecture of the fourth- and fifth-

order cycles described below. Figures 4-05 and 4-06 show composite strike and down-

axis cross sections, respectively, for the entire third-order cycle representing the 

conglomerate lithosome.  

 

Sequence 5.1  

 

This sequence fines upwards and represents the onset of channelized 

conglomerate deposition in the UERF. Cycle strata are approximately 8-34.5 m-thick; 

100-250 m-wide; and ~0.9 km-long; and consist of isolated conglomerate encased 

entirely in slope mudstone. Cycle strata thicken to the northwest.  
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Figure 4-05. Composite strike-oriented cross section of the UERF slope fairway at MSC showing lithology
distribution. Sedimentation regions for each 4th-order sequence are located between black bars.
Channelform tops are assumed to be flat. This sc hem atic diagram shows compensational offset of 4th-
order cycle strata. Channel axis regions are the thickest successions of conglomerate that thin laterally to
margin regions. Axial positions within channel complexes record more erosional amalgamation through
truncation and marginal positions record more inclined surfaces and less erosional truncation. Upper four
4th-order cycles show upward change from erosional to depositional confinement.
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Lithology is dominantly conglomerate dominated by pebble- and cobble-sized 

gravel (94%), with minor sandstone (5%) and lesser mudstone (1%). Facies diversity is  

low. Ungraded pebble-cobble conglomerate (facies 2) and ungraded pebble-boulder 

conglomerate (facies 1) represent 85% of the clast-supported conglomerate. 

Conglomerates contain the highest amount of granules uniformly mixed in the sandstone 

matrix. Among the sandstone facies, all record high energy and include in decreasing 

frequency: horizontally-laminated sandstone, sandstone with extraformational lithic 

clasts, and structureless sandstone. Muddy siltstone is the only mudstone facies. 

This sequence is characterized by 3+ multistory and multistory/multilateral 

composite channels which account for 60% (n=2+) and 37% (n=1+) of the bodies, 

respectively. These composite channels are 15-20 m-thick by 60-108 m-wide and are 

erosionally-confined by mudstones. They have the lowest aspect ratios in the study area, 

ranging from 3 to 7. In up-profile locations, these are represented by branching channels 

that amalgamate in a down-profile location. This architectural change is suggestive of a 

change in longitudinal profile gradient. 

 The absence of laterally-flanking wedgeforms suggests deep incision (34.5 m 

maximum) into slope mudstones. This amount of erosional relief and dominance of 

multistory composite channel stacking reflects the 3.33˚ gradient for this initial channel 

system (Gardner et al., 2008).   

 

Sequence 5.2 

 

This sequence (48-54 m-thick; 1.3+ km-wide; and 1.5+km-long) records the first 

appearance of mass transport deposits and thin-bedded wedgeforms laterally-flanking 
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channelforms. These cycle strata are best exposed in Middle Axis Canyon and South 

Spring Canyon. These locations show basal conglomerates truncating both mudstones 

and MTDs (Fig. 3-22).  

This fourth-order sequence is divided into three fifth-order sequences (Fig. 3-21; 

3-22). The lowermost fifth-order cycle is represented by a MTD (12 m-thick; 400+ m-

wide) characterized by contorted and laterally discontinuous pebbly mudstone. Each of 

the upper two fifth-order sequences correspond to an upward expanding channel 

complexes, flanked by overbank wedgeform deposits.  

The grain size distribution ranges between coarse silt to medium sand (32%) and 

pebble/cobble gravel (60%). This sequence records 69% conglomerate, 25% sandstone, 

and 6% mudstone. Among the clast-supported conglomerate facies, ungraded pebble-

cobble remains relatively the same as sequence 5.1 and ungraded pebble-boulder 

increases by 5%. Among the sandstone facies, relative to 5.1, there is a 16% increase in 

structureless sandstone, a 33% decrease in horizontally-laminated sandstone, and a 16% 

decrease in sandstone with extraformational lithic clasts. Ripple cross-laminated 

sandstone and wavy-laminated sandstone together total ~20%. The increase in sandstone 

and mudstone facies is related to the first occurrences of sandstone channelfills (Fig. 3-

21) and overbank wedgeforms (Fig. 3-28; 3-31).  

This sequence contains the highest diversity of channel types, including sandstone 

channels and all four stacking patterns of conglomerate composite channels (n=~25). 

Fourteen composite channels were measured. Widths range from 50-320 m (143 m 

average), thicknesses range from 4-11 m (8 m average), and aspect ratios range from 5-32 
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(18 average). Composite channel stacking patterns are dominantly aggradational 

multilateral/multistory (45%), followed by multistory/multilateral (23%). Composite 

channel margins are often separated from one another by sandstone channels (8%), 

overbank wedgeforms (16%), MTDs (3%), and lobeforms (~3%). The preservation of 

these body types is due to a low degree of erosional amalgamation and more 

disconnected and isolated channel systems.  

The two channel complexes are best exposed along the south wall of Middle Axis 

Canyon (Fig. 3-22). The lower complex is 500+ m-wide by 25+ m-thick and the upper is 

500+ m-wide by ~18 m-thick. Channel complexes show an upward change in composite 

channel stacking from more multistory and erosionally-confined to multilateral and 

depositionally-confined by overbank wedgeforms. This upward change in channel type is 

reflected by a rapid upward expansion of the complexes. The uppermost marginal 

composite channels appear to be very weakly confined and characterized by much higher 

aspect ratios than lower channels in the same complex. The upper complex is capped by 

an isolated multilateral/multistory conglomerate composite channel (~80+ m-wide by 

~5+ m-thick). This relationship among the channelforms suggests an overall upward 

decrease in depositional system energy. 

Exposures at North Trail Canyon and Cactus Garden Canyon show a transition 

from overbank wedgeforms into levee wedgeforms (Fig. 3-25). This relationship is not 

observed in up-profile locations because of outcrop preservation and channel trend into 

the mesa. Drapes only account for 0.5 m of the cumulative thickness. 
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Sequence 5.3  

 

This sequence (≤65 m-thick; 1.7+ km-wide; and 1.6+ km-long) represents the 

thickest, most channelized sequence within the study area. It is divided into three fifth-

order sequences corresponding to a basal MTD composed of contorted pebbly mudstone 

and two channel complexes (Fig. 4-05).  

The grain size population of this sequence shows a bimodal distribution between 

coarse silt to fine sand and cobble-sized gravel, and contains the largest clast sizes. This 

sequence consists of 47% conglomerate, 29% sandstone, 21% mudstone and 3% cover, 

and contains the highest facies diversity of all fourth-order sequences. Proportions of 

clast-supported conglomerate and sandstone conspicuously remain relatively the same as 

cycle 5.2. There is only a 3% increase in sandstones recording tractive deposition. The 

increase in sandstone for this cycle is reflected by the increase in wedgeforms and 

sandstone channels. 

Channelforms within this cycle show the highest degree of amalgamation through 

erosional truncation. Difficulty in assigning bounding surfaces resulted in only eleven 

composite channel measurements among approximately 30-40 possible. Widths range 

from 48-120 m (92 m average), thicknesses range from 6-12 m (9 m average), and aspect 

ratios range from 6-14 (11 average). Aggradational multistory/multilateral stacking is the 

dominant stacking pattern for these composite channels. Multilateral/multistory 

composite channels are recognized in the basal portion of the upper channel complex. 

Multistory channels are located in lower central positions of channel complexes. 
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Sandstone channels account for approximately 5-10% of the channelforms, which 

represents a moderate increase from sequence 5.2.  

The dominance of aggradational multistory/multilateral composite channels 

reflects the highest degree of channelization and the highest depositional rates with little 

bypass. Increased conglomerate deposition may serve as the resistant substrate aiding in 

the erosional confinement, aggradation, and reduction of lateral migration of subsequent 

elementary and composite channels.  

Two channel complexes are observed and are best exposed in North Trail Canyon 

and Cactus Garden Canyon (Figs. 3-29; 3-32). The lower complex is 500+ m-wide by 

25+ m-thick and the upper is 600+ m-wide by 25+ m-thick. The composite channels 

within the lower channel complex change upward from more multistory to more 

multilateral. The composites within the upper complex change upward from more 

multilateral to more multistory. The upper channel complex erosionally truncates and 

stacks vertically on the lower complex without notable lateral offset. Individual channel 

complexes show an upward expansion in width, but not as extreme as the complexes of 

sequence 5.2. The increase in channel complex dimension from the lower to the upper 

suggests an overall upward expansion of the channelized conglomerate and an increase in 

depositional system energy.  

 

Sequence 5.4  

 

This sequence (24-38 m-thick; 1.2+ km-wide; and 1.6+ km-long) marks a major 

decrease in channelization. Grain size is dominated by 70+% medium to coarse silt and 

very fine sand. Relative to sequence 5.3, this sequence records a 29% decrease in 
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conglomerate, a 6% increase in sandstone, and a 15% increase in mudstone. Measured 

section sampling records 11% cover which most likely corresponds to thin-bedded 

sandstone and mudstone. 

Among the clast-supported conglomerate facies, relative to 5.3, there is a 12% 

increase in ungraded pebble-boulder conglomerate, an 18% decrease in ungraded pebble-

cobble conglomerate, and a 6% increase in ungraded pebble conglomerate. This 

proportion of pebble conglomerate is the highest of all fourth-order sequences. Among 

the sandstone facies, relative to 5.3, there is a 14% increase in those recording tractive 

deposition (facies 10-13), a 13% decrease in structureless sandstone, a 6% increase in 

convolute sandstone, and a 5% increase in burrowed sandstone. Among the mudstone 

facies, there is a 21% increase in silty mudstone, a 10% decrease in muddy siltstone, and 

an 8% decrease in contorted mudstone. The increase in sandstone and mudstone facies 

reflects the highest proportions of both wedgeforms and drapes among all the fourth-

order cycles, and reflects an increase in depositional-confinement. 

One conglomerate channel complex (~18 m-thick; 200+ m-wide) composed of at 

least two composite channels is recognized in this sequence. The upper composite 

channel stacks in a multilateral/multistory fashion and is 92 m-wide by 12 m-thick. Along 

the south wall of Middle Axis Canyon (Fig. 3-22), the basal portion of this complex 

erosionally truncates and is confined by the thickest MTD recorded in the study area. 

This 19 m-thick body composed of an intact, but steeply dipping succession of thin-

bedded sandstone and mudstone conspicuously caps the thickest, most channelized 

interval (sequence 5.3). This MTD is not recognized at South Spring Canyon, or at North 
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Trail Canyon. However, it correlates to thin-bedded sandstones in North Trail Canyon 

and Cactus Garden Canyon. This suggests that this MTD may be filling a large 

channelform container.  

 

Sequence 5.5 

 

This sequence (5-8 m-thick; 1+ km-wide; and 1.5+ km-long) represents the 

thinnest and last succession of channelized conglomerate in the study area. Strata for this 

cycle are best exposed along the south wall of Middle Axis Canyon (Fig. 3-22). 

Cumulative measured section thickness of 22 m results in it being the most under- 

sampled sequence in the field area. The data collected from measured sections is 

unrepresentative and is not included in the general analysis of individual fourth-order 

sequences. 

Measured section sampling is biased towards channelforms and MTDs. 

Photographic evidence shows this sequence to be dominated by levee wedgeforms (thin-

bedded sandstone and mudstone). One very broad and thin multilateral composite 

channel (5 m-thick; 315 m-wide) truncates a 5+ m-thick MTD. The style of multilateral 

stacking is comparable to the uppermost weakly-confined composite channels capping 

the channel complexes in sequence 5.2. 

 

Upper Slope Depositional Settings 

 

 

Submarine canyons, slope valleys, and slope channel fairways constitute the three 

main depositional settings along the upper slope. They represent a dynamic continuum of 

varying degrees of channelized subaqueous flow confinement and resulting architecture 
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(Gardner, 2008). Hierarchical channel stacking pattern and the degree of compensational 

bed stacking producing bed amalgamation reflects the type of confinement and channel 

mobility within a depositional setting (Gardner & Borer, 2000).  

The overlap that exists between these settings causes considerable inconsistency 

in their classification. The distinction between these settings may be: 1) paleogeographic 

(position along the basin-margin profile); 2) stratigraphic (time gap between the cutting 

and filling of these confinements); 3) role of confinement on sedimentary architecture; 4) 

timing and nature of depositional back-filling of the depression; 5) scale of erosional 

confinement; and 6) state of sediment gravity flow evolution (Gardner et al., 2008). 

 Submarine canyons are recognized as large-scale erosional depressions that are 

often incised into unrelated deposits along basin margins (Shepard & Dill, 1966; Shepard, 

1982; Cronin et al., 2005). Canyons, relative to valleys and fairways, occur in the most 

landward position and commonly have steep sides and steep mean longitudinal gradients 

between canyon head and mouth, which often results in failure and mass transport 

deposition (Shepard & Dill, 1966). Submarine canyons generally record long periods of 

sediment bypass, followed by back-filling during a waning phase of deposition (Bruhn & 

Walker, 1995; Gardner, 2008). Many submarine canyons can be traced down-profile 

where they merge into leveed slope valleys (Shepard & Emery, 1973). 

Slope valleys are generally located down-dip of submarine canyons and rework 

deposits transmitted through the canyon (e.g., La Jolla submarine canyon and valley 

system, west coast of California) (Shepard & Buffington, 1968; Normark & Piper, 1969; 

Normark, 1978). Due to overlap between settings, valleys can emerge from the mouths of 
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erosionally-confined canyons and subsequently build significant laterally-flanking levees 

that aid in system confinement; therefore, they often show an upward change from 

erosional to depositional confinement related to penecontemporaneous sedimentation of 

thin-bedded sandstones and mudstones (Normark, 1978). Slope valleys represent 

geomorphologic features that are transitional to both submarine canyons and slope 

channel fairways.  

Slope channel fairways are defined as sedimentation regions with high densities 

of channelforms (Gardner et al., 2008). They are the result of long-lived focusing of 

shelf-derived subaqueous flows, and often occur down dip of submarine canyons and 

slope valleys. Unlike submarine canyons and slope valleys, there are no erosional, 

confining walls affecting sedimentation (Gardner et al., 2007). Within these settings, 

channel confinement is limited to the elementary and composite channel scale. 

Topography generated by channel and channel-related sedimentation drives the migration 

and lateral offset of a hierarchy of channel bodies. Fairways often show cyclic waxing 

and waning patterns of depositional system energy reflecting repeated focusing of 

subaqueous flows from the confined up-profile settings (Gardner, 2008).   

Interfairway regions laterally flank the fairway and are defined as regions with 

low densities of channelforms and related deposits, and can form mudstone-rich 

successions between adjacent channel fairways (Gardner et al., 2008). 

Several observations point to a slope channel fairway as the depositional setting 

for these strata: 1) interfingering of overbank and levee wedgeforms suggests that this 

setting never existed as a single open conduit that was later back-filled; 2) preservation of 
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thick resedimented intervals of mudstone separating conglomerate successions; 3) most 

composite channelforms are tabular multistory/multilateral bodies reflecting the ability to 

migrate laterally; 4) bed amalgamation is observed at the scale of depositionally-confined 

composite channels and channel complexes, but it is not observed between fourth-order 

sequences; and 5) The UERF conglomerate-rich lithosome grades laterally into slope 

mudstone; no master surface was observed. 

This upper slope fairway serves as a oblique-transverse tributary for a much larger 

axial and trunk-like drainage system within the forearc basin. Examples of these axial 

strata exist ~20 km to the north at Canyon San Fernando, where the S-N paleocurrent 

trend has been reported (Dykstra & Kneller, 2007) (Fig. 4-08). The tributary system 

documented in this study and the bounding strata documented by Ochoa (2008) at MSC 

show a much higher preservation potential for MTDs and drape deposits than axial trunk 

systems positions (Morris and Busby-Spera, 1988; Dykstra & Kneller, 2007; Kane et al., 

2007). This is interpreted to reflect discontinuous and continuous sedimentation for 

tributary and trunk systems, respectively.  

 

Sedimentation Regions within the Slope Channel Fairway 

 

Sedimentation regions correspond to specific environments of deposition and 

represent both lateral and longitudinal variations in sedimentary architecture. Three 

channel-related sedimentation regions based on fourth-order stratigraphic sequences exist 

within the UERF fairway: 1) channel axis; 2) channel margin; and 3) channel-flank. The 

channel axis is laterally bound by eastern and western channel margin regions which are 
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further bound by eastern and western channel-flank regions. These regions are defined by 

degree of subaqueous flow confinement, grain size, lithology, facies, and sedimentary  

body type and density (Figs. 4-09 and 4-10). They laterally grade into one another and 

reflect the variable focusing of subaqueous flows. These regions contribute to changes in 

sequence thickness and architecture (Gardner et al., 2008). The strike-oriented cross 

section in Figure 4-05 highlights these regions and shows the distribution of measured 

sections representing each region. Figure 4-07 shows the map-view extent of these 

regions.  

 

Channel Axis Regions: These regions dominantly record deposition from 

confined subaqueous flows. They contain the highest proportion and largest clast sizes 

and the lowest proportion of mud/silt-sized material. These regions have the highest 

proportion of conglomerate (95%) and commonly correlate to the thickest portion of 

fourth-order sequences. They show the greatest proportion of gravel facies, contain the 

largest grain size for all gravel clast sizes, and have the lowest proportion of sandstone. 

Amalgamation through is highest in this region. Paucity of dewatering features suggests 

that amalgamation due to erosive truncation is more common than load amalgamation, 

especially in this region. Amalgamation through erosional truncation in channel axis 

regions commonly grades laterally to inclined barforms in channel margin regions. 

Channelforms account for over 90% of the sedimentary bodies in these regions. 

Composite channels are dominantly multistory and multistory/multilateral reflecting the 

higher degree of confinement. Sandstone channelforms are rare in this region except for 

occasional occurrences capping channel complexes. 
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Channel Margin Regions: These regions record deposition from confined and 

partially-confined SFs. These regions record a bimodal grain size distribution (coarse 

silt/fine sand and gravel), but the western margin records a higher percentage of coarser 

gravel than the eastern margin. Lithology of this region is characterized by 30-75% 

conglomerate, 10-35% sandstone, and ≤60% mudstone. Both channel margins have 

similar lithology proportions; however, the western records slightly more conglomerate 

and mudstone, and the eastern shows slightly more sandstone. The thickest successions of 

MTDs exist in these regions and in close proximity to channel axis regions. The western 

margin region records the highest proportion of MTDs. The increase in finer grain sizes 

reflects the common presence of overbank wedgeforms and sandstone channels, and 

levee wedgeforms in the eastern margin regions. Relative to the eastern margin, the 

coarser clast size and higher proportion of MTDs within the western margin may reflect 

the outside bank of this northwest trending oblique transverse slope channel system. 

 

Channel-flank Regions: These regions record deposition from partially-confined 

to unconfined SFs and pelagic and hemipelagic suspension sedimentation. This region is 

dominantly composed of medium to coarse silt, but also has the highest proportion of 

medium and very coarse sand which may suggest preservation is an important control. 

This region is characterized by <6% conglomerate, 45-60% sandstone, and 6-40% 

mudstone. These low values for mudstone reflects the high amount of cover. Including 

cover as mudstone raises the range to 40-55%. Levee wedgeforms (70%) and drapes 

(8%) dominate this region.  
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Among the clast-supported conglomerate facies (Fig. 4-10), the channel axis 

region contains equal proportions of ungraded pebble-boulder and ungraded pebble-

cobble. The western channel margin conspicuously contains the highest proportion (50%) 

of ungraded pebble-boulder conglomerate. This is 17% more than the eastern region and 

6% more than the axis region. The eastern channel margin region conspicuously contains 

the highest proportion (53%) of ungraded pebble-cobble conglomerate. This is 17% more 

than the western margin and 9% more than the axis. All regions contain relatively similar 

proportions of inversely-graded, normally-graded, and ungraded pebble conglomerate. 

Among the sandstone facies (Fig. 4-10), the channel-flank, eastern margin, axis, 

and western margin regions contain 59%, 44%, 29%, and 57% tractive sandstone facies 

(facies 10-13), respectively. The channel-flank, eastern margin, channel axis, and western 

margin regions contain 24%, 44%, 71%, and 43% structureless sandstone facies (facies 

7-9), respectively.  

Among the channelforms (Fig. 4-10), the axis region contains the highest 

proportion of multistory composite channels. Channel margin regions consist of the 

highest proportions of multistory/multilateral and multilateral/multistory composite 

channels and sandstone channels. Multilateral composite channels are present in axis and 

margin regions, but represent <10%. The channel-flank region contains sparse sandstone 

channelforms, generally capping the distal margins of conglomerate channel complexes. 

 

Compensational Stacking of Fourth-order Sequences 

 

Channel axis regions within fourth-order sequences are represented by the 

thickest conglomerate intervals and show a cyclical pattern of northeast offsets within 
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150-400 m (Fig. 4-05). The lower offset succession is within fourth-order sequences 5.1, 

5.2 and 5.3. The channel axis region for these highly channelized sequences shows 

upward northwest offsets of < 100 m and ~300 m. The upper offset succession is within 

sequences 5.4 and 5.5. This upper succession truncates the largest MTD recorded in the 

study area and shows a ~300 m southwest return of the channel axis region to 

approximately the location during cycle 5.1. Sequence 5.5 channel axis region shows the 

largest offset by ~400 meters to the northeast.  

These offsets reflect compensational stacking of the channel axis regions of the 

fourth-order strata. Depositional topography built by long-term up-dip focusing drives 

subsequent channelization to a laterally adjacent location. For all fourth-order sequences, 

channel axis regions are conspicuously located above channel margin regions of previous 

cycle strata.  

 

Stratigraphic Trends 

 

 

Trends in cycle attributes such as grain size, lithology, facies and sedimentary 

bodies are based on proportions and types are primarily obtained from cumulative 

measured section thickness for each fourth-order sequence. These are used to evaluate the 

evolution of the submarine channelform architecture of the UERF. Channelform 

attributes such as size, hierarchy, stacking patterns, and nature of confinement change by 

stratigraphic position. Trends are defined and limited by outcrop exposure and sampling 

intervals; however, combined with photo-panel observation, are interpreted to be 

representative of sequence definition.  
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Thickness Trends  

 

The type stratigraphic section for the UERF study area shows an upward increase 

and subsequent decrease in fourth-order sequence thickness (Fig. 4-01). Sequences 5.1, 

5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 correspond to thicknesses of 17.5, 48.3, 53.1, 38.6, and 8.3 meters, 

respectively. The composite strike-oriented cross section (Fig. 4-05) show sequences are 

thickest in the channel axis regions and thin away toward the margins. The thickest 

portions of sequences generally correspond to channel axis regions, where there exist 

more multistory composite channels and amalgamation through erosional truncation. 

Figure 4-06 shows fourth-order sequences to retain a relatively constant thickness 

from up- to down-profile along the 2 km-long study area. Sequence 5.1 is an exception 

and shows a significant thinning up-profile. More variation in thickness is seen in the 

fifth-order sequences because of the local extent of MTDs (5.2.1, 5.3.1, 5.4.1) and the 

fact that this cross section does not account for lateral switching of channelized flow in 

and out of the projection plane.  

 

Grain Size Trends  

 

Based on cumulative measured section thicknesses of fourth-order sequences, 

there is an overall upward increase in the frequency of finer grain sizes (Fig. 4-02). 

Sequence 5.1 shows the highest frequency of gravel-sized sediment. Sequences 5.2 and 

5.3 show bimodal frequency distributions of siltstone/sandstone and pebble/cobble 

conglomerate. Sequence 5.2 is skewed slightly to gravel as compared to sequence 5.3. 

Sequence 5.4 shows the highest frequency of siltstone and sandstone. Sequence 5.5 
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shows a high frequency of siltstone and sandstone, but also shows a frequency spike for 

coarser pebbles. This is interpreted to be related to thin sampling interval. Overall, there 

is an upward fining throughout the third-order sequence. The coarser grain size frequency 

is related to erosional confinement, bimodal frequency distribution related to most 

channelized cycles, and the highest fine-grained frequency distribution related to the least 

channelized sequences. 

 

Lithologic Trends  

 

In general, there is proportionally both an upward and down-profile decrease in 

conglomerate and an increase in sandstone and mudstone for the entire third-order 

sequence. The temporal change is interpreted to reflect an increase in wedgeforms and 

depositional-confinement. The spatial change is interpreted to reflect a change from axial 

to marginal exposure within the fairway and can be explained by a bend in the fairway 

within the study area, or simply that Mesa San Carlos is oriented obliquely to the fairway 

axis.  

Sequence 5.1 dominantly records conglomerate, reflecting erosional-confinement 

and possible bypassing of available sandstone and mudstone through erosionally-

confined channels. Sequence 5.2, relative to 5.1 records a proportional decrease in 

conglomerate, an increase in sandstone and mudstone. The increase in sandstone reflects 

the initiation of wedgeforms (mostly overbank) and sandy channelfills. The increase in 

mudstone also reflects the wedgeforms, but also the basal MTDs. Sequence 5.3, relative 

to 5.2, records a proportional decrease in conglomerate, an increase in sandstone and a 

large increase in mudstone. The large increase in mudstone reflects the basal MTD and 
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the further increase in overbank and levee wedgeforms. Sequence 5.4, relative to 5.3, 

records a proportional decrease in conglomerate, an increase in sandstone and a increase 

in mudstone. This major decrease in conglomerate reflects contraction of the fairway and 

the increase in mudstone reflects the largest basal MTD. 

 

Facies Trends  

 

There is an upward increase in facies diversity from sequence 5.1 to 5.3. 

Sequences 5.4 and 5.5 record decreases in diversity. Relative to cumulative sequence 

thickness, there is an upward decrease in all five crystalline clast conglomerate facies 

throughout the fairway. Tractive sandstone facies, as well as mudstone facies increase 

upwards from sequence 5.1 to 5.4. Channel-flank deposits record more tractive sandstone 

facies than marginal or axial channel regions. There is a steady upward decrease in 

muddy siltstone and an upward increase in silty mudstone from sequence 5.1 to 5.4.  

 

Sedimentary Body Trends  

 

Conglomerate composite channels show cyclical upward change from dominantly 

multistory and multistory/multilateral (sequences 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4) to dominantly 

multilateral and/or multilateral/multistory (sequences 5.2 and 5.5) throughout the entire 

third-order sequence (Fig. 4-01). Composite channels within the channel axis regions 

contain the lowest aspect ratios, whereas those in the distal margin regions have the 

highest aspect ratios. Proximal channel margin channels have intermediate aspect ratios. 

Sequence 5.1 composite channels are the thickest, but have similar widths as 

sequences 5.2-5.4. Composite channels of sequences 5.2 and 5.3, overlap in both 
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thickness and width (Fig. 4-11). This overlap in dimension possibly reflects the 

association of depositional confinement and a thickness threshold. Sequence 5.1, 5.2, and 

5.3 have low, high, and medium aspect ratios, respectively. The one composite channel 

measured in sequence 5.4 has a medium aspect ratio, and the one composite channel 

measured in sequence 5.5 has the highest aspect ratio of all channels. The increase in 

aspect ratio from sequence 5.1 to 5.2 is expected as there is an upward change of 

confinement. The decrease in aspect ratios for sequence 5.3 may suggest a greater degree 

of confinement either through increased overbank deposition or previously deposited 

conglomerate.  

Overbank wedgeforms are rare in sequence 5.1, and increase in proportion from 

sequence 5.2 to 5.3. They are not observed in sequences 5.4 and 5.5. Levee wedgeforms 

are absent in sequence 5.1, but increase upward throughout the rest of the third-order 

sequence. Due to the bias of this study, sedimentologic sections did not capture much of 

this body type.  

Mass transport deposits are more common in up-profile and younger stratigraphic 

positions of the study area as compared to down-profile positions. There is also an 

upward increase in MTD thickness for the middle three fourth-order sequences. MTDs 

are concentrated in channel margin and axis regions. Channel axis regions for fourth-

order sequences are generally incised into basal MTDs. These MTDs could have 

provided local topography that initial channelization partially avoided or they could have 

been much thicker, but substantially eroded by channelization. Basal conglomerates of 

sequence 5.3 are bounded by resedimented slope mudstones to the west and thin-bedded  
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sandstones and mudstones to the east, suggesting mixed-confinement for the initial 

channelization.   

Drapes, as the lowest energy body type, increase upward from 0.3% in sequence 

5.2 to 8.2% in sequence 5.4 resulting in a major decrease in depositional system energy 

above sequence 5.3, the succession recording the highest energy.  

 

Erosional to Depositional Confinement 

 

There is an upward change from erosional- to depositional-confinement for third-, 

fourth-, and fifth-order sequences. The entire third-order sequence begins with an entirely 

erosionally-confined channelized sequence (sequence 5.1). Subsequent sequences (5.2-

5.5) record an increase in overbank and levee wedgeforms which influences depositional 

confinement (Figs. 4-01 & 4-05). All fourth-order sequences, except for 5.1, initially 

incise into and are confined by MTDs. Each fourth-order sequence records an upward 

increase of levee wedgeforms after this initial incision into the resedimented mudstone. 

Channel complexes that commonly correspond to fifth-order sequences change upward 

from more multistory composite channel stacking to more multilateral composite channel 

stacking. The MTDs that represent the erosional confinement for fourth-order sequences 

also serve as erosional confinements for lower channel complexes.  

 

Application of AIGR and BCFS Stratigraphic Models 

 

 

The AIGR basin model and BCFS channel model (Gardner & Borer, 2000; 

Gardner et al., 2008) assess overlapping allogenic (external) and autogenic (internal) 

process-response patterns and trends in deep-water sequences. They are inclusive and 
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consider, but are not dependent on, the recognition of all possible depositional system 

energy conditions. Autogenic controls (i.e., topography, gradient, and grain size 

population) serve here as the primarily focus for description of the UERF strata.  

 

AIGR Model 

 

The repetitive patterns of lithology, facies and sedimentary bodies that exist in the 

UERF can be organized according to the AIGR basin model (Fig. 1-15). This model 

assumes that allogenic controls modulate distinct lithologies, sedimentary bodies and 

arrangements of sedimentary bodies. The Adjustment, Initiation, Growth, and Retreat 

depositional phases correlate to sediment volumes, lithofacies distributions, and 

sedimentary bodies (Gardner et al., 2008). 

The Adjustment phase marks the commencement of a deep-water cycle of 

sedimentation by defining the initial conditions of the depositional profile gradient and 

topography (Ross et al., 1994). It is generally represented as a surface, a MTD, or a 

lithological or architectural change. Slope adjustment processes such as failures and mass 

movements due to tectonics, loading, and/or oversteepening generate topography which 

affects gradient and subaqueous flow pathways. 

The Initiation phase records the onset of externally-derived clastic sedimentation 

to the basin. It is affected by irregular topography created from events in the Adjustment 

phase, and therefore generally shows the most variable basal surface relief and 

partitioning of lithology and thickness. Poorly integrated channel systems often show 

mixed architecture and minor erosion. The Initiation phase is generally a period of 

efficient slope bypass and basin floor deposition with minor slope deposition.   
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The Growth phase records the highest depositional system energy. It is associated 

with the main phase of channelization and clastic deposition. It is the period of the most 

basinward deposition, generally fed from a high flux of slope bypassing flows. During 

this phase, channels extend furthest into the basin as fully integrated systems. The 

Growth phase contains the highest density and largest size of channels, most of which 

can have multistory stacking patterns reflecting increased confinement. This phase also 

contains the coarsest grain size material. 

The Retreat phase records waning depositional system energy and the eventual 

cessation of an episode of deep-water sedimentation. This is associated with a lower 

frequency and/or volume of less-efficient flows. An up-profile shift in sedimentation 

results in back-stepping cycle stacking patterns and a slope-centered depositional thick. 

Slope-centered deposition contributes to slope expansion and depositional building out of 

the basin margin. Under-filled channels, recording a reduction in flow frequency are 

common in this phase. Contraction of the fairway is recorded in the significant lateral and 

longitudinal thinning of deposits. Decrease in flow volume may be recorded by an 

increased proportion of fine-grained thin-beds. 

Sequence 5.1 records the commencement of clastic sedimentation for this third-

order sequence. It records the thickest composite channels, as well as the highest 

proportion of erosionally-confined multistory composite channels. These channels are 

inferred to exist as a network of disconnected channel systems that merge down-profile. 

This sequence contains the highest proportion of conglomerate and consequently the 

lowest facies diversity. 
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Sequence 5.2 records the next highest depositional system energy of all the 

fourth-order sequences. It contains the second highest density of channels, the highest 

diversity of channel types of which the dominant stacking pattern is multilateral/ 

multistory, the second largest channel complexes, the second largest and widest range of 

clast sizes, the second highest facies diversity, the second highest volume of 

conglomerate and the second highest proportion of ungraded pebble-boulder 

conglomerate (second only to sequence 5.4 which has the fourth lowest volume of 

conglomerate). The channels within this sequence are less integrated than in sequence 5.3 

and show less amalgamation through erosional truncation. This sequence records the 

second highest proportion of erosionally-confined multistory channels. 

Sequence 5.3 records the highest depositional system energy of all the fourth-

order sequences. It contains the highest density of channels of which the dominant 

stacking pattern is multistory/multilateral, the largest channel complexes, the highest 

degree of amalgamation through erosional truncation, the most laterally uniform 

thickness (i.e., does not show significant expansion and contraction) reflecting high 

sediment flux, the largest and widest range of clast sizes, the highest facies diversity, and 

the highest volume of conglomerate. 

Sequence 5.4 records the highest proportion of mudstone and the second lowest 

proportion of conglomerate; it records a significant narrowing of the fairway; the second 

lowest facies diversity among the oldest four fourth-order sequences; records the highest 

proportion of thin-bedded strata composing wedgeforms; the highest proportion of 

mudstone drapes 
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Sequence 5.5 records the cessation of this third-order cycle of sedimentation. It 

records the lowest sediment flux from up-profile sources which may reflect it being the 

thinnest fourth-order sequence. It contains the widest and thinnest multilateral composite 

channel which may suggest a smoothed profile facilitated very weakly confined flows 

and very minimal reincision of previous channel courses.  

This third-order sequence is bounded below by in situ organic-rich mudstone 

deposits recording the top of the oldest third-order sequence for the upper El Rosario 

Formation. It is between this lower mudstone unit and sequence 5.1 that the fourth-order 

Adjustment for this study interval exists as a surface. Sequence 5.1 represents the onset of 

clastic deposition through channelization and is assigned to the fourth-order Initiation 

phase. Sequences 5.2 and 5.3 record a steady upward increase in volume and frequency 

of channelized flows. They both record similar thickness maximums for composite 

channels and they both share similar sized channel complexes. For these reasons, each is 

assigned to the fourth-order Growth phase. Sequences 5.4 and 5.5 record a steady upward 

decrease in volume and frequency of channelized flows and each are assigned to the 

fourth-order Retreat phase. Facies and sedimentary body distributions for these three 

depositional phases are shown in Figure 4-12. 

 

BCFS Model 

 

This model describes the evolution and alternation of sedimentation phases 

characterized by channelized degradation and aggradation and related sedimentary bodies 

(Fig. 1-14). These phases are controlled by the lateral and longitudinal migration of the 

channel-lobe transition zone (Gardner & Borer, 2000; Gardner et al., 2008). This model  
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highlights how the generation of local topography influences channel placement and its 

effect on compensational sedimentation in the building of a deepwater succession 

(Gardner et al., 2008). Differentiation among phases is defined by sedimentary body type, 

diversity and distribution. Degree of channelized confinement can be estimated by using 

this model because the different sedimentation phases record the migration of the 

channel-lobe transition zone (Gardner & Borer, 2000). 

The Build phase records unconfined flow and is generally associated with 

lobeforms. The Cut and Fill phases record confined flow and the Spill phase records 

unconfined and/or weakly-confined flow. The vertical succession of Cut, Fill, and Spill 

deposits reflects an up-profile shift of the channel-lobe transition zone over time. 

Build phase deposits recording unconfined flow are rare in the study area, being 

recognized only by the sparse lobeforms related to either elementary or composite 

channels. The rare material (rock) and common surface representation of this phase 

reflects the high gradient of the upper slope. Cut, Fill, and Spill phases of sedimentation 

are best recognized by wedgeform-bounded composite channels and channel complexes 

within the study area.  

The Cut phase represents: 1) periods of channelized incision and degradation; 2) 

bypass of coarser-grained sediment to down-profile areas; and 3) overbank deposition 

related to flow stripping, over-spilling and super-elevation of subaqueous flows. 

Channelized incision and overbank deposition create confinement which results in 

reoccupation of the channel site and the generation of remnant channel fills. For the 
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UERF, reincision generally involves side truncation and the generation of inclined scroll 

bars. 

The Fill phase represents periods of channelized deposition and aggradation, and 

minimal bypass. Aggradation leads to increased preservation of coarser-grained 

channelized deposits, as well as generate local topography. Frequent channel switching 

tends to smooth local topography and reduce gradient for subsequent flows. 

Spill phase deposits in the study area are recognized by weakly confined 

channelized flow. The state of confinement is reflected by mostly lateral offset of 

elementary channels and very little re-incision of previous channelized deposits. The lack 

of strong confinement results in these channels being less aggradational and able to 

migrate freely across the fairway. 

This model can be used to describe composite channel sites throughout the UERF 

study area. One of the best exposures of these phases is recorded by the upper channel 

complex of sequence 5.2 along the south wall of Middle Axis Canyon (Fig. 3-22). Here, 

the Cut phase is represented by an erosional surface bounded laterally by overbank 

wedgeforms. The Fill phase represents the elementary channels filling this erosional 

container in a multistory/multilateral stacking pattern. Once the bank formed by these 

overbank deposits has been breached by continued deposition, subsequent channelized 

deposition becomes weakly confined (Spill phase) and composite channels become more 

multilateral in their stacking and have the highest aspect ratios.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Sedimentology 

 

 

Fifteen sedimentological sections, totaling 746 m, were measured across the ~1.7 

km
2
 study. Twenty-eight hydrodynamic facies [6 conglomerate (62.2%), 12 sandstone 

(10.7%), and 10 mudstone (27.1%)] are recognized. Changes in facies proportion and 

their distribution in space and time are related to transformation processes within 

multipartite subaqueous flows. These flows are composed of a hyperconcentrated non-

turbulent flow head, a hyperconcentrated non-turbulent to high-concentration turbulent 

body, and a low-concentration turbulent tail or cloud. 

Among the five clast-supported conglomerates, the lack of stratification, constant 

percentage of poorly-sorted matrix throughout bedding, floating out-sized clasts, and 

paucity of grading suggests deposition primarily from hyperconcentrated non-turbulent 

flows influenced simultaneously by multiple sediment support mechanisms. These 

support mechanisms, in decreasing order of interpreted importance include: hindered 

settling, pore-fluid pressure, dispersive pressure, turbulence, cohesive strength, and 

buoyant matrix uplift. 

Conglomerates of the UERF are restricted to a hierarchy of channelform bodies 

with erosional basal contacts. Deposit types not commonly associated with erosive 

capability sitting within erosive-based channelform containers can be explained by a 

combination of processes. Processes, in decreasing importance, include: 1) momentum-

driven mass displacement; 2) multipartite flows may have a low-concentration turbulent 
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tail that is capable of channelform erosion for subsequent flow to fill; and 3) low-

concentration hyperpycnal flows erode the channelform that the hyperconcentrated flows 

subsequently filled. 

 

Sedimentary Bodies 

 

 

Mapping of 3.7 km of continuous cliff-face coverage recognized five basic 

sedimentary body types in the UERF study area and include in descending frequency: 

channelforms, wedgeforms, mass transport deposits, sedimentary drapes, and lobeforms. 

Among the channelforms, four have conglomerate fill and one has sandstone fill. 

Conglomerate composite channels, characterized by their stacking pattern, are the 

dominant channel type and include in descending frequency: multistory/multilateral, 

multilateral/multistory, multistory, and multilateral. 

Multistory channels have the lowest facies diversity; contain the lowest sandstone 

proportions, the highest pebble-boulder conglomerate proportions, and the least inclined 

bedding. They are interpreted as the highest energy body type. Multistory/multilateral 

and multilateral/multistory channels have high facies diversity, moderate sandstone 

proportions, roughly equal proportions of pebble-boulder and pebble-cobble 

conglomerate, and moderately inclined bedding. They are interpreted as the second and 

third highest energy body types, respectively. Multilateral channels have the highest 

facies diversity, the highest sandstone proportions, the lowest pebble-boulder proportions, 

and the most inclined bedding. They are interpreted as the lowest energy conglomerate 

composite channel type.  
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The evolution of this system records two styles of deposition: 1) coeval 

channelform and wedgeform deposition, and 2) wedgeform formation prior to back-

filling. Coeval deposition describes deposition and aggradation with sediment bypass 

occurring within large flows that transmit their fine fraction down-profile. Subsequent 

channel deposition requires the development of erosional surfaces recording thin-bedded 

sandstone wedgeform deposition preceding back-filling unrelated to down-profile 

deposition. 

Comparison of channelform (n=564) dimensions between the coarse-grained 

upper El Rosario Formation (n=40), and the fine-grained Brushy Canyon Formation 

(n=507) and Skoorsteenburg Formation (n=17) found similar size bodies at multiple 

scales. This implies that grain size is not a dominant control on channel size. Hence, 

dimensional data from this coarse-grained study can be used as an analog for the upper 

slope architecture of finer-grained depositional systems.  

 

Paleogeography-Depositional Setting 

 

 

Several observations suggest that the UERF channelized conglomerate succession 

was deposited within an upper slope channel fairway. These include: 1) the lack of an 

out-sized bounding surface; 2) subaqueous flow confinement at the scale of elementary 

and composite channels; 3) the tabular composite channel architecture reflecting freely 

migrating elementary channels; 4) the paucity of degradational channel stacking; 5) the 

interfingering of overbank and levee wedgeforms; and 6) the preservation of thick mud-

rich mass transport deposits. This fairway records cyclical sedimentation phases 
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reflecting variable activity of subaqueous flows from an up-profile submarine canyon 

and/or slope valley. 

 

Sedimentation Regions 

 

 

Three sedimentation regions, reflecting variable degrees of subaqueous flow 

confinement, were recognized in the UERF. These include: 1) channel axis; 2) channel 

margin; and 3) channel-flank.  

Channel axis regions record confined flows and contain the highest proportion of 

conglomerate and lowest proportion of sandstone and mudstone. These regions contain 

the highest proportion of multistory and multistory/ multilateral composite channels, 

which serve as the highest energy sedimentary body types, and characterized by lower 

aspect ratios.  

Channel axis regions are the thickest intervals in the study area. Among fourth-

order sequences, these regions show lateral offsets of 100-400 m, reflecting depositional 

topography built up by long-term and up-dip focusing, driving subsequent channelization 

to a laterally adjacent location. This pattern of compensational stacking among the 

channel axis regions serves as further evidence for a slope channel fairway, a domain 

where channelization is uninfluenced by confining walls. 

Channel margin regions record confined and partially-confined flows and contain 

mixed proportions of conglomerate and thin-bedded sandstone. Channel types become 

more multilateral/multistory and multilateral, and are characterized by higher aspect 
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ratios. Other common body types in the margin include sandstone channels, overbank 

wedgeforms, and mass transport deposits.  

Channel-flank regions dominantly record partially-confined and unconfined flows 

and contain the highest proportions of thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone, reflecting an 

increased abundance of levee wedgeforms and drape deposits. 

 

Stratigraphy 

 

 

The stratigraphic framework of the UERF consists of an organized threefold 

hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles influenced by a combination of allogenic (external) and 

autogenic (internal) controls. One third-order, five fourth-order, and eleven fifth-order 

cycles are recorded as rock sequences that correlate to the entire conglomerate lithosome, 

MTD-bounded conglomerate packages, and individual conglomerate channel complexes 

and MTDs, respectively.  

Channelform architecture in the UERF shows an upward change from multistory 

to multilateral stacking patterns at the third-, fourth-, and fifth-order scales of cyclicity. 

These organized and repetitive patterns of channel stacking pattern correspond to upward 

changes from erosional- to depositional-confinement at multiple scales.  

 Deep-water depositional models such as the AIGR and BCFS models (Gardner & 

Borer, 2000; Gardner et al., 2003, 2008) describe patterns of stratigraphic cyclicity at the 

basin and channel scales, respectively. The depositional phases outlined in each model 

describe how fluctuating system energy through time produces cyclic rock packages 

showing a hierarchical self-similarity (Gardner et al., 2008). These models were tested 
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against the cyclical sequences observed in the UERF, and were found to apply at multiple 

scales. 

 

Recommendations for Future Research 

 

 

The results from this study have identified five areas for future work. These include: 

 

1) Dimensional comparison of the UERF gravel-rich channelforms with channelforms 

from more systems of varying lithology to examine the global significance of the similar 

size trend documented in this study. 

 

2) Detailed field and photo mapping of the cliff-face architecture in surrounding up- and 

down-profile locations. Reconnaissance photos from South Canyon, an unstudied canyon 

0.5 km southeast of the study area, indicate more channel amalgamation occurs in this 

up-profile and possibly axial location. Further work would expand lateral and 

longitudinal trends in channel amalgamation throughout the 1+ km-wide by 5+ km-long 

channel fairway.  

 

3) Petrographic analysis and point counting of the intrusive igneous and metamorphic 

clast population within the UERF conglomerate deposits may show longitudinal and/or 

lateral distribution trends due to variable mineral composition and specific gravity. This 

would further aid in the description of flow behavior from deposit type. Kling (2008) 

showed that specific gravity has an important control on subaqueous flow behavior and 

run-out length. His results show that flows enriched in minerals with lighter specific 

gravities (e.g., feldspar) are transported farther into the depositional basin.  
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4) Petrographic analysis of the sandstone matrix within the conglomerates and of the 

thin-bedded sandstone forming adjacent levee deposits would better constrain the flow 

relationship between the channels and their levees. This information, paired with the ~1 

phi smaller grain size in the levee deposits, would give insight into subaqueous flow 

behavior. 

 

5) Paleogeographic and geomorphic reconstruction of this system through the generation 

of 5
th

- and 6
th

-order isopach maps would help better constrain how local topography and 

gradient affect the compensational nature of this system.  
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c

I=intrusive clast
S=sedimentary clast
G=granule

P=pebble
C=cobble
B=boulder

BA
Summer 07

5.2
Cactus Garden Canyon (south wall)

Se
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en

ta
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n
Un

it

PC (30/40/30); poorly organized clasts; poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

moderately-poorly sorted; floating pebbles; 10-20 cm mud clasts
PC (35/35/30); poorly sorted matrix; SR-R; loaded pockets

PCB (10/20/40/30); poorly-organized clasts; poorly sorted matrix; R-SR;
vaguely inversely graded

PC (45/25/30) poorly-moderately sorted matrix; R-SR; poorly-organized
clasts

PCB (20/30/20/30); poorly sorted matrix; poorly-organized clasts; SR-R;
dips to W

PC (10/50/40) EIMS (40/40/10/10); poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PC (60/10/30) EIMS (30/30/30/10); poorly sorted matrix; SR-R
PC (30/40/30) EIMS (30/30/30/10); poorly-sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (30/30/40) EIMS (40/20/30/10); poorly-sorted matrix; poorly-organized
clasts; R-SR

PC (35/35/40) EMIS (50/20/20/10); poorly-sorted matix; SR-R

pinches out to E; moderately sorted ss
PCB (5/35/20/40) EIMS (40/30/20/10) poorly-organized clasts; SR-R

PCB uf-lm

PC (40/30/30) EMIS (40/30/15/15); poorly-sorted matrix; no obvious
bedding; scattered boulders; R-SR

P (75/25) EMIS (40/30/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix; SR-R very sandy;
could be tail-end of bed below

PC (30/40/30) EMIS (40/30/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix; lots of matrix;
SR-R; clasts are injected into sandstone bed above

PC (30/30/40) EMIS (50/20/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix; more pebbles @
top; SR-R; loaded base

PCB (40/20/10/30) EIMS (40/30/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix; no obvious
bedding; SR-R

structureless sandstone with pebbles & granules; grungy @ base; poorly
sorted

cobble bed truncates sandstone to W; cobbles all stained red; volcanic
clasts?

fines up; <5% granules towards base; loaded @ top

PC (40/40/20) EMIS (50/20/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix;
SR-R

PC (30/40/30) EMIS (50/20/20/10) poorly-sorted ss
matrix; poorly-organized clasts; SR-R

PC (30/30/40) EIMS (40/30/20/10); moderately sorted ss
matrix

lateral equivalent
~30 m to E is PC
1 m thick w/ mud
matrix; sand
matrix transform
to mud matrix w/in
30 m; climbs ~2 m

1-2 mm ms/siltstone clasts & stringers; structureless, grungy sandstone; clast %
increases upward
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Cactus Garden Canyon 5.3, axial

R=rounded clast
SR=sub-rounded clast
M=metamorphic clast
E=extrusive clast

c

I=intrusive clast
S=sedimentary clast
G=granule

P=pebble
C=cobble
B=boulder

Co
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BJA

Cactus Garden Canyon (south wall)
5.3

1 1Summer 2007

PC (50/20/30); EMIS (70/20/8/2); uf mtx poorly sorted matrix; dips to E;
SR-R

PC (40/30/30); EMIS (60/20/15/5); lower fine poorly sorted matrix; SR-
R; under cover, trenched exposure; no obvious bedding; irregular base

PC (40/30/30); EMIS (60/25/10/5); uf mtx poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PC (65/5/30); EMIS (70/15/10/5); uf mtx poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

CP (40/20/40); EMIS (30/30/30/10); uf mtx poorly sorted matrix; R-SR
uf poorly sorted

PC (50/20/30); EMIS (70/15/10/5); lf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R; 260°
imbrication

PC (50/20/30); EMIS (70/15/10/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R; dips to
E; sandstone wedge above thickens to E
uf; structureless sandstone

CP (35/35/30); EIMS (70/20/9/1); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

CP (35/35/30); EMIS (70/20/5/5); l-uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

P (70/30); EMIS (80/10/10/0); lf moderately sorted matrix

CP (35/35/30); EMIS (70/20/5/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R; 250

PCB (20/30/10/40); EMIS (60/25/10/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; R-
SR; dark-colored matrix; gastropod shell; prominent purple bench; 5%
granules

PCB (25/30/5/40); EIMS (60/20/10/10); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; R-
SR; light-colored matrix

PC (40/30/30); EMIS (70/20/5/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR; bedding
dips to E

PCB (20/49/1/30); EMIS (60/20/15/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR;
bedding dips to E

PCB (33/35/2/30); EMIS (70/15/12/3); u-lf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R;
poor exposure

structureless uf poorly sorted; thickens to E

PCB (15/45/5/35); EIMS (60/20/15/5); lf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR;
angular bioclastic boulder w/ shell fragments and clasts(35 cm); bed is
draped by pebble bed (uf poorly sorted; SR-R)

PC (35/35/30); EMIS (70/15/8/7); uf moderately sorted matrix; SR-R;
poorly organized

uf poorly sorted; structureless; thickens to E

CP (35/35/30); EMIS (40/30/20/10); l-uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

uf-lm poorly sorted; structureless; thickens to E

CP (45/25/30); EMIS (60/20/15/5); l-uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR; no
obvious bedding; thins to E

CP (35/30/35); EMIS (60/20/15/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

uf poorly sorted sandstone w/ extraformational clasts

CP (35/35/25); EMIS (60/25/12/3); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

faint wavy lamination; mud drape on top is present in spots, but eroded
in others

PC (40/30/30); EMIS (70/13/12/5); lm poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

pebble stringer

CP (35/30/35); EMIS (50/25/20/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (18/50/2/30); EMIS (50/30/10/10); SR-R; poorly organized

uf

uf
lf moderately sorted

lm poorly sorted

uf poorly sorted

CP (40/30/30); EMIS (40/30/20/10); l-uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R;
poor exposure; 5/28/07

PCB (10/35/15/40); MEIS (40/30/20/10); lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PCB (20/35/5/40); MEIS (40/30/25/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

P (70/30); EMIS (70/20/8/2); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix
PC (10/50/40); EMIS (40/25/25/10); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R
PC (20/50/30); MEIS (35/30/30/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PCB (13/45/2/40); EMIS (50/25/15/10); lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R;
carbonate mud clast (130 cm) @ base

CP (40/30/30); EMIS (70/15/12/3); lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

P; EMIS (80/10/5/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR

PCB (20/43/2/35); EMIS (60/20/15/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR;
poor exposure

PCB (10/49/1/40); EMIS (50/25/20/5); uf moderately sorted matrix; SR-
R

PC (25/40/35); EMIS (70/15/13/2); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PCB (15/40/5/40); EMIS (60/20/15/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R;
poor exposure

PC (35/35/30); EMIS (70/15/13/2); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

P (80/20); EMIS (80/10/9/1); lf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR
PC (30/40/30); EMIS (60/20/18/2)

PC (35/35/30); EMIS (70/15/12/3); uf-lm

uf sandstone w/ extrafomational clasts
PC (5/60/35); EMIS (70/15/12/3); lm poorly sorted matrix; SR-R; 5%
granules

PC (40/30/30); EMIS (70/15/10/5); uf poorly sorted matrix; SR-R

PCB (7/50/3/40); EMIS (50/25/23/2); lm poorly sorted matrix

PC (35/35/30); EMIS (40/30/25/5); lm poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (30/40/30); EMIS (50/30/15/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix

PCB (15/35/10/40); EMIS (40/30/25/5); uf-lm poorly sorted matrix

PC (20/45/35); EMIS (45/25/25/5)

PC (35/35/30); u-lf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (20/40/40); EMIS (40/30/25/5)

PC (25/40/35); EMIS (50/30/15/5); lm poorly sorted matrix

uf

PC (35/35/30); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (35/35/30); u-lf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (35/35/30); uf poorly sorted matrix
PC (45/25/30); uf poorly sorted matrix

tre
nc

he
d

ex
po

su
rePC (40/30/30); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR

PC (40/30/30); uf poorly sorted matrix; R-SR
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North Trail Canyon 5.2 & 5.3

R=rounded clast
SR=sub-rounded clast
M=metamorphic clast
E=extrusive clast

c

I=intrusive clast
S=sedimentary clast
G=granule

P=pebble
C=cobble
B=boulder
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BA & JM

North Trail Canyon
5.2-5.3

06/06
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P (70/30) vps R-SR,

CS CP (40/30/30) EIMS (50/20/20/10); poorly-sorted matrix; moderate-well-
organized clasts; R-SR

CS PC ( 40/30/30) EIMS (50/20/20/10); R-SR

extraformational clasts (P-B) above intraformational clasts (mud chips); poorly
sorted

CS CP (40/30/30) EIMS (40/30/20/10) R-SR

CS CP (40/20/40) EMIS (60/20/10/10) R-SR

CS PC (35/35/30) EMIS (50/20/20/10) R-SR

CS PC (40/30/30) EMIS (50/20/20/10) R-SR; ps; carbonate mud clast ~1m

CS PC (50/20/30) EMIS (50/20/20/10) R-SR; ps

CS PC (50/20/30) EMIS (40/30/20/10) R-SR

CS PC (40/30/30) EMIS (50/20/20/10); poorly sorted matrix R-SR

CS PC (40/30/30) EMIS (40/30/20/10) poorly-organized clasts; R-SR; photo;
conglomerate sample

CS PC (40/30/30) EMIS (40/30/20/10); poorly-organized clasts; max clast size
~10cm; R-SR

cobble imbrication 310°

PC (70/5/25); 270°

traverse 50 m to E

dark maroon; very poorly-sorted ss; subhorizontal planar-lamination; possibly
swaley

very poorly sorted, subhorizontal planar-lamination; locally weathers dark
maroon; possibly swaley?; bed attitude 6° 345°

poorly exposed, mottled gray siltstone, vf w/ cm thick ripples; rindy exposure;
trenches show mottled sandstone & siltstone

well-sorted, cm-scale beds
bioturbated

well-sorted sandstone; burrows; horizontally-laminated; resistant; sample

bioturbated

Tcd; Skolithos

Skolithos; sample; photo

peb/cob align w/in ss, VPS, mud clasts (rip-ups?) @ top-30 cm diameter x 5 thk

PC (60/10/30), MIES (60/20/10/10), PO, M poorly sorted matrix

traverse 20 m to W on ss

sandstone supported @ base, probably sandy debris flow

VPS, CPB (30/20/20/30), MEIS (45/25/15/15), VPS mtx, PO, some ss lenses

CPB (40/15/5/30), MESI (45/30/20/5)

PC (60/10/30), MEIS (60/25/13/2)

CS-MS, CPB (30/28/7/35), MESI (50/30/10/10), MS mtx, PO, inc. in sandstone
lense; vaguely stratified; VPS ss debris flow; mixed w/ pebble conglomerate

sandy DF cap-granule floaters; very poorly-sorted ss

PCB (38/35/7/25), MESI (45/25/15/15), poorly-organized clasts; R-SR

CS-MD local., PCB (50/15/5/30), MEIS (40/35/17/8), R-SR

CS-MD local., CPB (30/25/10/35), MESI (45/30/20/5), VPS mtx

MS-VPS gran.-pebble float; sandy debris flow; pinch-out to E gradually

CS-MD interfingers w/ <5 cm ss lenses, PCB (40/28/2/30), MESI (40/35/20/5),
VPS mtx, PO (variable horizontally), R-SR

CS-MD, PCB (40/17/3/40), MEIS (45/30/20/15), very poorly-sorted matrix;
poorly-organized clasts; locally matrix-supported; R-SR; photo

very poorly-sorted; aligned pebbles/granules, some cobble, climbs to E,
horizontally-laminated ss @ top; photo

CS-MD, PC (35/25/40), MEIS (50/30/15/5), very poorly-sorted matrix; poorl-
organized clasts; R-SA, max cobble size = 22 cm; pockets of matrix support;
surface drops to W; photo; sample

laminated sandstone transforms into matrix support into laminated sandstone;
ss dip to W, lined w/ cobbles along surface

CP (35/30/35), MEIS (60/20/15/5), very poorly-sorted matrix; poorly-organized
clasts; R-SR, cuts to E

CS-MD, PCB (25/25/5/45), MESI (45/25/25/5), very poorly-sorted matrix; poorly-
organized clasts; R-SR, decrease in large cobbles & boulders upward; poor
exposure; 90% cobbles red stained (volcanic?)

laminated sandstone-sandy debris flow-laminated sandstone; mudchip to P-
lined erosion surface

PC (60/30/10), MESI (50/25/20/5), possible mud in matrix; laterally variable in
P/C amounts; top of cliff; 90% red stain; sample

laminar @ base, mottled @top; bioturbated; moderately sorted; buff-colored
sandstone

buff, moderately-sorted ss; laminated @ base; mottled @ top; bioturbated;
tabular

M-F ss dips to E, angular truncation of top w/ onlap to E; ~10-20 cm beds form
50 cm sets, interbedded laminations to bioturbated upwards; tangential at base

increase mudstone (>50%), 90% sandstone, cm siltstone/vf ss breaks, 10 cm beds

silty debris flow

horizontally-laminated, moderately-well sorted sandstone; local internal
truncation on laminations; bioturbated @ top of succession; sample; photo

poor exposure; sandstone w/ unclear bedding; covered recessives; bioturbated
@ top; planar-laminated; wellsorted; 80-90%?

bioturbated sandstone & siltstone forms recessive

buff poor-well-sorted, graded, laminated ss; pebbles in bed plane; slope-former

buff, maroon, laminated ss; top ripple-laminated bed is bench former; traverse
to E ~50m to measure up, mud & siltstone below bench, contorted laminations
@ top; photo

VF ss+siltstone+mudstone, probably bioturbated; <1 cm ss beds; starved rip-
ples; gray, mottled; poor exposure (trench)

mottled mudstone; more gray zone; slightly recessive; massive, well-sorted
ss+siltstone; bioturbated; horizontally-laminated; burrows; sample

horizontally-laminated; WS

bioturbated, MWS

dark maroon resistant bench; possible traction carpet; depositional or scoured
base?; photo

increase in organics, crusty flecks ~1cm

microfractures 335°

CS, PC (48/20/2/30), MESI (50/40/5/5), PS mtx, IG, MWO, R-SR; 272° cobble
imbrication; photo

CS-MD, PCB (55/15/5/25), MESI (60/30/5/5), M-PS mtx, MO, R-SR, imb., peb.
mudst.+ss clasts~1m int.clasts; samples

PC (60/15/25), MEIS (57/25/15/3), PS mtx, vague IG, MO, climbs to W ~1-2 m;
ledge-former

PC (60/15/25), MEIS (45/40/15/5), PS mtx, ss lenses 1-5 m wide x 50 cm

CPB (45/15/2/38), MEIS (50/30/15/5), PO, R-SR, base drops to E, lined w/ bed-
ding, ss lens@ top

PC (40/25/35), MEIS (55/30/10/5), PO, R-SR

PC (40/30/30), EMIS (40/40/15/5); ledge former

VPS; floating granules; dewatered @ top; 295°slickenline horizon

PC (50/20/30), MIES (70/15/8/7), PS mtx, WO, R-SR, cob base UG to cob. top
w/ ss lens cap

CS-MD, CP (40/25/35), MESI (60/25/15/10), PO, R-SR (silt-mud mtx, w/ floating
grains; thalweg fill?; photo

MD-CS @ top 10 cm, pebbly mudst. mtx, (20/80)

lam ss w/ align. peb., pinches~20 cm to W across outcrop

PC (50/20/30), MIES (60/15/15/10), PO, drops to E

CPB (50/15/5/30), MEIS (50/30/15/5), PO, R-SR, ss+lam mudst w/ micro fract.
& conv. lam, bed. to E

CS-MD, CP (50/15/5/30)

PC (65/5/30), EMIS (45/35/15/5), PS mtx, IG, WO, R-SR

CP (40/35/25), MESI (40/40/15/5), PS mtx, NG, R-SR, inclined accretion surfac-
es to N

PC (35/36/34), MEIS (40/35/15/10), VPS mtx, ss lens @ top dips 4° N; sigmoi-
dal bedding

CP (40/30/30), MESI (40/40/15/5), PO, SR-R, inclined to NE

CP (40/25/35), MEIS (50/20/20/10), PO, SR-R, hor lam ss lens (maroon) @ top
w/ granules

CP (45/20/35), MEIS (50/25/20/5), PO, internal scour-same bed

CS-MD at base, CBP (30/20/5/45), MESI (30/30/30/10), VPS mtx w/ 10% gran.,
drops >1m to E

CS, PC (50/15/35), MEIS (60/25/10/5), VPS mtx, SR-SA, appears to fill depres-
sion

PCB (55/19/1/25), MESI (55/30/10/5), VPS mtx

MD above ss, CPB (40/25/5/30), MESI (45/35/18/2), VPS mtx, PO, ss
lens~20cm, dips 17° to N-NE>5m; SR-R

CP (40/30/30), MIES (40/30/25/5), R-SR

C (65/35), MIES (60/35/3/2), PO, R-SR, unif. cob. size~15 cm; photo

CS-MD, PC (50/15/35), MEIS (50/30/15/5), ss mtx w/ 20% gran, SR-SA

CP (60/10/30), MEIS (70/10/10/10), PO, R-SR

PC (50/20/30), MESI (60/25/10/5), PS mtx, RO, SA-SR, lenses of small cobs,
lat. variable clast size

PC (40/30/30), MESI (18/65/15/2), PO, R-SR, lat. variable

CP (35/25/40), SR-R, poorly exposed bould. @ base

PC (50/15/35), MESI (35/35/15/15), PO, R-SR

CP (35/30/35), MEIS (40/30/15/15), NG

CP (35/30/35), MEIS (70/15/10/5), PO, lat. var. cob-peb ratio, gastropod-peb.
align.(a-axis) 305°

PC (60/10/30), MESI (55/30/10/5), PS mtx

MD local., PCB (35/25/5/35), MESI (65/20/10/5), PS mtx, PO, R-SR; ledge-
former

top of exposure; must traverse to E; beds dip to NE~10° (min); top 4.3 bench

CP (40/30/30), MESI (55/25/15/5), MS mtx, NG, WO, R-SR,

CBP (40/5/15/30), MEIS (60/23/15/2), poorly sorted mtx, PO, WR-SR

PCB (60/13/2/25), MEIS (45/35/15/5), poorly sorted mtx, UG, PO, R-SR, more
cont. ss lens above; 290°, 300°

CP (55/15/30), MEIS (50/30/15/5), poorly sorted mtx, PO, R-SR, sandstone cap
with cobble float

CPB (35/30/5/30), MEIS (45/35/15/15), poorly sorted mtx, MO, R-SR, vaguely
stratified

PCB-CPB (60/5/5/30-50/15/5/30) lateral variability, MESI (50/30/15/5), poorly-
sorted matrix; M ss lens

CPB-PC (45/10/10/35-65/5/30), MESI (45/25/25/5), normally graded

10 cm Tbcd, 80% ss, 20% siltstone; some crinkled bedding; may be chaotic

siltstone & moderately well-sorted ss; cm bedding; tan w/ gray; slope-forming
unit

PC (55/20/25), MEIS (40/25/20/15), very poorly-sorted matrix; poorly-organized
clasts

2 m ss block w/in sandy debris flow; matrix-supported; 25% pebbles, 75%
matrix

>5 m block, silt w/ streaks floating on pebbly mud; muddy mtx w/ contorted
siltstone & ss blocks (2 m dia.), granules in silty mud matrix; pebble-cobble
zones; red mud-lined burrows (sample), this unit ranges from rafts to P
conglomerate across face; climbs to W, drops to E; photo

3) CS, CP (35/20/45)
2) CS, PC (55/5/40)
1) MD, CP (40/15/45); sandy debris flow? 310°
All: MESI (45/40/10/5), PS mtx, PS

very poorly-sorted ss, 3 cm mud clasts, <30 ???, upper surf., 3) ang. unconf.
w/in ss

ss interval-lined cobble/peb., boulders, mudstone & extraformational clasts

PCB (45/15/5/35), EMSI (45/35/17/3), M, poorly sorted mtx, poorly-organized
clasts

PCB (40/25/5/30), EMIS (45/35/15/5), poorly sorted matrix; poorly organized-
normally graded clasts; R-SR; ss lenses w/ cobble stringers

PCB (50/2/13/35), EMSI (55/35/7/3), poorly sorted matrix; normally graded;
well-organized clasts; imbrication; lenses-foresets?;

CP (35/30/5/30), EIMS (45/35/18/2), poorly sorted matrix; normally graded;
poorly-organized clasts; R-SR, grades into PC (70/5/25); 290°
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Notes

North Trail Canyon (north wall)
4.3

BJA & JJM
Summer 2006 1 1

amalgamated? bed breaks not evident in poor exposure

10-20 cm bedding
poor exposure; rindy

5% pebbles; 5 cm mudclasts
planar lam., MS

mottled ss, dew. possible bt. ripple cap
Tbcd; 235° ripple
Tabc

silt & mud, <5 cm.
rip. lam. throughout
to W
WS

silty debris flow?
poorly-moderately sorted

muddy slump/debris flow, truncatesTbcd w/ convolute lami-
nation @ top

convolute ripples

pinch & swell, no mudst, mudst clasts ~7 cm
parallel lam. rip. @ top

bioturbated; no laminations; structureless w/ mottled lenses

laminated mudstone
mudstone <10 cm
dewatered @ top

horizontally-laminated
gray mottled mud
ripple cross-laminated

streaky mudstone; mottled and bioturbated; some burrows
starved ripples

tabular, structureless bed (7 cm lens)
WS

structureless bed-tabular

poor exposure

slumped mudst block w/ ~40 cm pebbly mudstone
below

bioturbated siltstone & mudstone

foreset rip

hor. lam to climbing rips onlap mudst inj/load from below
pebbly mudst

structureless ss; poor exposure

ripple-laminated bed

~5 cm beds in laminated mudstone

horizontally-laminated bed

starved ripples

Tbc appears to pinch to E

dip to 030°

Tbcd

twin ss bed, 37 cm thick, horizontally-
laminated to convolute bedding; middle mud-
stone is very convoluted

horizontally-laminated (2 beds)

horizontally-laminated to convolute laminations

10 cm beds
convoluted bedding

20 cm bed

streaky siltstone; bioturbated

bioturbated, mottled

upper 5 cm convolute laminations, probably relic ripple
laminated (Tbc)

mudstone graded to clay @ top

30 cm twin ss w/ mud, lam to conv (rip)

snout to W

horizontally laminated

poor exposure

moderately sorted

muddy slump/debris flow

less siltstone upward

ripple-laminated bed

convolute

laminar
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North Trail Canyon (south)
5.1

BJA & JJM

Summer 2006 11

GPCB (5/45/23/3/25) EMIS 50/30/15/5; uF; moderately-poorly sorted; crude
normal grading; poorly-organized; R-SR, base of section covered; started w/in 2
m of ch base inside cyn S of NTC1; cross-section view of channel to N; no
overbank to W

Rusty brown; GPCB (20/35/20/10/15), EMIS (50/30/17/3) crude NG, SR, irreg.
ss lens; photo; 30 cm carbonate mud boulder

PC (60/30/10); EMIS (45/27/27/1); crude normal grading; poorly organized

Rusty brown, PCB (70/10/2/18), ss mtx. EMIS (70/20/10/0), PO, lens at base,
cut by scour @ top

P (80/20), EMIS (45/27/27/1); SS mtx; unit break at top; large-scale fining
upward

Rusty brown, PCB (50/30/5/15), EMIS, PO w/ crude banding, flat pebble @
base

Tan, GPCB (5/35/25/10/25),EMIS (40/25/25/10), SS mtx, PNG, PO

Interbedded sandstone & GPC (10/60/20/1/9), EMIS (70/20/9/1), sandstone
matrix; well-organized; sandstone lenses w/ pebbles @ edges; pebble pockets;
LM; poorly sorted matrix; imbricated; unit break @ top

Rusty brn, PCB (60/25/1/14), ss mtx, crudely banded, irreg base overlying; 6 cm
carbonate mud clast

CS; dark gray; normally graded; lenticular; angular bioclastic boulder in PC bed;
lenticular pebble conglomerate

Tan, PC (70/15/15); ss mtx; imbricated pockets along irregular contact

PCB (50/30/10/10); ss mtx; well-organized clasts; normally graded; well-
rounded bioclast (10 cm)

Tan, PCB (50/30/5/15), MIES (30/30/30/10), ss mtx, moderately-organized
clasts; imbricated; irregular bed base w/ pockets of cobbles/boulders; unit break
at top

well-sorted, wavy-laminated sandstone w/ 1-10 cm light gray mudstone
interbeds; slope-forming unit; convolute laminations to ARL.

PC (60/20/20), EMIS (60/20/19/1), poorly sorted ss matrix; poorly organized
clasts; cobbles floating in pebble matrix

MS, PCB (40/30/10/20), mudstone matrix; slope-forming unit

CBP (40/20/10/10); meter wide intraclasts; 70 cm carbonate mud clast

poorly-sorted pebble/granule sandstone

5-10 cm; normally graded; well-organized; PC conglomerate w/ sandstone
lenses; PCB 60/20/1/19

pebbly sandstone; poorly-sorted; normally graded

PCB (60/20/5/15), EMIS (50/30/15/5), ss mtx, poorly-organized clasts w/ crude
banding, slope-forming unit

normally graded ss lens w/ pebbles @ base

PCB (50/20/5/25), EMIS (60/20/10/10), ss mtx, well-organized clasts

PCB (50/30/5/15), EMIS (50/35/10/5), ss mtx

Rusty brown, PC (70/10/20), ss mtx, crude IG, lenticular

interbedded ss and cong. PC (70/10/20), ss beds 5-10 cm

PC (60/20/20), EMIS (50/30/19/1), ss mtx, crude inverse grading; poorly
organized clasts

PC (30/20/50), ss mtx, PO, moderately-sorted; debris flow; lenticular; rusty
brown

P (80/20), EMSI (40/40/10/10), ss mtx, well-organized clasts; uniform pebble
size

PC (60/20/20), MESI (40/30/25/5); ss mtx; normal grading; R-SR

PC (75/5/20), MIES (35/33/30/2), ss matrix; inversely-normally graded;
moderately organized clasts; R-SR; sandy debris flow? @ middle; 285° clast
allignment @ top

Sandy debris flow? MD, PC (35/25/40), MEI (50/35/15), poorly-sorted matrix;
med. ss mtx, PO; photo

P (70/30), EMI (50/45/5); ss mtx; poorly organized clasts; SR-SA

CS/MD locally, CP (50/10/40), EMI (50/40/10), MS-PS medium ss mtx, IG, SR-R

PC (50/25/25), EMI (40/40/20), ss matrix; NG, PO,SR-SA

Aligned pebbles in laminated ss; possible lens; photo

PC (70/10/20), IMES (40/30/25/5); poorly sorted ss matrix; SA-SR; sample

mssv VPS ss

PC (68/2/30), MEIS (50/30/28/2), sandstone matrix; poorly organized clasts; R-
SR

PCB (59/10/1/30), MEIS (70/20/7/3), sandstone matrix; moderately organized
clasts; vaguely stratified; faint imbrication

PC (75/5/20), MEIS (65/20/10/5), sandstone matrix; poorly-organized clasts; R-
SR

PCB (70/10/5/15), MEIS (60/34/5/1), QL-rich moderately sorted sandstone
matrix; vague inverse grading; well organized clasts

PC (55/5/40), MESI (50/40/7/3), moderately sorted ss matrix; poorly organized
clasts

PC (30/25/45), MEIS (45/30/22/3); clast supported in middle of bed & matrix
supported @ top & bottom; well sorted ss matrix; well-organized clasts; ss lens
at base; sample

PCB (55/14/1/30), MESI (45/40/10/5); tan; poorly organized; R-SR, cobble-lining
top, recessive slope-forming unit near top

PC (40/20/40), MEIS (55/30/10/5), crude inverse grading; moderately
organized; R-SR

PC (40/30/30), EMIS (50/30/19/1), poorly sorted matrix; inversely graded; well-
organized; R-SR; poorly exposed; slope at top

well-sorted; equal QFL; rounded; some biotite

GPC (10/50/10/20); sandstone matrix; normally-graded; crude imbrication

Traverse 10 m to NE to base ss

normally-graded sandstone & poorly sorted granules

PC (50/20/30)

g

c/s
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BJA & JJM
4.1-4.4

Middle Axis Canyon (south wall)

June 2006 1 1

pebble
poor

pebble
rich

ex
po
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re
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ce
ss
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le

PC (45/20/35), MEIS (45/25/25/5), ss mtx, SR-R

lm ss matrix

po
or
ly
ex
po
se
d

ss wedge UF PS, mud chips, pebble alignment

sandstone with intraformational mud clasts (rip-ups?); laterally
grades into cobble conglomerate to north

PC (67/3/30), MEIS (50/38/7/5), UF very poorly sorted matrix,
well organized, R-SR

upper fine, poorly sorted

horizontally-laminated @ top
ripple cross-laminated; 1-2 cm sets; 300°, 335°
locally dewatered; horizontally-laminated bed; mud drapes & rip-
ups separate rippled beds

contorted

net ss <10%

inclined 20° to N, laminated sandstone block ~5m x 25cm

very discontinuous & mottled

very discontinuous & mottled

possibly in place

PC (65/10/25), MESI (40/38/12/10), VPS mtx, SR-R, 1.0 m
extraformational sandstone lens laterally equivalent to pebble
conglomerate; relatively uniform clast size (2-3cm); drop to NE
020°

CPB (35/25/10/35), MEIS (35/35/20/10), very poorly sorted
matrix; 5% granule; SR-R; drop to NE; most cobbles >20cm; 1.5
x 1.5m rectangular mudstone block; photo

PC (50/25/25), ss mtx, PO, SR-R

CPB (40/22/3/35), MIES (35/30/25/10), PS mtx, PO; ledge former

PC (60/10/30), MIES (55/20/20/5), VPS mtx, 10% granules; IG,
SR-R

big ledge to SW-1st bench

CP (55/10/35), MEIS (45/25/25/5), ss mtx, 5% granules; SR-R;
sample

MS ss, some floating cobbles; relatively continuous

CPB (35/25/15/25), MESI (32/30/25/13), VPS mtx, SR-R,
irregular base; sample

PC (38/34/28), MEIS (45/35/13/7), VPS mtx, PO, SR-R, possibly
bar forms, laterally variable clast size; ledge former

CP (55/10/35), MIES (40/30/25/5), VPS mtx, PO, SR-R; ledge
former

PC (63/12/25), MEIS (60/25/10/5), PS mtx, WO? cross-bedded?
aligned cobble/pebble zones, subhorizontal: ~8° to NE

sandstone with aligned extraformational cobbles and pebbles

PC (50/22/28), MESI (45/35/12/8), NG, imb in middle 180°; lots
of ~1m cuts lined w/ P cong to CP cong, (2) 60cm x 25cm
gasropod ss blocks; upper bed is ledge former; loading & injection
from above

PC (52/18/30), MEIS (45/35/15/5), LF MS mtx, NG, R-SR; 210°
imbrication

tan mottled ss, slope-former
top of mesa

<cm ripple cross-laminated beds in mudstone
net ss <15%

2-5 cm ripple cross-laminated beds in mudstone

vertical burrows 2 cm in diameter; mm thick silt w/ microloads @
base

convolute @ top,
horizontally laminated tabular ss body
planar; obvious sandstone bench

MTD-mud

PC (50/22/28), EMIS (42/38/15/5), moderately sorted matrix; IG,
SR-R

PC (33/32/35), MEIS (40/35/20/5), poorly sorted matrix; 5%
granule; ss lens @ top

PCB, MIES (40/25/25/10), CS-MS locally; M VPS mtx, IG, imb
in middle

mud concretion 1 m x 50 cm

1.3 m x 30 cm ss block

laminated/contorted VF sandstone block

pebbly mudstone

top mesa

intraformational mudstone clasts at base of bed

orange concretions; mudstone to very fine
siltstone; 70 cm wide X 25 cm thick; bioturbated
medium gray mudstone with silt filled burrows

300° imbrication

medium sandstone matrix

PC (60/5/35); UF VPS mtx

sandstone thickens to northeast; contains granules @ base

CP (35/30/35), IG, LM-PS

horizontal lamination; lots of biotite; mottled, buff very poorly
sorted

ex
po
su
re
in
ac
ce
ss
ib
le

interfingered pebble alignment-shoot off from
peb-cob cong below, MS, horizontally-
laminated VPS; sample

CS/MD, PC (40/23/37), MEIS (45/40/8/7), UF VPS mtx, SR-R

PC (31/31/38), MESI (55/25/10/10), upper fine MS mtx, PO, R-
SR

covered-recessive to NE~ss, cong to SW-probably pinch-out to
NE

PC cong, mostly cover; poor exposure; 120 cm carbonate mud
clast

CPB (40/15/7/38), MIES (70/20/5/5), vF MS mtx w/ 15% coarse
Q grains, R-SR, gastropod!; poorly organized; 70 cm carbonate
mud clast

trace NE~20 m to base cliff

CPB (37/35/3/25), EMIS (50/32/10/8), LM PS mtx, pockets of
poorly organized pebbles; SR-R, clast size variable; inclined to W

CPB (35/34/1/30), MESI (45/40/10/5), LM poorly sorted matrix,
normally graded, R-SR, bars dip to SW; UF moderately sorted
matrix; inclined to W

CP (40/30/30), MEIS (45/35/15/5), LM ss mtx, R-SR, ss thickens
to SW-loaded, pinchout of ss~scour margin/bar? apparent
individual peb & cob regions to SW, UF PS mtx; inclined to W

CS/MD local. near top & in cob, PC (60/15/25) to CP
(45/20/35)across OC to SW, prob. flow fringe assoc., MESI
(43/37/13/7), UF PS mtx, SR-R

CPB (55/10/2/33), MEIS (50/35/10/5), LM PS mtx, SR-SA, base
drops 1-2 m SW,

CS, CB-PC, MEIS (50/40/8/2), LM PS mtx, PO, R-SR, pockets of
pebbles

PC (60/15/25), MESI (60/30/5/5), LM PS mtx, PO, R-SR,
relatively uniform clast size

CP (40/25/35), MESI (60/30/5/5), UF PS mtx, PO, R-SR

PC (60/10/30), MESI (50/40/5/5), UF poorly sorted matrix, poorly
organized, SR-R

CP (55/10/35), MESI (50/40/5/5), UF moderately sorted matrix,
poorly organized, R-SR

PC (70/5/25), MESI (40/40/10/10), UF moderately sorted matrix,
SR-R, cup of ss lenses

PC (57/15/28), MESI (65/25/5/5), UF poorly sorted matrix, R-SR,
cobble lineations, irregular bed, truncated to northeast

CPB (68/5/2/25), MEIS (60/30/5/5), LM poorly sorted matrix,
inversely graded, well organized, R-SR

CP (45/20/35), MEIS (40/40/15/5), UF poorly sorted matrix,
inversely graded, well organized, SR-R

mottled, buff MPS ss, lots mtx, graded bed, VPS @ top,
dewatered

loaded bed contacts, rip-up mud clasts @ base, 15 cm x 1 cm;
Skolithos @ 158.1 m; photo

5 cm spaced erosional surface w/ mudstone clasts < 10cm; mud
clasts mark boundaries for sedimentation units

dewatered; up to south, VPS

thinly interbedded siltstone/ mudstone + sandstone? sandy debris
flow?; poor exposure-cover

CPB (50/10/5/35); MEIS (50/38/7/5), UF very poorly sorted
matrix; well organized, R-SR

PC (31/31/38), MEIS (63/27/8/2), UF very poorly sorted matrix,
poorly organized, SR-R, sandstone lenses

F MS sandstone lens

PC (60/5/35), MEIS (35/30/35), PS mtx, PO, SR-R

MS, pockets of pebbles, loaded base, poorly sorted base

PC (60/10/30), MIES (35/35/25/5), moderately sorted matrix,
normally graded, SA-SR, injected sandstone beds

CP (40/30/30), MEIS (60/30/5/5), very poorly sorted matrix,
normally graded, poorly organized, SR-R, imbricated clasts @
base; 285° imbrication

PCB (31/30/4/25), LF poorly sorted matrix, normally graded

MS pebble/cobble lenses, pinch to north, vague cross-bedding to
NW, ripple cross-laminated @ top

CP (45/20/35), MIES (40/35/20/5), VPS mtx, vague normal
grading, SR-R, lenses of pebbles

mostly cover; probably sandy debris flow with floating cobbles;
probably normally graded

CPB (34/30/4/32), MESI (38/42/12/8), VPS mtx, VPO, SR-R,
locally imbricated: 50°

dewatered 60 cm beds, very mottled tan ss, probably laminated,
VPS, slope former

vague bedding dip to SW, laminated @ top, 10% mudchips <1 cm
lower half VPS

CPB (40/13/10/37), MEIS (35/30/20/15), VPS mtx, PO, R-SR

CS, PC to CP, MESI (50/25/15/10), MS mtx, SR-R, laterally
variable, bioclast block 105 cm x 20 cm

CPB (35/15/10/40) to PCB (40/15/5/40), MESI (55/20/15/10), vF
MS mtx, SR-SA, bioclast ss dipping 60° to 120°, 1 m x 20 cm,
mud clasts <10 cm

CP (37/28/35), MIES (40/25/20/15), MWS mtx, SR-SA, < 1 cm
mud chips ~10-15%; recessive bed

CS-MD local, PCB (58/15/2/25), MESI (50/20/20/10), MWS mtx,
some granules, ss lenses, gastropod/bivalve shells; ledge former

CS, PC (50/20/30), MESI (40/40/12/8), PS mtx, SR-R, ss lenses
~5m long x 25 cm thick, stringers of cobbles, pockets of pebbles,
mud block 1.5 m x 10 cm

PC (55/17/28), MESI (42/37/8/7), PS mtx, IG, SR-R

PC (45/25/30), MEIS (55/35/5/5), PO, widely variable clast size;
slight ledge-former; pinch out to east; mostly inaccessible

PC (60/12/28), MESI (40/40/15/5), R-SR; inaccessible

traverse E ~50m to next gully

dewatered; mudchip horizon, probably mudcap; VPS; angular,
basal ss vaguely laminated; PS and dewatered @ top w/ mudchips

floating mudchips 1-2 cm; mud drape separating sedimentation
units

dewatered MS ss, probably amalgamated?

loaded and contorted ripple cross-laminations

muds injected or bioturbated; probably block of MTD

irregular bedding; cm ripple cross-laminated beds w/ mudcaps

decrease sandstone %, 40-25% up from 185.6 m

almost MD, CP (53/2/45), MIES (40/30/20/10), UM VPS mtx,
PO, SR-R, sandy debris flow?
traverse ~30 m next gully to NE

PC (45/25/30), MESI (50/20/15/10), LM VPS mtx, slight NG, PO,
R-SR

PC (35/30/35), MEIS (50/40/5/5), LM PS mtx, PO, R-SR

aligned pebbles along bed surface

CS-MD @ base, PCB (33/32/35), MEIS (70/25/3/2), UF MS mtx,
R-SR, climbs to W & pinches out

PC (35/30/35), MEIS (45/40/10/5), M VPS mtx, sub NG, R-SR,
vague barforms;???????????????

CS/MD@base, CPB (54/5/1/40), MESI (35/25/20/20), M VPS
ang. mtx, NG from toe-top, R-SR, barforms 020°?; sample; ledge
former

PC (50/15/35), MEIS (40/35/13/12), UF ss
mtx, SR-R, irregular bedding-lenses/bars?

CP (40/30/30), MESI (45/38/10/7), UF VPS mtx, vague NG, R-SR

PC (50/20/30), MEIS (50/40/6/4), PO, R-SR, vague cross-bedding
to N; pinch to E

CPB (40/20/5/35), MESI (47/45/5/3), LM VPS mtx, vague NG,
PO, R-SR, cuts down to SW; 40 cm carbonate mud clast sample

PC (50/20/30), MEIS (55/30/10/5), UF PS mtx, PO, SR-R, ss lens
dips 22° 040 to N (extends >10 m)

CPB (30/23/2/45), MEIS (45/35/15/5), LM ss mtx, IG, R-SR,
appears cross-bedded to NE; drops to NE

PC (50/20/30), MEIS (70/15/8/7), LM PS mtx, WO, stringers of
cobbles; sample

CP (35/30/35), MESI (60/30/5/5), LM PS mtx, R-SR, pinch to NE

PC (60/15/25), MESI (65/25/5/5), UF moderately sorted mtx, PO,
uniform pebble size

grungy MPS, slope-forming, eroded down to NE, poor exposure

PC (50/20/30), MEIS (60/30/8/2), PO, R-SR, 5%
boulder @ base; exposure inaccessible

PC (32/32/36), MEIS (55/20/15/10), PO, R-SR; exposure
inaccessible

PC (65/5/30), LM PS mtx, SR-R, poor exposure

PC (60/3/37), MESI (70/15/10/5), LM PS mtx, NG-IG; turns very
sandy to NE

traverse @ base upper cliff

ss in float before traverse, cong below after traverse,
probably cong pinch to ss to SW

PC, ss lenses @ top, 2-5 m x 30 cm

cross-bedded(?) to NE, 2 m inclined ss, 20 m thick

CPB (50/10/10/30), MEIS (60/30/5/5), PO, R-SR, muddy

PC (35/30/35), MEIS (60/20/10/10), UM VPS mtx, R-SR

CPB (50/10/5/35), MESI (62/25/8/5), PO, R-SR, pinch to E

PC (45/25/30), MEIS (50/30/15/5), LM VPS mtx, R-SR, imb to W 260°

CPB (45/10/10/35), MEIS (40/32/20/8), LM VPS mtx, PO, R-SR,
increase in mtx up; sample

PC (45/25/30), MESI (55/35/15/5), UM VPS mtx, NG, WO, R-SR, ss dips
30° to 015°; loading and fluidization along inclined surfaces

PC (35/20/45), MESI (75/15/5/5), LM VPS mtx,PO, R-SR

PCB (45/25/5/25), MEIS (50/30/10/10), LM ss mtx, PO, R-SR

CS-MD @ top, PC (60/10/30), MESI (60/25/10/5), LM ss mtx, NG, WO,
R-SR, muddy; upper bench, top cliff

covered, but to E 10 m amalg. M VPS ss, grungy, lots mtx, undefined
bedding; sample

CS-MD, CPB (35/20/5/40), MESI (35/35/15/15), UF MS mtx, PO, R-SR;
lots of 20+ cm cobbles; vague bedding break

CPB (30/25/5/40), MEIS (40/35/15/100), PO, R-SR, muddy; zones w/ &
w/o pebbles; moderately sorted uf matrix

PC (50/20/30), MEIS (60/25/10/5), LM MS mtx, NG, WO, R-SR

PCB (40/25/5/30), MESI (43/40/12/5), M MS mtx, SR-R, zones of MD

CS-MD, CPB (35/27/7/30), MESI (60/25/10/5), M VPS mtx, PO, R-SR,
ss lenses 2-5 m x 20 cm

PC (40/30/30), EMSI (40/40/10/10), M VPS mtx, R-SR, slightly more
recessive-more mud in mtx?

PCB (38/32/2/28), EMIS (45/40/12/3), UF VPS mtx, lots granules;
vaguely IG, MO-PO, R-SR

PCB (38/35/2/25), EMSI (42/40/10/8), F MS mtx, PO, SA-SR

PC (40/35/25), F MS mtx, SR-R

PC (55/10/35), MEIS (55/30/18/7), M VPS mtx, PO, R-SR, cross-bedded
ss; ledge former

cross-laminated ss, thickens to W, tangential cross-beds

PC (65/5/30), IG, R-SR
PCB (34/34/2/30), MESI (45/45/7/3), PO, R-SR

PC (60/12/28), MESI (43/42/8/7), LM PS mtx, locally NG, R-SR

PC (60/5/35), MESI (50/40/8/2), UF PS mtx, silty, PO, SR-SA; 350°
outcrop

ss dip to S @ 22°, foresets lined w/ pebbles, basal cobbles; photo

PC (50/10/40), MESI (48/32/10/10), LM+slt PS mtx, PO, R-SR, ss lenses;
cut down to S; pebble pockets above

PCB (55/13/4/28), MIES (50/25/20/5), UM VPS mtx, NG, SA-SR, cuts
down to S; top of bench; 30 cm carbonate mud clast

PC (35/30/35), w/ ss lenses-correlate to ss @ NE; poor exposure

PC (40/25/35), IG, ss@ top thickens to NE, LM-PS

CP (32/32/36); poor exposure

PC (65/5/30), R-SR; poor exposure

33°°°///000222000°°°--start @ outside bend in arroyo

resistant bench of silty sandstone; dirty (Q+L); horizontal lamina-
tion and ripple cross-lamination (not turb); bioturbated; mottled
silty mud w/ some well-sorted sandstone; loaded base; photo of
laminations and burrows

5-10 cm muddy siltstone, 2 cm mottled silty mudstone; burrowed;
more slope-forming; possible ripple cross-lamination, but very
bioturbated; sandstone >50%

18-20 ss beds, slightly more resistant; discontinuous beds of vari-
able thickness; basal 5cm bed pinches to W & is less cemented;
lingoid ripple; loaded base; Ophiomorpha burrows on top of basal
bed (photo); sandstone >50%

very biturbated silty mudstone; spherical weathering; very
crumbly; some dark mudstone <1cm dia w/in silty matrix;
probably originally laminated siltstone & mudstone; no individual
beds evident

fines up to no silt in mudstone; plant fragments and small fossils,
dark gray

5 cm silty sandstone w/ 10 cm mudstone; loaded/injected
sandstone beds; some tan concretions; 10 cm beds w/ 5 cm silty
mudstone, prob Tbcd with bioturbated tops; horizontal
laminations visible; pinch out to west; vague ripple cross-
lamination; mud caps, bed resistance decreases w/ bioturbation; 5
cm bioturbated sandstone, dirty w/ mixed silt+mud, well-sorted,
horizontal to swaley laminations; upper concretion horizon forms
~30 cm thick horizon

dark gray; weathers bluish-gray; organic fragments, small shells,
bioturbated; gray bioturbated mudstone w/ decreasing siltstone;
discontinuous sandstone lenses

“twin stringers” light tan, 2 cm, moderately sorted sandstone,
some lithics, more quartz & feldspar; weathers bluish-gray

muddy siltstone; no laminations; bioturbated?; light gray; organic
fragments+silt-sized red flecks; weathers bluish-gray

light gray muddy siltstone

20 beds in package, ~20% sandstone, 2 cm siltstone, 10 cm
mudstone; weathers black; traverse ~50 m to N to gully below 4.1

5-7 cm bioturbated sandstone, 2 cm discontinuous sandstone

12 2-5 cm bioturbated silty sandstone beds; 5-15 cm muddy
siltstone; weathers black

7 cm Tbcd bioturbated, tanish-gray muddy siltstone; overlying
mudstone >3 m with concretions

no sandstone beds, some orange fragments, tan-light gray

7 cm orange~siltstone bed, continuous

bioturbated muddy siltstone; medium-light gray; mottled; lots of
Fe staining; 1-2 cm sandstone stringers; bioturbated; some
laminations evident locally

pinch+swell; loaded base; bioturbated

black plant fragments; cleaner, darker medium-gray; no siltstone

no trace of laminae or beds between cm stringers

more silt, more massive, some <1cm orange flecks (plant?)

concretions

sandstone stringers form concretions locally; very bioturbated,
mud-filled burrows

medium gray mudstone; sparse small shell fragments, possibly
plant fragments

some silt, wood fragments, light gray, well-sorted sandstone w/
some lithics, mostly quartz

clean well-sorted sandstone, little lithics, reddish-brown mudstone
with silt

tannish-gray, some reddish plant matter

end of day 1

poor exposure

POWER JAKE

POWER JAKE

concretion horizon

10 m erosion down to west, pebble cong @ base; poor exposure @ base;
followed concretion to gully to west

PC (50/20/30), EMSI (45/35/15/5), UF VPS mtx, ~NG, WO, R-SR;
contains 1.2 m concretion; moderate exposure

CPB (40/33/2/25), EMIS (60/25/10/5), M VPS mtx, angular Q, bedding
very vague if present, flatter cob imb; moderate exposure; poorly
organized

CS-matrix supported upward, CPB (50/8/2/40), EMIS (40/30/20/10), M ss
mtx, PO-no imb, R-SR; photo

PC (40/30/30), EMIS (35/35/22/8)

PC (65/10/25), EMSI (40/30/25/5), UF ss mtx, well exp,no apparent ch. in
anything, rel unif peb size (1-3 cm); rel imb, SR-R

CBP (30/20/20/30), to P (70/30), MEIS (40/30/25/5), M VPS mtx-QL, R-
SR

PC (60/5/35), MESI (47/38/10/5), UF VPS mtx, wide range in peb size,
eros base drops to W &@ middle; mega flute 10 m to east @ margin 290°

PCB

PCB

PC

?

po
or
ex
po
su
re
,r
in
dy

climbs to SW

inclined beds; cm ripple cross-laminated beds; net
sandstone<20%

mottled and rindy contorted pebbly mudstone. Large folds.

blocks of structureless sandstone and carbonate mudstone
appear to be floating; no orientation
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BA & JM
06/06

South Spring Canyon
5.1-5.5

CS, PCB (30/27/3/40), MEIS (40/35/15/10), UM VPS mtx, sandstone lenses;
possible matrix-dominated @ top

PCB (40/20/5/35), MESI (50/30/15/5), muddy veryF ss mtx, SR-R, very irregular
w/ blocks of mudstone @ top, pockets of pebbles; truncated sandstone lenses;
cobble/boulder alignment

PCB (40/28/2/30), MEIS (35/35/20/10); bedding not clear; slope exposure; lots
of float; no good sample of matrix, probably muddy sandstone due to slope-
forming

blue-gray mudstone w/pebbles, very poor exposure

PCB (43/12/3/42); MIES (50/30/10/10); very coarse sandstone in mudstone
matrix; shell hash in matrix; sample

pebbly sandy mudstone w/ 10-15% pebbles; mixed coarse sandstone w/ mud in
muddy debrite

darker gray, still mottled, probably slurry cap

UF sandstone w/ wispy mud; probably slump; inclined mud clast ~45 cm x 5 cm

lenses of P and CP conglomerate w/in sandstone

laminated UF sandstone & mudstone; discontinuous bedding; probably
slumped; mottled, poorly exposed

P (75/25), MEIS (50/35/10/5), UF poorly sorted matrix; imbrication to W: 264,
274

PC (45/20/35), MEIS (45/25/25/5), LM poorly sorted matrix; imbrication: 300,
304, sandstone lenses < 3 cm

almost matrix-supported, PCB (30/24/1/45), MIES (40/25/25/10), bioclast
boulders

P (70/30), MEIS (40/40/13/7), UF ss mtx, PO, R-SR

PCB (61/12/2/25), MEIS (50/20/20/10), UF PS mtx

Tbcd

ripple cross-lamination 245°

2nd prominent sandstone ledge; convoluted ripple cross-lamination

base of upper bench

traverse to SE ~20 m

VPS med. ss cob/peb stringers, eros. & climbs to N

transition to
massive sandstone
to north

sigmoidal bed? convolute top with mud cap; poor exposure, bedding inferred; possible concretion
towards top of bed

PC (70/5/25), MEIS (40/40/10/10), drapes lower bed

PC (35/30/5/30), LF moderately sorted matrix; pinches out to NW

wedge of PC (45/25/30)

PC (65/5/30), MESI (35/30/25/10), lower F moderately sorted matrix

CP (50/10/40), MEIS (45/40/10/5), R-SR, possible sandy debris flow @ base to
SE; ledge to NW

poorly exposed; unclear bedding

PC LF mtx, SR-R

CPB (50/15/3/32), MEIS (35/30/20/15), LF VPS mtx, R-SR; ledge to NW

PC (73/2/25), EMIS (45/45/5/5), LF moderate-well sorted matrix; uniform clast
size

PC (50/22/28), MEIS (40/40/15/5), UF mtx, R-SR, irregular bedding

MS angular ?????? mottled-dew

PC (65/12/32); MEIS (45/35/10/10)

PCB (30/25/7/38), MESI (35/35/20/10), UF, poorly sorted matrix; R-SR; bioclast sandstone blocks (60-
70 cm); very irregular tabular pockets of P-CP w/ boulders throughout; base climbs to SE

mottled sandstone lens; bioturbated?; mud chips <1 cm ~10%; pinch out to NW

PCB (34/34/2/30), MESI (45/40/10/5), LM, PS mtx, R-SR, pinches to SE

PC (70/5/25); MEIS (50/35/12/3); M, poorly sorted matrix; SR-R, thickens to SE
w/ CP lens

PCB (40/27/5/28); MEIS (45/35/10/10); UF, PS mtx; R-SR; laminated sandstone
w/ floating pebbles @ top; bioclast block 40x10 cm; sample

PCB (38/27/5/30), MIES (40/35/20/5), UF mtx @ base, muddy mtx @ top,
irreg.?? pockets ?? peb.

PC (70/5/25); MESI (50/35/8/1); UF ss mtx; uniform clast size; more continuous
to SE

PCB (35/33/2/30); MESI (50/30/10/10); UF; poorly sorted matrix; R-SR,
sandstone lens; sandier to SE; imbricated cobbles to W 288°, 264°, 288°, 280°,
276°, 248°

PC (75/2/23), EMSI (45/40/8/7), M, very poorly sorted sandstone lense; irregular
lenses across outcrop

CS-MD local., PCB (35/25/5/35), MESI (40/40/13/7), UF, poorly sorted matrix; ~sandy debris flow

CS/MD @ top, PC (25/25/50), MESI (45/40/3/2), LF, moderately sorted matrix; bedding varies laterally

sandy DC to PC (65/10/25), silty very poorly sorted matrix; SR-R, appears to pinch out in PC

PC (36/36/28), MEIS (35/35/20/10), UF, poorly sorted matrix; possible normal grading; R-SR, relatively
discontinuous; prominent ledge former

CPB (35/30/5/30), MESI (35/30/25/10), UF mtx, SR-R, forms ledge to N

PC (58/12/30), MEIS (60/20/10/10), UF, PS mtx, R-SR

PCB (35/25/1/39), MIES (30/30/25/15), LM, VPS mtx, PO, SR-R, mud block 40x7 cm

LM VPS, mottled, dewatered; lenticular

CPB (50/10/10/30), MEIS (40/20/20/20), LM, MS mtx, R-SR

LM very poorly sorted sandstone w/ floating pebbles (~5-10%)

CS-MD @ top local., PCB (45/24/1/30), MEIS (40/30/15/15), UF, PS mtx, imb. cob. 310°, dispersed
ss lenses

PC (40/30/30), MEIS (50/20/20/10), UF, moderately-well sorted matrix; faint barforms to NW; sample;
photo

PCB (54/20/1/25), MEIS (65/20/12/3), UF, PS mtx, NG, R-SR, ss lens @ top draped on peb; sample

PCB (35/34/1/30), MEIS (60/25/10/5), M, VPS mtx, NG, pockets of PC & CP, bioclast block 90x70x15,
a-axis imb.280°; photo

PC (38/37/25); MESI (55/25/12/8); M, poorly sorted matrix; imbrication to NW 330°; barforms?

PC (40/30/30); MEIS (50/30/15/5); UF, moderately sorted matrix; generally
normally graded; R-SR; possible accreting bars to NW

PC (45/20/35); MESI (45/43/7/5); M, very poorly sorted matrix; poorly organized to normally graded
@ top; R-SR; sandstone lenses<10 cm

traverse to S ~8 m

CP (30/25/455); MIES (50/25/20/5); UF, very poorly sorted matrix; SA-SR, well cemented locally;
10% gran; prominent purple bench

PC (70/5/25); MEIS (70/15/10/5); UF, poorly sorted matrix; poorly organized; R-SR, relatively
uniform clast sizes

PC (37/35/28); MESI (45/35/15/5); LF mtx, normally graded; R-SR; wide range of clast sizes

PCB (35/33/2/30), MIES (50/20/20/10), UF, PS mtx, imb. bould (intraclasts), bioclast block
70x15cm, LM MS mtx, 130x25 cm block mudst-carb?, vague sigmoids accreting to SE; sample; uf
mtx poorly sorted; 310°

VPS ss w/ dispersed peb/cob

2-5 cm ss in 5-10 cm mudst

thin beds, poorly exp,

MD @ top, PCB (40/16/2/42), MEIS (60/25/10/5), UF, VPS mtx, IG, R-SR; climbs and probably pinches
out to N

PC (65/10/25), MEIS (60/25/13/12), UF, VPS mtx, PO, R-SR

dewatered VPS ss lens w/ floating cob.+mudst, 1-2 cm mudchips

PC (40/35/25), MEIS (60/20/15/5), F, MS mtx, upwards NG, R-SR

PC w/ zones of CP (38/32/30), MEIS (50/30/17/3), UF, PS mtx, IG, R-SR

PC (42/20/38), MESI (45/40/10/5), UM PS mtx, PO, R-SR, poor exp.

rindy,tan LF, VPS ss, no bedding visible; lenses of cong inclined to W, pinches to E, PC (30/20/50),
EMIS? (50/25/15/10); poor exposure

cont. mudst @ top

PCB (35/23/2/50), MEIS (50/26/17/7), UVF VPS mtx, NG, WO, R-SR, reworked top; ~sandy DF

pebbly mudst, 5-10% clasts, 20% clasts @ base; photo

pebbly mudstone w/ intact, rotated and contorted blocks of mudstone, siltstone; pebbles to
top; photo

planar lam, throughout-upper 20 cm conv.

ss inject, mud rip ups~30x10-very unconsol. substrate w/ dense flows

rindy; unsure of bedding/no exposure; probably slump

pebbly mudstone @ top

contorted mud

discontinuous bedding

dipping at variety of angular; probably slump deposit

1st coherent bed, plan lam conv. top, Tbcd; 230°

lam silts+muds w/ starved rips

appears convolute; poor exposure

net sandstone ~50%

interbed. ss+slt, 2-5 cm ss beds, poor exp. prob. rip

net sandstone ~60%

2-5 cm beds in muddy silt

5-10 cm lam ss, rips+conv. lam

40% ss

parallel laminated w/ convolute-ripple cross-laminated top; bed thickness irregular laterally; 10-15 cm
beds; 5-10 cm mudcaps; channel 60 m to NE; 1st ledge; straight-crested ripple cross-laminated; 286°,
295°, 255°, 260°; 1st prominent sandstone ledge

~50% sandstone

some laminated beds, mostly bioturbated

more mottled and bioturbated; 5-7 cm sandstone w/ 10-15 cm muddy siltstone

increase mudstone; ~30% sandstone

2-5 cm ss w/ 1-2 cm mudst

thoroughly bioturbated

PC (50/15/35), MIES (60/20/15/5), LM PS mtx, PO, R-SR

MEIS (55/25/10/10), LM(UF @ top) VPS mtx; sample

plan. lam MS ss

PC (50/12/38), EMSI (45/40/15/5), dispersed in ss; top of bench

WS & ripple cross-laminated beds @ top, 15% tan mudchips <1cm, 15% coarse very poorly sorted
dewatered w/ pebble alignment

rindy exp., no sed struct visible, relict bed.,?? not certain, prob. ss-mudst couplets, peb. align. @
base, mudchips 1-2 cm ??

contorted ripple cross-laminated; Tbcd beds, 10 cm thick

buckled beds; ~30% granules

PC (55/16/29), MESI (40/34/14/12), UF PS mtx, PO, R-SR; (small outcrop); cuts down to north;
sample

PCB (35/30/2/33), MESI (45/38/10/7), UF PS-MS mtx, bould. lag w/ IG, R-SR; sample

P (76/24), MESI (60/30/5/5), lines base

PC-CP local. (35/35/30), MESI (44/44/7/5), UF VPS mtx, NG to ss cap, R-SR

CP (35/33/32), MEIS (60/27/7/6), MF MPS mtx, PO, irreg, R-SR; sample

PC (55/15/30), MEIS (46/46/5/3), UF VPS mtx, var. lat., very irreg. bed.

PC (40/27/33), MIES (50/20/20/10), UF ss mtx, PO, very irregular both laterally and vertically; wide
range of clast size, R-SR

PC-CPB (55/15/30-55/18/2/25), MEIS (40/40/15/5), UF VPS mtx, IG local-var. lat., R-SR, vague
imb. to SW 230°; sample

PC (65/5/30), EMSI (50/35/10/5), UF VPS mtx, SR-R, ss lenses accret. to SW

CBP (27/23/3/42), MIES (65/18/10/7)

PC (76/1/23), MIES (50/23/23/4), F MWS mtx, PO, R-SR, imb. to W 270°

CP (50/20/30),MIES (50/30/10/10), UF MS mtx, PO, R-SR, unif. size

PC (60/13/27), MEIS (45/35/15/5), LM PS mtx, VPO, R-SR, no organiz., no clear bed brks

MD, CPB (35/10/5/50), MISE (50/25/15/10) UF VPS mtx

PC (58/16/26), MEIS (45/30/15/10), F MWS mtx, SR-R, lense shape drops to south; relatively
uniform size of clasts

PC (32/30/38), MESI (35/35/12/8), upper F VPS mtx, PO, SR-R, very wide range of sizes, lenses
of unif. peb/cob-bars?

PC (65/8/27), MEIS (65/25/5/5), UVF MWS mtx, PO, SR-R, imb. near top to NW; 330°

PC (50/20/30), VF VPS mtx, <cm mudchips 15%, imb to SW 225°

CP (55/5/40), MEIS (50/30/10/10), UF ss mtx,
NG, SR-R

PC (60/10//30), MESI (45/40/10/5), UF PS mtx, NG, SR-R

PCB (39/24/2/35), MESI (60/20/10/10), UF PS mtx, PO, SR-R, very irreg.

VPS ss w/ 10% gran

tan/rusty slope former; inclined lamination to SW; moderate-well sort sandstone

interbedded sandstone
& conglomerate; very
complex interfingering

Tcd, some conv. rip. lam, 5-10cm beds, 2-5 cm mudchips

Tde-sparse rip; photo

mottled, dew ss, mudclasts, vague plan. lam

ripple cross-lamination @ top of bed, 10-15 cm Tde with mud caps, NG, tabular

horizontally laminated sandstone w/ ripple cross-lamination to mudcap

dewatered, planar laminated sandstone

VPS, but MS @ top

poss lam, prob. dew, poor exp

PC (50/15/35), MESI (50/30/10/10),LM ss mtx-5%gran, PO, SR-R

PC (50/15/35), EMSI (62/28/15/5), UF, VPS mtx, vague IG, WO, aligned cobbles @ base, increase
in matrix upward

PC (45/22/28), MEIS (35/35/15/15), UF ss mtx, PO, R-SR

CPB (40/28/2/30), MESI (50/35/10/5), upper fine matrix @ top, LM PS mtx @ base, PO, SR-R, ss
lenses

CS-MD local., CPB (45/10/5/40), MESI (45/30/18/7), LF MS mtx, PO, R-SR, basal fill of cong
eroding 4 m ss to north; sample

9 m eroded mudst-no peb in place/slumped

PC (40/20/40), MEIS (40/40/10/10), UF ss mtx, PO; climb to south

~MD, CPB (38/20/2/40), MESI (50/35/10/55), UF, MS mtx, R-SR

PC (57/8/35), MEIS (40/40/15/5), LM, PS mtx, PO, SR-R

PC (35/30/35), EMIS (50/30/15/5), UF, PS mtx, IG, SR-R

CPB (30/26/6/38), MESI (35/35/20/10), LM, PS mtx, PO, SR-R, boulders distributed throughout

laminated, very poorly sorted sandstone w/ 15% coarse with pebble alignment

PC (55/20/25), MEIS (45/35/15/5), LF, PS mtx, PO, SR-R

CP (35/30/35), MESI (40/35/20/5), LM, PS mtx, PO, lentic.

PC (45/30/25), MESI (40/40/10/10), UF, PS mtx, NG, poor. exp

top 1st bench, traverse 30m N

TB5~in place; 7 m below conglomerate.

6°, 045° structural dip @ cliff base
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